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From the Editor
Making waves
When I was a kid, my parents’ friends owned a lakeside cabin
we’d often visit in the summertime. We spent most of our time on the
speedboat, where we’d take turns tubing and kneeboarding. My parents
and their friends would also show off their ability to water ski (sometimes
even barefoot).
During every visit, I’d try over and over again to get up on the
water skis. Someone would hold me in position in the water while the
speedboat slowly gained momentum. I’d grip the rope and try my
hardest to keep the skis straight. Most summers, I’d return home without
successfully water skiing — that was until the time everything fell into
place. Before I knew it, I was gliding along the surface of the water in the
boat’s wake. I’d test my luck and let go with one hand, so I could wave to
everyone in the boat, while the water splashed my proud childish grin.
To this day, water skiing is the most “extreme” water adventure I’ve
tried, but there are definitely others on my list. In this month’s cover story.
Associate Editor Cortney Erndt shares extreme aquatic adventures that’ll
refresh your itineraries and leave travelers exhilarated and proud of their
accomplishments (and maybe a little wet). See page 10.
Beyond our cover story, this issue makes a splash with tales
of Colorado Wine Country (page 76) and Managing Editor Dave
Hoekman’s travels in Frankfort, Kentucky’s capital city (page 34).
This month’s international feature takes you to Dresden, Germany. On
page 108, Erndt shares her firsthand experiences in the bustling city that
rose even stronger from WWII rubble.
As always, thank you for reading this copy of Group Tour magazine.

«

«

Until next time,

Group Tour Media
is a proud member of:
American Bus Association
California Travel Association
Circle Michigan
Destinations International
Florida Attractions Association
Louisiana Travel Promotions
Association
National Tour Association
New Mexico Hospitality Association

Courtney Birchmeier
courtney@grouptour.com
Twitter: @courtneygtm

Ohio Travel Association
Ontario Motor Coach Association
Southeast Tourism Society
Student & Youth Travel Association

Up next: In December, hit the ice for our cover story on hockey
towns. Don’t miss features on Eau Claire, Wisconsin; Elizabeth, New
Jersey; and Sudbury, Ontario, Canada.
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news & notes

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau

«
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moting this market segment as yet another
key attraction and product, encompassing
Broward’s multitude of creative hot spots.”
954-765-4466,
sunny.org/film/underground
Remembering Carl Wassink
Carl Wassink, the founder of the company that became Group Tour Media,
passed away July 6. He was 79.
While driving motorcoaches for his charter bus company in the late 1980s, Wassink realized group tour planners needed
better information. The realization inspired
him to sell the motorcoach business and
expand his publishing company; Group
Tour magazine was born.
Wassink will be remembered for his
love for travel, entrepreneurial zest and
eternal optimism.
New Las Vegas zip line
scheduled to open
Fly LINQ, the first and only zip line on
the Las Vegas Strip, is scheduled to take
flight on Nov. 9.
The attraction will feature 10 side-byside zip lines, capable of simultaneously
launching all riders. The experience will
be located at The LINQ Promenade, the
open-air district situated at the heart of the
Las Vegas Strip.
“Fly LINQ will further establish The LINQ
Promenade as a must-visit destination, particularly for distinctive Las Vegas entertainment experiences,” said Bob Morse, president of hospitality at Caesars Entertainment

Corporation. “This new experience will join
The LINQ Promenade’s growing number
of thrilling and memorable entertainment,
dining and retail options.”
Guests will be launched from a 114-foottall tower and travel 1,121 feet through The
LINQ Promenade to the landing tower near
the base of the High Roller observation
wheel. Riders can choose to ride in either a
seated or superhero position.
The ride is expected to feature two
designed tube ride in keeping with the
Colorado outdoor experience,” said Kjell
automated gear retrieval lines that will keep
queues moving quickly by swiftly returning
gear back to the launch tower.
702-777-2782, caesars.com/linq/fly-linq

«

Greater Fort Lauderdale
CVB launches art map
and underground pass
The Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau’s Film, Music,
Fashion & Create division officially
launched its first Underground Create
Map in July. This curated guide of creative hot spots is designed to showcase
Broward County, Florida’s creative universe. From live indie music events and
festivals to art walks and trolley tours
called Underground Stops (U-Stops), the
Underground Create Map is a comprehensive catalog of the area’s arts
offerings and an easy way for residents
and visitors to plan their cultural outings,
through the multisensory underground
creative scene.
In addition to the map, the bureau has
created an Underground Create Pass
(UCP), which provides special offers and
discounts at various venues throughout
the destination to encourage visitation and
promote the participating entities.
“Greater Fort Lauderdale is known for its
beautiful beaches and attractions; however,
we have so much more flourishing in the
destination,” said Noelle P. Stevenson, vice
president of film, music & entertainment, for
Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB’s Film, Music,
Fashion & Create division. “The Underground Create initiative brings forth the destination’s unique identity, diversity and edgy
‘sense of place,’ appealing to tourists and
locals with an artsy flair. With the U-Create
map and pass, we are showcasing and pro-

Fly LINQ

news & notes
ABA plans big return to Louisville
for 2019 Marketplace
When American Bus Association (ABA)
members convene Jan. 25–29, 2019, in
Louisville, Kentucky, they will experience a
brand-new Kentucky International Convention Center and a Marketplace program
providing the best business and educational opportunities for all attendees.
ABA’s Marketplace brings together more
than 3,500 motorcoach operators, tour operators, products and services companies,
bus manufacturers and exhibitors who
attend for valuable, professional education
sessions; business-building networking
events; and successful sales opportunities.
With more than 140,000 pre-scheduled
appointments and 800 pre-qualified operators, Marketplace offers a year’s worth of
sales meetings in one week. More than
a meeting, ABA is a valuable investment
that pays for itself many times over, and a
can’t-miss annual reunion with colleagues
and friends, old and new.
“ABA’s Annual Meeting & Marketplace is
the number one group travel show in North
America with the greatest ROI,” said ABA
president and CEO Peter Pantuso, CTIS.
“There is literally something for every
company in the group travel and tour
industry, including bus and tour operators,” he said.
It happens every January. ABA kicks off
the new year by rolling out a red carpet to
welcome the travel and tourism community
to an active, vibrant forum of buyers and
sellers. ABA Marketplace provides a forum
to form long-term business relationships.
Often with a year’s worth of sales meetings taking place in one week. The ABA
event includes leading education seminars
and the industry’s largest exhibit hall.
An estimated more than $100 million of
booked business takes place as a result
of Marketplace. On average, 29 prescheduled appointments are made per seller.
Operators are buying tour products for
students/youth, adults and seniors.
There are operator-only events, a
dynamic exhibit floor, all-delegate lunches
and evening events plus sightseeing and
FAM tours.
The ABA Marketplace provides a forum
for seven special industry councils to
network: The Bus Industry Safety Council,
Bus Maintenance and Repair Council,
Entertainer Motorcoach Council, Hispanic
Motorcoach Council, Asian Motorcoach
Council, School Bus Council and the

«

Peter Pantuso, CTIS, ABA President & CEO

Women in Buses Council.
“Whether you are coming for the topnotch education, which includes all of
our ABA Councils meeting at the show,
the networking and exhibit opportunities,
or booking future business on our business floor, our event is the one you need
to attend to start your year off right,”
Pantuso said.

ABA Marketplace
Jan. 25–29, 2019
Kentucky International
Convention Center
Louisville, Kentucky
800-283-2877
meetingsdept@buses.org
buses.org/marketplace

2019
BUILD YOUR BUSINESS AT

ABA’S
MARKETPLACE
January 25-29, 2019

BUSES.ORG/MARKETPLACE
Join 3,500 tour and motorcoach operators, travel industry
professionals, and service and equipment suppliers for a
must-attend business opportunity.
BOOKED BUSINESS | EDUCATION & TRAINING
| INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES
NETWORKING
Reader Service Card #195
GroupTour.com
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news & notes
Madame Tussauds San Francisco
adds two attractions
Madame Tussauds San Francisco now
has two new, interactive attractions: “Alcatraz — The Breakout” escape room and “Be
A Hero” virtual room — the collaborative virtual reality experience. With these additions,
the star-studded attraction at historic Fisherman’s Wharf offers guests more dynamic
and memorable reasons to visit.
In “Alcatraz — The Breakout,” Madame
Tussauds brings the world’s most famous
prison escape to life. Themed after the
infamous 1962 escape, the experience
is located on Fisherman’s Wharf, just 1
mile from where it all took place, Alcatraz
Island. Groups have 60 minutes until the
guards’ shift change to escape.
In “Be A Hero,” groups can save the
world as they become part of a team.
The collaborative virtual reality experience allows groups to travel through
time to thwart a dystopian future. As visitors journey through history, they solve
puzzles and challenges. Unlock the secrets of Ancient Egypt. Repair the moon
lander, fight dinosaurs and dive to the
bottom of the ocean. Each player enjoys
his/her own dedicated room, specifically
designed and equipped with the latest
virtual reality gear.
groupsales@madametussaudssf.com,
madametussauds.com/san-francisco

«
Glenwood Hot Springs Resort
to add water attraction
The world’s largest hot springs pool is
getting a large-scale makeover that will update and transform the look of the premier
geothermal resort. Glenwood Hot Springs
Resort will undergo an extensive, multi-million-dollar renovation to the west end of its
property in Glenwood Springs, Colorado.
The resort will begin adding new aquatic
features, replacing the existing waterslides,
kiddie pool and miniature golf course with
an all-new water park. The resort estimates
completion by July 2019.
The main attraction will be an Adventure River with plenty of twists, turns and
refreshing surprises along the way, lasting

a little over three minutes in duration.
“The new Adventure River is a customdesigned tube ride in keeping with the
Colorado outdoor experience,” said Kjell
Mitchell, CEO and president.
The attraction is a novelty among
geothermal destinations, offering a highquality theme park ride experience at a hot
springs resort. Riders will sense they are
floating down a mountain creek in Colorado — complete with lush landscaping,
cascading tiers and boulder features.
Mitchell said he hopes the new work
can begin in January. To meet schedule,
the dated features — water slides and mini
golf — will be removed beginning this fall.
970-947-2955, hotspringspool.com

«

Mint Museum Uptown re-opens
Following a five-week closure for floor
refinishing and other improvements, Mint
Museum Uptown in Charlotte, North
Carolina, re-opened its doors in August
and is inviting the public to welcome its
new President & CEO, Todd A. Herman
PhD. Groups can enjoy a new fall lineup of
exhibitions, as well as new features in its
permanent collection galleries.
In the galleries, visitors will encounter
new frames on signature works of art,
as well as newly installed works in the
Schiff-Bresler Family Fiber Art Gallery on
Level 3.
704-337-2000, mintmuseum.org

«
Reader Service Card #203
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Nashville leads Tennessee tourism
with $6.5 billion in visitor spending
Nashville’s tourism industry is leading the state of Tennessee with $6.5
billion in visitor spending in 2017. State
officials released the 2017 report on the
Economic Impact of Travel on Tennessee Counties in August. Nashville’s $6.5
billion represents nearly one-third of domestic visitor spending across Tennessee and is an 8.5-percent increase over
2016’s $6 billion visitor spending level.
Ronnie Smith, head of Regions Bank,
who serves as chair of the Nashville Convention & Visitors Corp board of directors,
said: “We could not be prouder of this city
and this industry. Nashville is truly a top
global destination. Today’s numbers validate the years of hard work and collaboration by so many in our industry.”
Among the top five counties, Davidson County (Nashville) was followed by
Shelby (Memphis) at $3.5 billion; Sevier
(Great Smoky Mountains, Gatlinburg,
Pigeon Forge) at $2.3 billion; Hamilton

«

Madame Tussauds San Francisco

news & notes
(Chattanooga) at $1.1 billion; and Knox
(Knoxville) at $1.1 billion.
800-657-6910, visitmusiccity.com
Pasadena Convention & Visitors
Bureau partners with Bill Nye
In an effort to support the continuous
advancement of science and technology
in Pasadena, California, the Pasadena
Convention & Visitors Bureau teamed
with Bill Nye and the Planetary Society to
showcase Pasadena’s innovative spirit.
The partnership comes at the conclusion
of several multimillion-dollar hotel renova-

tions, offering planners new hotel rooms
and amenities to host their events.
“For decades, Pasadena has been
the birthplace of space exploration and
award-winning engineers and scientists
who continue to uncover new details
about our solar system,” said Jeanne
O’Grady Goldschmidt, executive director
of the Pasadena Convention & Visitors
Bureau. “It’s important to showcase
the city’s contribution as a leader in
innovation because it aids in tourism
and is one of the many reasons why we
continue to attract several events and
meetings within those fields.”
The bureau recently worked closely
with the Planetary Society and Bill Nye
on a citywide video focusing on Pasadena’s innovative spirit at institutions such
as Caltech, JPL, the ArtCenter College of
Design and Mount Wilson Observatory.
626-793-2122, visitpasadena.com
Georgia Tourism awards funding
to 16 tourism projects
The Georgia Department of Economic
Development’s (GDEcD) Tourism division
announced in September that it has awarded $116,744 in product development
grants to 16 new and expanding tourism
projects across the state of Georgia.
“We are thrilled to announce this new
round of funding for communities that
have participated in our Tourism Product
Development Resource Team program,”
said Kevin Langston, deputy commissioner of tourism for the Georgia Department
of Economic Development. “The grant
recipients reflect a variety of exciting and
creative tourism projects that will attract
and serve visitors throughout the state.”
Since its inception, Georgia Tourism’s
Product Development team has served
60 counties, cities, private for-profits and
nonprofits throughout the state in areas
ranging from agritourism to downtown
development.
“Funding is one of the greatest needs
in fortifying tourism product development,” said Cindy Eidson, director of
tourism product development for the
Georgia Department of Economic Development. “By making grants available
to support projects that our Resource
Teams help inspire, we are investing in
the growth of tourism and jobs in communities across the state.”
404-962-4000, georgia.org

«

«
F. Scott Schafer

Never
miss an
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magazine is crafted with
tour planners in mind.
To help you plan better,
each issue features:
• Exciting destinations
• Thrilling itineraries
• Latest travel trends
• Group-friendly restaurants
and lodging
Never miss an issue!
Subscribe online at
grouptour.com/subscribe
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Extreme Water
REFRESH ITINERARIES WITH AQUATIC ADVENTURES

BY CORTNEY ERNDT

P

ack the sunscreen. Groups are
entertaining new ways to experience the
thrill of water — from jet boats and stand-up paddleboards to waterpark raft rides.
Some prefer to relax on calm and tranquil
blue waters, while others like to thrash in
turbulent and roiling currents. Regardless of
speed, adding a few waves will exhilarate
any group during these five
water experiences.

Infinity Falls, Aquatica
SeaWorld Orlando
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JET BOAT COLORADO
De Beque, Colorado
There’s no need to leave the country to ride in a New
Zealand-style jet boat — part raft, part rodeo and part
race car. With Jet Boat Colorado, groups have the choice
of either thrilling adventure tours or relaxed scenic tours.
“Jet Boat Colorado is the most exciting river boat tour
on the Colorado River,” said Joe Keys, manager at Jet Boat
Colorado. “There is nothing else like it. Both cover the same
sections of river, but the adventure trip is wet, wild and unlike
any boat tour most people have experienced. The scenic trip is a dry
ride and the focus is on seeing the wildlife and sights.”
The adventure trip features cowboy spins, fishtails, power slides
and speed runs. Groups feel the power and performance of a jet
boat — and should plan on a surge of adrenaline and getting wet.
The scenic trip slows things down while a fun and
knowledgeable driver shares the history, geology and lore of the
Colorado River.
Groups may use the riverside picnic area with shade, tables and
great views — and there’s plenty of space for motorcoach parking.

PATRIOT JET BOAT THRILL RIDE
FLAGSHIP CRUISES & EVENTS

military ships, along the downtown skyline and under the iconic
Coronado Bridge.
“With rock music pumping, feel the wind and the refreshing
spray of San Diego Bay as the Patriot carves 360-degree turns
and reaches speeds upward of 50 mph,” said Tim Rongley,
director of marketing for Flagship Cruises & Events. “There’s
nothing like it.”
Located downtown along the embarcadero between the USS
Midway and Broadway pier, the Patriot jet boat can carry 129
passengers.
“It’s a great opportunity for a group experience — a thrilling
and fast 30 minutes in a jet boat with two 1,400-horsepower
jet propelled engines,” Rongley said. “Our professional crew
is the best in the business at providing San Diego visitors with
experiences they will remember for a lifetime.”
Flagship Cruises & Events owns and operates San Diego’s
largest and finest fleet, ranging from luxury high-end yachts
and whale-watching vessels to harbor tour boats and the iconic
Coronado Ferry.

San Diego, California
Get ready for speed, screams and splashes. Hop aboard the
Patriot jet boat for an entertaining, turbo-charged tour of San
Diego's most scenic waterfront spots. Groups zip and zoom past

Flagship Cruises & Events
800-442-7847
flagshipsd.com

Jet Boat Colorado
970-644-1121
jetboatcolorado.com

Top to bottom: Jet Boat Colorado, Flagship Cruises & Events

CONTINUES ON PG 12
GroupTour.com
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Taylor Spellman/Visit Virginia’s Blue Ridge

INFINITY FALLS
AQUATICA
Orlando, Florida
The highly anticipated Infinity Falls is now
open at SeaWorld Orlando’s Aquatica, taking
its place in the Orlando skyline. Infinity Falls
features the world’s tallest drop on a river raft ride.
The whimsical tower structure, blending modern
architecture with ancient ruins, reaches a height of
67 feet and surrounds the attraction’s vertical lift.
Aboard the ride’s eight-passenger circular
rafts, groups embark on an adventure through a
lush rainforest environment inspired by some of
the world’s freshwater ecosystems. The attraction
features dynamic drops and interactive water
elements, and allows visitors to experience the feel
of exhilarating rapids.
Earlier this year, Aquatica also opened Ray
Rush, an attraction that brings groups together as
they take on three exciting slide elements in rafts
that seat up to four riders.
“The combination of these three unique slide
elements seamlessly blended into one attraction
creates a ride experience that is both thrilling
and group-friendly; it’s the perfect addition to our
Jerry’s Rogue Jets
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slide portfolio,” said David Heaton, Aquatica
vice president. “The experience on Ray Rush is
unlike anything offered in Florida. Aquatica is the
first waterpark in the state to combine these three
unique elements into one attraction.”
Aquatica
407-965-3251
aquatica.com/orlando/group-events

ROANOKE MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES
Roanoke, Virginia
A full-service outfitter promoting outdoor
adventure, Roanoke Mountain Adventures’ many
recreational experiences include water activities like
kayaking, tubing and stand-up paddle boarding.
“Our hope is that groups enjoy and learn enough
from their experience to go and do it on their own
afterward,” said James Revercomb, co-owner of
Roanoke Mountain Adventures. “We strive to show
people how enjoyable outdoor recreation can be.”
Roanoke Mountain Adventures’ experienced
staff leads guided trips and also rents out high-quality gear for top-notch recreation.
The half-day guided kayaking trip is a 6-mile

O L AT E
IN G NE

stretch from Rotary Park in Salem back to Roanoke Mountain Adventures. Self-guided
trips also are available. And groups looking for an extra relaxing experience should
consider tubing.
Visitors up for a new experience can take part in a Paddleboard Instructional Trip
with a certified guide on flat water. The James River Trip offers more a challenge for
experienced stand-up paddle-boarders with moving water and Class I rapids.
“Stand-up paddleboarding is a great way to get out and enjoy the water and
natural environment, all while getting a great, full-body workout,” Revercomb said. “We
get lots of groups that are new to the sport and paddling in general. It is never too late to
try something new.”

W."

Roanoke Mountain Adventures
540-525-8295
roanokemountainadventures.com

Travel writer Kirsten Akens and Group Tour Media
associate editor Cortney Erndt, Roanoke Mountain
Adventures

JERRY’S ROGUE JETS
Gold Beach, Oregon
With a fleet of 12 hydro-jet vessels, Jerry’s Rogue Jets depart from
the Port of Gold Beach on the Oregon coast to enter the Rogue wilderness.
The trips are a blend of rugged scenery, abundant wildlife, Pacific coastal
estuary, personalized commentary and adventurous whitewater jet boating.
And uniquely, it’s a mail trip. Jerry’s has been delivering mail to Agness,
Oregon, since 1895 — and continues the tradition six days a week throughout
the year.
“We are a must-do trip for all tour buses operating on the Oregon
Coast,” said Bill McNair, owner and manager since 1972. “The Rogue
River is protected as one of the eight original Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of
1968 for the outstanding and remarkable wilderness river character. Each
pilot narrates history and stories, and stops for wildlife photography.” n
Jerry’s Rogue Jets
800-451-3645
roguejets.com

GroupTour.com
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Alabama
Montgomery

To walk around Montgomery is to experience history. The
city was the birthplace of the civil rights movement, and a new
museum and memorial will carry forward the community’s
impactful legacy.
Brimming with culture, packed with historical landmarks
and featuring a lively culinary scene, this vibrant river town
is experiencing a resurgence, which has seen its downtown
revitalized and has reestablished itself as a landmark Deep
South destination.
“With world-class historical attractions, a burgeoning arts
scene and facilities for groups of all sizes, we welcome guests
to experience our famous Southern hospitality and soak in
amazing history,” said Dawn Hathcock, vice president of the
Montgomery Area Chamber of Commerce.
Montgomery Area Chamber of Commerce
334-834-5200
montgomerychamber.com

LEARN

The National Memorial
for Peace and Justice
is America’s first national
memorial dedicated to victims
of racial terror lynching,
and the Legacy Museum
is dedicated to slavery, Jim
Crow, mass incarceration and
its legacy. The sites promote
a more hopeful commitment
to racial equality and just
treatment of all people.
National Memorial for
Peace and Justice and
Legacy Museum
334-386-9100
museumandmemorial.eji.org

SEE

TOUR

The Alabama
Shakespeare Festival
is a professional regional
theater producing around
10 productions every year.
Although productions of
Shakespeare are the main
focus, Broadway musicals,
children’s productions,
American classics and world
premieres round out the
schedule, making an exciting
lineup for groups.

Explore the lives and
legacies of world-renowned,
literary legends at the F.
Scott & Zelda Fitzgerald
Museum. Scott and
Zelda Fitzgerald lived in
Montgomery from the fall of
1931 to the spring of 1932.
Take an in-depth, private,
guided tour of the museum,
which is the last extant house
the Fitzgeralds lived in as a
family.

Dexter Avenue King
Memorial Baptist Church is
a National Historic Landmark
containing the pulpit where
Martin Luther King Jr. first
preached his message of
hope and brotherhood. King
served as pastor of the
church from 1955 to 1960. It
was there where he organized
the Montgomery bus boycott
and burst onto the national
scene.

Alabama Shakespeare
Festival
334-271-5330
asf.net

F. Scott & Zelda
Fitzgerald Museum
334-264-4222
thefitzgeraldmuseum.org

Dexter Avenue King
Memorial Baptist Church
334-263-3970
dexterkingmemorial.org

Clockwise from top: Montgomery Convention and Visitors Bureau (4), Equal Justice Initiative
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EXPLORE

THE ONLY THING MORE
IMPRESSIVE THAN SEEING
THEM AT TOP SPEED IS
SEEING THEM SITTING STILL.
Standing amidst the largest motorcycle collection in the world,
it’s impossible not to feel the energy in the room. More than 1,600
vintage and modern bikes and race cars from all over the world,
dating back to 1904, all housed in a towering, awe-inspiring museum,
are proof of a city that’s moving forward. Even when the exhibits
aren’t. Right here in Birmingham.

inbirmingham.com | # INB irmingham | 800 - 458 - 8085

Reader Service Card #108

GroupTour.com
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Relive Alabama history
at Alabama Music Hall of Fame
As a dream of the Muscle Shoals Music Association, the Alabama Music Hall
of Fame in Tuscumbia honors Alabama’s
greatest music achievers.
The Muscle Shoals Music Association
is a Muscle Shoals area-based profes-

sional organization of producers, musicians, recording studio owners, songwriters and other music professionals.
The hall of fame celebrates Alabama’s local talent in three ways:
exhibits highlighting accomplishments,

Advance tickets available online
and at the Gardens.
NOVEMBER 23 – DECEMBER 31
5 – 9 PM
Closed Christmas and New Year’s Days

bronze stars in the walk of fame and
inductions into the hall of fame. The
hall of fame covers a variety of music
genres, including rhythm and blues,
country, and rock ‘n’ roll.
“I hope visitors learn that all genres
of music were pioneered by Alabamians,” said Dixie Griffin, manager of
the Alabama Music Hall of Fame. “Sam
Phillips is known as the Father of Rock
and Roll; W.C. Handy is known as the
Father of the Blues; Dinah Washington
is known as the Queen of the Blues;
Jimmie Rodgers, the Father of Country
Music; Tammy Wynette the first lady of
Country Music — and they all are from
Alabama. Alabama's music celebrates a
universal language and is known all over
the world.”
Tours of the Alabama Music Hall of

Reader Service Card #121

EXPERIENCE MOBILE’S
RENAISSANCE HOTELS.
Come experience history, legendary
hospitality, world-class attractions, a
thriving entertainment district, fresh
seafood and affordable lodging options
at Mobile’s two Renaissance hotels: the
historic Battle House Renaissance Hotel
& Spa and the modern Renaissance
Riverview Plaza Hotel.
The Renaissance Hotels of Mobile
boast 612 rooms, spectacular views
of Mobile Bay and are walkable to
downtown attractions. For more insights,
visit us online or call 251.415.3086.

RENAISSANCE MOBILE RIVERVIEW PLAZA HOTEL
t: 251.438.4000 renaissanceriverview.com
THE BATTLE HOUSE
RENAISSANCE MOBILE HOTEL & SPA
t: 251.338.2000 renaissancebattlehouse.com

Reader Service Card #121
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Alabama Music Hall of Fame

Fame are self-led, with guided tours offered for groups of 10 or more.
In the country music section of the
hall of fame, groups can explore American country and Southern rock band
Alabama’s tour bus. There, guests can get
a firsthand experience of life on the road.
“The group (Alabama) traveled the

first 10 years of their career on the bus,”
Griffin said. “Everyone can get a feel
of what it would be like to travel on
Alabama's bus. They (groups) can see
a golden car that belonged to Happy
Hal Burns — there are 13 guns and 230
silver dollars on the car. Visitors can see
Country Boy Eddie's TV stage; Tammy

Wynette sang her first song on TV on
that stage. Also, everyone that tours at
the hall of fame can record their favorite
song in our recording studio.” n
Alabama Music Hall of Fame
256-381-4417
alamhof.org

Reader Service Card #226
GroupTour.com
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Meander through
Birmingham Botanical Gardens
Dating back to 1960, Birmingham
Botanical Gardens has a rich history
cultivated from the inspiration of thousands of lively, creative volunteers.
The gardens is currently in partnership with a variety of organizations:
Friends of Birmingham Botanical
Gardens, the Alabama Cooperative
Extension System, federated garden
clubs, plant societies and the Jefferson
County Library Cooperative. With
strong community ties in Birmingham,
the gardens annually logs over 30,000
volunteer hours, and opens its doors to
over 350,000 guests a year.
Open 365 days a year, Birmingham
Botanical Gardens sits on nearly 68
acres and offers gardens of special inter18
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est for groups to explore, including the
Japanese Garden, Kaul Wildflower Garden, Fern Glade and Southern Living
Garden. Groups can walk through over
25 interpretive and thematic gardens
during their visit.
“Our most popular gardens are the
Japanese Garden and the Kaul Wildflower Garden,” said Blake Ells, public
relations coordinator at Friends of Birmingham Botanical Gardens. “The best
thing about visitors to the gardens is seeing how many different types of people
in the Birmingham community that we
serve. We hope visitors can interact with
nature and their environment and that
they feel inspired to help us promote our
educational mission.”

Friends of Birmingham Botanical Gardens

Aside from tours, the gardens offers
educational programs and workshops
for groups to learn about the role of
plants and gardens in the environment.
The Birmingham Botanical Gardens also
shares the country’s only public horticultural library, and is Alabama’s largest
living museum.
Guided tours are offered for groups,
and should be requested a few weeks in
advance to secure a guide, Ells said.
Aside from tours, visits do not need
to be booked, and admission is free.
Ample motorcoach parking is available. n
Birmingham Botanical Gardens
205-414-3950
bbgardens.org

alabama

Margaret Mitchell House, Atlanta, Ga.

Discover literary legacies
on the Southern Literary Trail
The South has generated many great
writers all across history, and there’s no
better way to explore every literary icon
the region has to offer than with the
Southern Literary Trail.
“The trail currently includes writers of classic Southern literature who
hailed from or spent a significant
amount of time in and were therefore
influenced by, Mississippi, Alabama
and Georgia,” said William Gantt,
founder and chair of the trail. “Sites
range from writers’ homes to libraries
that house their collections.”
In Alabama, groups can visit six
different regions: Demopolis, Hartselle,
Mobile, Monroeville, Montgomery
and Tuskegee. Literary icons in these
areas include: Lillian Hellman, William
Bradford Huie, William March, Albert
Murray, Eugene Walter, Turman Capote,
Harper Lee, Ralph Ellison, and Zelda
and F. Scott Fitzgerald.
“The trail is truly an experience;
(groups can experience) the places that
inspired writers who produced some of
the greatest works of literature,” Gantt
said. “Experiencing the trail therefore
includes experiencing the towns and
rural areas in which they lived.”
There are 16 additional regions
across Georgia and Mississippi that
groups can venture to, including: Oxford
(William Faulkner), Natchez (Richard
Wright), Atlanta (Margaret Mitchell)
and Columbus (Carson McCullers).
Due to the large size of the trail,

Monroe County Courthouse, Monroeville, Ala.
Southern Literary Trail

numerous events and exhibits are almost
constantly taking place at one of the
sites; details can be found on the trail’s
website and social media platforms. And
every two years, trail organizers host
Trailfest — the only tri-state literary
festival in the United States with free
events, theatrical performances and
heritage tours.

“The trail is unique in several
aspects: It is the country’s first tri-state
literary trail and it focuses on a region
of the world that produced some of the
greatest writers, and continues to produce great writers,” Gantt said. n
Southern Literary Trail
southernliterarytrail.org

Showcase
Our State

®

ALABAMA200
It’s Alabama’s 200th birthday. The perfect time to celebrate our
state and create memorable adventures highlighting activities and
events from the Shoals to the shores. Visit Alabama200.org for
all the exciting information and start planning your tours today.

#AL200 #ALABAMA200

Reader Service Card #172
GroupTour.com
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Arkansas
Bentonville

Bentonville is a town of newly built trails, locally brewed
beers, award-winning cuisine and priceless artifacts. Located
in the foothills of the Ozark Mountains, Bentonville is easily
accessible from most major cities by air and just a short drive
from Kansas City, Dallas, Oklahoma City, St. Louis and Little
Rock.
“We love serving the diversity a group tour brings to
Bentonville,” said Nancy Kalish Morgan, group tours manager
with Visit Bentonville. “No matter the demographic, there is
something in Bentonville that can speak to everyone.”
Bentonville is a town where modern progress meets rich
history, where the arts meet innovation, and where groups can
explore with all their senses: from fresh air in the Ozarks, to
fresh cuisine on a plate.
Visit Bentonville
479-271-9153
visitbentonville.com

SEE

Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art
takes its name from a nearby
natural spring and the bridge
construction incorporated in
the building. The museum
includes a restaurant on
a glass-enclosed bridge
overlooking the ponds,
and a library with over
50,000 volumes. Sculpture
and walking trails link the
museum to downtown.
Crystal Bridges Museum of
American Art
479-657-2415
crystalbridges.org

STAY

21c Museum Hotel
Bentonville is located on
the northeast corner of the
Bentonville town square
and a short walk to Crystal
Bridges Museum of American
Art. It is a 104-room boutique
hotel, contemporary art
museum and home to The
Hive restaurant, led by James
Beard-nominated chef,
Matthew McClure.
21c Museum Hotel
Bentonville
479-286-6500
21cmuseumhotels.com/
Bentonville

Clockwise from top: Visit Bentonville, John Owen, Visit Bentonville (3)
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EXPLORE

TOUR

Brightwater: A Center
for the Study of Food is
more than a cooking school.
Brightwater offers uniquely
holistic programming with
academic and career training
in nutrition, artisanal food,
beverage management and
food entrepreneurship. Tours
explore its history and its key
pillars — food as art, food
as wellness and food as
business.

The Walmart Museum
is as much a part of retail
giant Walmart’s history as
the exhibits and artifacts
that it houses. First opened
in 1990, the museum was
known as the Walmart Visitor
Center. Today, The Walmart
Museum carries on the
mission it always has; to
educate, engage and inspire
visitors about the heritage of
Walmart.

Brightwater: A Center for
the Study of Food
479-631-8600
brightwater.org

The Walmart Museum
479-277-8923
walmartmuseum.com

arkansas

Visit Hot Springs

Adventure meets tranquility
at Hot Springs National Park
Although Hot Springs is the smallest and oldest park in the National Park
Service System, it sure packs a punch
with its rolling hills and soothing thermal waters.
“We have the convenience of taking
a hike in the park and the luxury of
drinking a thermal spring beer at the
end of it,” said Cora Easterday, group
travel & visitor services assistant at Visit
Hot Springs. “Groups should visit Hot
Springs because no other location in the
country offers an authentic destination
experience as unique to the one you will
find in Hot Springs National Park.”
When in town, groups are encouraged to unwind with a craft brew at oneof-a-kind Superior Bathhouse Brewery,
the only brewery located in a national
park and the only one in the world using
thermal spring water as the main ingredient in making beer. To continue the R
and R, groups can visit Bathhouse Row
for some rejuvenation with massages
and mineral baths with eight different
historic houses to choose from, such
as the Spanish Colonial Revival-style

Quapaw Baths & Spa.
If groups are more interested in outdoor activities, they can stop by Garvan
Woodland Gardens, a 210-acre botanical garden, hike some of Hot Springs
National Park’s 26 miles of trails, take a
scenic drive in the Ouachita Mountains,
or go on an eagle watching tour on scenic Lake Ouachita.
“What makes Hot Springs National
Park so unique, besides the amazing
people who call Hot Springs home, is
the convenience of enjoying the attractions and outdoor recreation experiences of the park, with the luxury of
being within walking distance of the
historic district where you can find fine
dining at locations like the Vault, unique
attractions such as the Gangster Museum of America, exclusive shops such
as All Things Arkansas, and boutique
hotels like the recently renovated Waters
Hotel,” Easterday said. n
Visit Hot Springs
501-321-2277
hotsprings.org

g
EST. 1817

U.S. MARSHALS MUSEUM
OPENS FALL 2019

Star of the Wes te rn F rontie r
Relive a history that inspired True Grit,
Explore the Ozarks by Train, & Discover
untold accounts of our Nation’s storied
past upon the Fall 2019 Grand Opening
of the U.S. Marshals Museum!

TOURFORTSMITH.COM
Contact: Carolyn Joyce
(800) 637-1477
Tourism@FortSmith.org
Reader Service Card #164
GroupTour.com
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Florida

Destin, Fort Walton Beach, Okaloosa Island
Some coastal destinations have little more to offer than peace
and quiet. On the Emerald Coast, the only thing that stays still
for long is the Gulf of Mexico. There are activities perfect for
group bonding, plus groups will find the quality of venues and
accommodation offerings unique for cities at that size. Find out
why groups of all kinds and sizes keep coming back year after
year.
“Having the opportunity to showcase our coastal destination
to tour operators is one we take seriously,” said Jennifer Adams,
director of the Emerald Coast Convention & Visitors Bureau.
“Destin, Fort Walton Beach, Okaloosa Island has been welcoming
guests for years and the Southern hospitality you’ll find here in the
heart of Florida’s Emerald Coast is alive and thriving.”
Emerald Coast Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-322-3319
emeraldcoastfl.com

DINE

Harbor Docks serves
fresh Gulf seafood that is
caught in local waters by
local fishermen and unloaded
right on its dock. Groups
will enjoy a Gulf-to-table
experience unlike any other.
Visitors can dine outside on
the wide, sprawling decks
with impeccable views of the
sparkling harbor, or inside at
the sushi bar.
Harbor Docks
850-837-2506
harbordocks.com

EXPLORE

Nestled on the coast
of Okaloosa Island and
overlooking the emeraldgreen Gulf of Mexico, The
Boardwalk is a one-stop
destination for eating,
shopping and enjoying a
day or night out. Groups can
stroll and discover shopping
treasures, an incredible
selection of restaurants and
impeccable views of the Gulf
from the Okaloosa Island Pier.
The Boardwalk
850-796-1782
theboardwalkoi.com

Emerald Coast Convention & Visitors Bureau
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SEE

Groups won’t want to miss
one of the area’s greatest
natural assets: Henderson
Beach State Park, which
features more than 6,000 feet
of scenic shoreline bordering
the emerald-green waters of
the Gulf of Mexico. The 208acre park is a habitat for sand
pines, scrub oaks, southern
magnolias, dune rosemary
and a variety of wildflowers.
Henderson Beach
State Park
850-837-7550
floridastateparks.org/
park/Henderson-Beach

STAY

Reminiscent of a grand
seaside manor of yesteryear,
a stay at The Henderson
Beach Resort & Spa will
not disappoint. Guests are
rewarded with a natureinspired, full-service spa;
the freshest Gulf-to-table
cuisine at three restaurants;
an adult-only pool; and an
array of outdoor activities
and amenities all wrapped in
gracious hospitality.
The Henderson
Beach Resort & Spa
855-702-3087
hendersonbeachresort.com

MAKE A CONNECTION.

When in Jacksonville, you are just a short ride away from everything. Affordable tours,
amazing beaches, a vibrant artist scene, year-round sporting events, nationally recognized
festivals, and interactive museums all in one of the coolest cities in America. Tour in Jax!
For complimentary assistance with itinerary planning, booking hotels, attractions, and restaurants for
your group, contact Lorrie Allen at 904-421-9182 or email lallen@visitjacksonville.com
Reader Service Card #181

florida

Relish local flavors with Key Culinary Tours
Do more than eat on a tour with Key
Culinary Tours, and learn about the
area’s rich history sprinkled throughout
Florida’s west coast.
“Our company specializes in historic
culinary walking tours of Sarasota,
Venice and Lakewood Ranch neighborhoods,” said Susan Robinson, owner
of Key Culinary Tours. “We do have a
couple tours that are just sightseeing,
but culinary is our specialty.”
A tour with Key Culinary Tours is
led by a trained and knowledgeable
guide who shares stories and facts on
the area. The restaurants visited typically
serve their signature or most popular
dish.
Each food tour is a distinct experi24
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ence, with seven different options, typically lasting two to three hours. About 1
mile of walking takes place with stops at
four to six locations.
“We hope that guests come away
from our tours with an appreciation of
the rich history of our city, its architecture and the interesting and colorful men and women that founded the
area,” Robinson said. “While many
people take the tours just for the food,
an equal amount take the tours for the
history as well.”
The company does private group
tours, and is willing to customize a
tour to make it a more personalized
experience for group members. Group
discounts also are available.

Key Culinary Tours

Advance notice is needed for logistical planning for a large group tour;
Robinson requests scheduling as soon as
possible. For most tours, Robinson can
provide food substitutions for those with
diet or food restrictions. When signing
up for a tour, please note if there are any
dietary needs or substitutions.
Comfortable shoes and hats are recommended for any tour.
Aside from food tours, the company
offers a statue tour for people interested
in art, and a culinary biking tour. Motorcoach parking is available. n
Key Culinary Tours
941-893-4664
keyculinarytours.com

florida

Charles Hosmer Morse Museum
boasts extensive art collection
Celebrating its 76th anniversary
this year, the Charles Hosmer Morse
Museum of American Art houses the
world’s most comprehensive collection
of artworks by Louis Comfort Tiffany,
as well as American pottery, paintings,
art and graphics from the late 19th and
early 20th centuries.
“The work of Louis Comfort Tiffany is the centerpiece of the Morse
Museum’s collection,” said Catherine
Hinman, director of public affairs and
publications at the museum. “Assembled over a 50-year period by Hugh
and Jeannette McKean, the museum’s
Tiffany holdings are broad, deep and
unique. They include fine examples in
every medium Tiffany explored, in every kind of work he produced and from
every period of his life.”
Located in Winter Park, the museum has almost 20,000 square feet of
space. A major highlight of the museum
is Tiffany’s chapel — a ByzantineRomanesque masterpiece in mosaic and
glass. Objects and architectural elements
from Tiffany’s Long Island estate, Laurelton Hall, also are on display.
Late 19th- and early 20th-century
American paintings include works by
John Singer Sargent, Cecelia Beaux and

Childe Hassam.
Guided tours begin in the Morse
galleries with a video on how the collection was assembled at the museum.
Docent-led tours focus on exhibition
highlights, and generally last 45 minutes, but can be modified to fit the needs
of a group. Groups should allow about
90 minutes to see each of the galleries in
the museum.
“Education is the cornerstone on
which the Morse was built,” Hinman
said. “We seek to guide people to
love art by providing both access and
understanding. We are delighted with
all opportunities to enrich the lives of
others by sharing our collection and
our knowledge.”
Gallery talks and audio tours are
offered, as well as curator tours of the
exhibition: “Louis Comfort Tiffany’s
Laurelton Hall.”
A discounted rate is offered for
groups that book at least two weeks in
advance. Motorcoach drop-off zones are
available. n

Charles Hosmer Morse Museum of American Art

COME FACE TO FACE

WITH SPACE

Explore more and buy tickets
at KennedySpaceCenter.com
or call 855.410.4897

Charles Hosmer Morse Museum
of American Art
407-645-5311, ext. 312
morsemuseum.org
Reader Service Card #208
GroupTour.com
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Georgia
Alpharetta

Located 22 miles north of Atlanta, Alpharetta is packed
with unique shopping, delicious culinary experiences and 25
magnificent hotels. The Alpharetta Convention & Visitors Bureau
is a one-stop shop for group planning by offering complimentary
services such as checking hotel availability to secure the best
group rate, acting as a hotel liaison, organizing site visits,
providing visitor information, assisting with transportation and
logistics recommendations, and referring vendors.
“Alpharetta has it all — from chef-driven restaurants to awardwinning parks to one-of-a-kind shopping experiences,” said
Janet Rodgers, president and CEO of the Alpharetta Convention
& Visitors Bureau. “And the momentum keeps growing as new
restaurants, shops and attractions pop up all around the city
and new events name Alpharetta as their home.”
Alpharetta Convention & Visitors Bureau
877-202-5961
awesomealpharetta.com

DINE

TOUR

Alpha Soda Southern
Eatery, which opened in
1920 as a soda shop, is
an Alpharetta landmark that
offers Southern fare such
as country-fried steak, fried
catfish and country ham
plates. Be sure to save room
for a slice of homemade
banana peanut butter
cream pie. Alpha Soda can
accommodate parties of 10
to 300.

Downtown Alpharetta
offers three walking tours for
groups to enjoy: Alpharetta
History Walk follows 20-plus
historical markers telling
the story of Alpharetta’s
past; Alpharetta Walk of
Memories allows visitors
to honor fallen military
heroes; and Alpharetta Arts
Walking Tour is great for art
lovers to see 20-plus public
sculpture works.

Alpha Soda
Southern Eatery
770-442-3102
alphasoda.com

Alpharetta Convention
& Visitors Bureau
877-202-5961
awesomealpharetta.com

SHOP

Avalon and downtown
Alpharetta are perfect
shopping destinations for
group travel. An upscale,
outdoor shopping experience,
Avalon has shops that include
Anthropologie, Kendra Scott
and Orvis. With 570,000
square feet of curated
retailers and local chef-driven
restaurants, Avalon offers
something for everyone. Or,
discover unique boutiques in
downtown Alpharetta.

Alpharetta offers more
than 25 accommodation
options with over 3,200 hotel
rooms located throughout
the city. From upscale like
The Hotel at Avalon to
suite-style to budget-friendly
lodging, Alpharetta is sure
to accommodate any tour
group’s needs. All hotels
are centrally located and
convenient to shopping,
dining, music venues and
attractions.

Avalon
770-765-1000
experienceavalon.com

The Hotel at Avalon
678-722-3600
thehotelatavalon.com

Clockwise from top: Alpharetta Convention & Visitors Bureau (4), Alpha Soda Southern Eatery
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STAY

GEORGIA

Atlanta Botanical Garden
shares an escape from the busy city
Tucked in the heart of downtown,
the Atlanta Botanical Garden is an urban oasis overflowing with lush greenery, exotic wildlife and tropical blooms.
“Groups should expect to learn
much more about our garden through
the tours given by our docents and be
immersed in nature and art,” said Danny
Flanders, public relations & marketing
manager at the garden. “Adult tours can
be customized by the guide's expertise
and the group’s interests — there is
always something new to learn.”
The Rose Garden, Edible Garden and
Outdoor Kitchen, Hydrangea Collection, Japanese Garden, Fuqua Conservatory, and Conservation Gardens are just
a few of the displays groups can stroll
through and explore when visiting.
53374
4Tour
1
7/12/18
“Groups
seem
to Group.pdf
enjoy the conserva-

tory and the giant Earth Goddess sculpture, as well as learning about our Edible
Garden and the chef cooking demonstrations that we offer there,” Flanders
said. “Tour groups seems to bring a
different perspective and insight on the
garden and what it means to them.”
The Edible Garden and Outdoor
Kitchen showcases how fruits and vegetables make vibrant landscape plants.
Top chefs host cooking classes each
weekend May through October in the
outdoor kitchen, and the garden chef
offers seasonal recipes using ingredients
from the Edible Garden.
With an additional location in
Gainesville, Georgia, the Atlanta Botanical Garden has developed the largest
conservation nursery in the Southeast.
10:13Guided
AM
tours in Atlanta should be

Chris Kozarich

booked at least four weeks in advance,
and self-guided tours at least two weeks
in advance, Flanders suggested. Discounted group rates are offered and onsite motorcoach parking is available. n
Atlanta Botanical Garden
404-876-5859
atlantabg.org

Discover
a World
of Ahhs
worldofcoca-cola.com
©2018 The Coca-Cola Company. All Rights Reserved.

Reader Service Card #213
GroupTour.com
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Experience Gullah-Geechee
culture firsthand at Pin Point

Coastal Heritage Society

Groups visiting the Pin Point Heritage Museum in Savannah can travel
back in time and learn about the history behind the A.S. Varn & Son Oyster
and Crab Factory.
“Visitors can learn about the journey
from Africa to Pin Point, the struggle
to own land after emancipation and the
Gullah-Geechee culture that developed
from first-generation freedmen settling in
Pin Point,” said Holly Elliott, PR & marketing director for the Coastal Heritage
Society, an organization that operates five
historic museums, including Pin Point.
Pin Point is a small community
in Savannah, tucked along the banks
of the Moon River, sharing nearly
100 years of Gullah-Geechee history.
Following the Civil War, the vibrant
settlement was founded by a commu-

nity of freed slaves originally from West
Africa, and many worked at the A.S.
Varn & Son Oyster and Crab Factory
until it closed in 1985.
The slaves brought their native languages, customs and culinary traditions
with them, and being so isolated from
other communities and people, they created their own Gullah-Geeche culture.
Today, Pin Point Heritage Museum
tells the story of the unique culture and
oyster canning, and groups can explore
Pin Point’s history through multimedia
presentations, exhibits and unparalleled
views of the marsh.
Guided tours are hosted by descendants of the original Pin Point
residents, offering an authentic and engaging look into the tight-knit GullahGeechee community.

SOUVENIRS WITH SOUL

Find your next great keepsake at one of our
many festivals celebrating art in Macon.
Fired Works Regional Ceramics Exhibition and Sale
April 5 - 14, 2019

Learn more and plan your group visit at VisitMacon.org
800.768.3401
sfulbright@visitmacon.org
Reader Service Card #210
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GEORGIA

From left: GTM/Kelsey Smith, Coastal Heritage Society

“We hope guests gain a new appreciation for a unique culture and
coastal location,” Elliott said. “Guests
can experience the importance of the
surrounding marshes and rivers to the
livelihood of the community; the life
cycle of the blue crab and oyster, along
with how they were harvested.”
Elliott suggests making group reservations at least two weeks in advance. n
Pin Point Heritage Museum
912-651-6840
chsgeorgia.org/PHM

Reader Service Card #191

Reader Service Card #197
GroupTour.com
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Kentucky
Lexington

Lexington, the Horse Capital of the World, features
breathtaking scenic beauty, Southern hospitality, easy
accessibility and a thriving urban core. Explore Lexington’s
equine industry with a visit to the world-renowned Kentucky
Horse Park or iconic Keeneland. Regional specialties and farmto-table dining are staples in the South, but in Lexington groups
also will find a booming culinary scene. Lexington is home
to a wide variety of locally owned establishments serving up
everything from top-notch sushi and Mediterranean to Thai and
West African cuisine.
“We welcome the opportunity to showcase our signature
industries and the authentic experiences found in Lexington
to tour operators and groups of all sizes,” said Niki Goldey,
director of communications for VisitLEX.
VisitLEX
800-233-1221
visitlex.com

DINE

The Lexington Distillery
District, one of the city’s
newest, vibrant dining and
entertainment hubs, features
the newly opened historic
James E. Pepper Distillery as
well as bold, unique flavors at
Goodfellas Pizza, Middle Fork
Kitchen Bar, Crank & Boom
Ice Cream Lounge, and
Elkhorn Tavern. The district
also includes a music hall, art
galleries and special event
spaces.
Lexington Distillery District
lexingtondistillery
district.com

TOUR

Groups that want to taste
genuine bourbon are in the
right place. Buffalo Trace is
America’s oldest continuously
operating distillery and has
been making world-renowned,
legendary bourbon for more
than 200 years. Groups
can take a complimentary
tour that will guide them
through the warehouses
and Blanton’s Bottling Hall,
followed by a tasting.

Keeneland has been
home to some of the finest
horse racing dating all the
way back to 1936. Live
racing is offered in the
spring and fall (during the
months of April and October).
Throughout the rest of the
year, groups can witness
morning workouts each day
or choose to take one of
several guided tours, or the
self-guided walking tour.

Buffalo Trace Distillery
800-654-8471
buffalotrace.com

Keeneland
800-456-3412
keeneland.com

Clockwise from top: VisitLEX, The Sire Hotel Lexington, VisitLEX (3)
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SEE

STAY

Nestled in the heart
of downtown, The Sire
Hotel Lexington provides
unequaled Southern
hospitality. Each room is
designed for luxury, featuring
sleek, modern furnishings.
Guests can experience a finedining experience at Distilled,
which boasts an exceptional
wine, bourbon and whiskey
selection.
The Sire Hotel Lexington
859-231-1777
tapestrycollection3.hilton.
com/tc/sire-hotellexington
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KENTUCKY
* Concert Venue
* Live Theatre
Community
Events
*
* Group Friendly
Creating Memories since 1934
Plaza Theatre

115 E Main St., Glasgow KY

historicplaza.com
270-361-2101
Support was provided by the Kentucky Department of Tourism with additonal funding from the Glasgow Barren County Tourist Commission
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Dueling Barrels
celebrates Appalachian heritage
As the first joint brewery and distillery in eastern Kentucky, Dueling Barrels
Brewery & Distillery raises a glass to the
mountains and those who shape the Appalachian region. Handcrafted beverages
aren’t Dueling Barrels’ only specialty; the
Pikeville-based distiller and brewer tells
some of Kentucky’s most important stories, including the legendary Hatfields and
McCoys feud (which is where the name
“Dueling Barrels” came from) and the history of Bluegrass music in the region.
Alltech, a company that develops
agricultural products for use in livestock
and crop farming with additional operations in brewing and distilling, opened
Dueling Barrels earlier this year. When
visitors first enter the welcome area,
they are greeted by storytellers — aka
Dueling Barrels staff. Not only are these
employees sharing stories of the local
Pikeville region, but also their own. The
storytellers are locals that have a strong
connection to the city, which helps bring
a sense of authenticity to out-of-towners
when they stop by.
Groups tours offer an inside look into
Dueling Barrels’ brewing and distilling
process, and a stop or two at the gift shop.
When touring the facility, groups receive
four tasting tokens that can be used in
both the brewery and distillery.
Dueling Barrels’ craft brews include:
Pikeville Ale, Coal Porter, Black Mountain IPA, Hopfield and McCoy IPA, Big

Dueling Barrels

Sandy Cream Ale, Appalachian White
Ale and Cut Thru Hefe.
Dueling Barrels’ moonshine is
crafted in a traditional copper pot still,
like those used back in the day during moonlit nights along the Tug Fork
stream. The distiller offers four moonshine varieties: Apple Orchard, Original,
Bonfire and Mountain Flower.
The 28,000-square-foot space allows
for the production of 40,000 beer barrels
and about 2,200–2,500 whiskey barrels
every year. n
Dueling Barrels Brewery & Distillery
606-766-3835
duelingbarrels.com

“The Past with a Presence”

Adsmore Museum

Restored to its late
Victorian grandeur,
Adsmore welcomes you
for a visit. Come enjoy
the home, not only for
architectural charm, but
also for its past with a
presence that changes
with the seasons.

304 North Jefferson St. • Princeton, KY 42445 • 270-365-3114 • adsmore.org

Reader Service Card #127
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kentucky
From Bets to Bats,
Your Group Wins Big

Kentucky Bourbon Trail
Welcome Center opens
at Frazier History Museum
Back in August, the Frazier History
Museum unveiled its brand-new Kentucky
Bourbon Trail Welcome Center on its first
floor. Located on Museum Row in the
Bourbon District of downtown Louisville,
it was only fitting for the Frazier to house
the center, which is the official starting
point of the Kentucky Bourbon Trail Tour.
“The Kentucky Bourbon Trail has
become a must-visit for travelers from
all around the world who are interested
in learning about the authentic Kentucky
story of bourbon,” said Andy Treinen, director of marketing at the Frazier History
Museum. “With the Kentucky Bourbon
Trail Welcome Center and ‘The Spirit of
Kentucky’ exhibition, over 1 million visitors now have an official starting point
where they’ll learn about the category, the
culture and the fascinating people who
have made the bourbon industry what it
is today. Bourbon is America’s one and

Frazier History Museum

25

$

only true native spirit.”
The center was founded in a partnership between the Kentucky Distillers’
Association and the Frazier History
Museum.
At the welcome center, a concierge service helps plan visitors’ trips to bourbon
distilleries throughout the area, navigating
Louisville’s culinary and nightlife hot spots
along the way. Groups also can test their
knowledge of alcohol and responsible
drinking with the DRINKiQ quiz.
“The Spirit of Kentucky” permanent
exhibit guides visitors through the
craft, culture and history of Kentucky
bourbon.
Highlights of the exhibit include
Bottle Hall, a growing bottle collection
with every brand of bourbon currently
produced in Kentucky; a covered bridgestyle walkway featuring 4K footage of
Cumberland Falls and Red River Gorge;
Gracious Table, a family dinner table with
an interactive surface containing a digital
library of bourbon-related research content; and vintage bourbon-making tools.
The Frazier plans to host programming in the future, including tastings,
events and classes. n
Frazier History Museum
502-753-5663
fraziermuseum.org

pp

With the Louisville Legends
group package, your group
visits Churchill Downs and
relives horse racing history at
the Kentucky Derby Museum.
They’ll also tour the world’s most
famous bat factory at Louisville
Slugger Museum & Factory and
explore hands-on exhibits.

Book Your Group Tour Today!
groupsales@sluggermuseum.com
502.588.7227
Lunch Option Available

SluggerMuseum.com

DerbyMuseum.org
Reader Service Card #186

Frankfort KY says THANK YOU
to group travelers with:
LSMF.17188_GTMSoutheasternAd_lst_v1.05.indd 1

7/23/18 5:36 PM

Group Friendly hotels, ample motor coach parking,
welcome receptions and goody bags
Complimentary Bourbon Distillery tours, historic home tours, horse farm tours
Private movie showings and murder mystery dinner events
Convenient location just minutes to Lexington,
Louisville, and the Ark Encounter

Frankfort/Franklin County Tourist Commission
Visitfrankfort.com • 800-960-7200 • salesdirector@visitfrankfort.com
Reader Service Card #127
GroupTour.com
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Frankfort
CAPITAL CITY REVEALS KENTUCKY DISTILLED
BY DAVID HOEKMAN

A

storied past flows into the vibrant
present in Frankfort, Kentucky.
“We welcome groups to Frankfort
with true Southern hospitality,” said
Amanda Cobb, director of sales and
marketing for Visit Frankfort. “As their first
point of contact, it is my ultimate goal to
ensure every group has the best possible
experience in Frankfort. This starts with
ease of planning for the leader. That is why
I offer to help each group planner with
customized itineraries and meal planning.
“Our office works closely with our
tourism partners to ensure communication of
expectations. Knowledgeable, local step-on
guides are also booked through our office for
added convenience and tour enhancement.”

Frankfort hotels and attractions
welcome groups with generous group
discounts, special group amenities and
ample motorcoach parking, Cobb added.
Robin Antenucci, executive director of
Visit Frankfort, pointed out Frankfort can
serve as a perfect hub for group tours.
“We are centrally located, affordable
and with dining options inside a
downtown hotel as well as within two
blocks of it,” Antenucci said. “We
are easily within a short drive of over
15 bourbon distilleries, wineries and
breweries for the spirits traveler, and we
are 45 minutes from the Ark and Creation
Museum — not to mention all of the
historic attractions right in Frankfort.”

BOURBON AND BOURBON BALLS
Buffalo Trace Distillery takes its name from the
path or trace formed by buffalo that crossed the
Kentucky River hundreds of years ago. Known
for its bourbon whiskey, the Frankfort distillery is
the oldest continuously operating distillery in the
United States.
A variety of free group tours are available at
the sprawling distillery. All tours last about an hour
and include a complimentary tasting. Groups must
reserve a tour in advance.
34
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Kentucky Capitol

Another must-do in Frankfort: touring the
birthplace of the bourbon ball at Rebecca Ruth
Candy Tours & Museum.
Ruth Hanly Booe and her friend Rebecca
Gooch started a chocolate candymaking business
in 1919. Booe became known as the Mother of
Bourbon Balls after she blended chocolate and
bourbon in 1936.
“Bourbon balls were an instantaneous hit and
the company’s biggest seller ever since,” said
Suzanne Johnson, a tour guide at Rebecca Ruth’s.

" BOURBON BALLS WERE AN

INSTANTANEOUS HIT AND THE
COMPANY’S BIGGEST SELLER
EVER SINCE, ”
SAID SUZANNE JOHNSON,
A TOUR GUIDE AT REBECCA RUTH’S.

Kentucky State Capitol

GTM/David Hoekman

HERITAGE AND HISTORY

			

Frankfort became a city in 1786, and the city displays its
history with pride.
Stop at Liberty Hall Historic Site to tour historic houses built by
John Brown, considered to be one of the founders of Kentucky.
At the marble-filled Kentucky State Capitol, check out the 70
columns, sculptures and decorative murals.
Statues of Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis are located
in the first-floor rotunda. Both men were born in Kentucky. Lincoln
served as the United States president during the Civil War, while
Davis was president of the Confederate States of America.
Tour guide Annie McKinney said Lincoln’s statue almost
appears to be alive.
“I feel you could go up to it with a stethoscope and hear a
heartbeat,” she said.
Many visitors rub Lincoln’s left shoe for good luck.
Don’t miss the floral clock on the west lawn of the Capitol grounds.
The clock was erected in 1961 and is planted with thousands of flowers
every year. It’s hard to beat the floral clock for a group photo op.
Learn more about Frankfort’s story at Capital City Museum.
Across the street is the Thomas D. Clark Center for Kentucky
History. Its signature exhibition, “A Kentucky Journey,” uses 3,000
items to relate the state’s story.

ART AND ANIMALS
More than 30 works of art are displayed outdoors in the rolling meadows of Josephine
Sculpture Park. An artist-led tour and hands-on activities can be arranged.
Groups can find Kentucky’s diverse plants and animals in indoor and outdoor exhibits at
Salato Wildlife Education Center. n
Visit Frankfort
800-960-7200
visitfrankfort.com
GroupTour.com
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Examine fine art at The National Quilt Museum
As the largest quilt and fiber art
museum in the world with over 13,000
square feet of exhibit space, The National Quilt Museum in Paducah delivers an
experience like no other.
“Most visitors arrive expecting to
see quilts, which is not a bad thing …

but (they) leave with a new appreciation
for the art that quilting has become,”
said Melanie Myers, group tour/volunteer coordinator at the museum. “The
museum offers quilts from artists all
over the world and there is sure to be
that one quilt that will speak to you.

TOUR STARTS AT 9 AM

a well

crafted experience

Here in Shelbyville & Simpsonville, Kentucky you’ll
find smalltown charm and Southern hospitality.
-Book a Horse Farm Tour
-Shop The Outlet Shoppes of the Bluegrass
-Indulge at one of our Atmospheric Restaurants
-Sample the spirits at Jeptha Creed Distillery
-Check out deals at the Downtown Boutiques
-Savor a cocktail with Bulleit Frontier Whiskey

www.VisitShelbyKY.com 502.633.6388
Located between Louisville and Lexington.
Reader Service Card #127
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In addition to the gallery exhibits, the
museum features a collection of stainedglass window art and a unique gift shop
featuring regional artisan works.”
Currently, the museum has over
600 quilts in its permanent collection.
Usually, 50–60 quilts are on display at
the museum, with the remainder housed
in a vault. Many of the quilts are also
award-winners from both regional and
national contests. Exhibits rotate eight
to 10 times each year, allowing groups
to experience something new each time
they visit.
Groups can even try their hand at
creating their own piece of art.
“The National Quilt Museum offers
The Museum Experience — it includes
a detailed gallery tour with demonstrations and a hands-on activity,” Myers
said. “In the hands-on activity, each
participant creates a unique quilt block
that they are able to take home as a memento. The participants are given precut
fabrics in a variety of colors and are
walked through the process of designing
the block, quilting it and framing it. The
program gives everyone the opportunity
to explore their creativity and explore
the world of fiber art.”
Guided group tours of the museum
are offered, and last about 45 minutes to
an hour. Tours can be booked over a year
in advance, and walk-ins are welcome. n
The National Quilt Museum
270-442-8856
quiltmuseum.org

The National Quilt Museum

itinerary planner

Louisiana

Shreveport-Bossier
Located in northwest Louisiana, Shreveport-Bossier is
a mixture of spicy Cajun attitude and the wide-open Texas
spirit. Experience 24-hour, resort-style casinos, nightlife,
mouthwatering cuisine, museums, festivals and shopping.
Flavor is a way of life there. This is proven by the beloved
restaurants that dish up Cajun-style seafood, stuffed shrimp, poboys and gumbo.
“Shreveport-Bossier is a place for groups to have fun,” said
Erica Telsee, tourism sales manager with the Shreveport-Bossier
Convention and Tourist Bureau. “Whether your group is looking
to hold a baby alligator at Gators & Friends Adventure Park, roll
the dice at the casinos, catch Mardi Gras beads at a parade,
or watch the Red River roll by, chances are we’ve got it in the
sister cities.”
Shreveport-Bossier Convention and Tourist Bureau
800-551-8682, ext. 104
shreveport-bossier.org

TOUR

Take a backstage tour
of Shreveport’s most iconic
music venue, the Shreveport
Municipal Auditorium. Hear
the stories and songs of the
many stars that have graced
the stage. Groups can walk
in the footsteps of music
legends and stand on the
stage where idols like Elvis
Presley and Johnny Cash
first started.
Shreveport
Municipal Auditorium
318-841-4000
shreveportmunicipal
auditorium.com

DINE

Join Chef Hardette
Harris as she shows off
the wonderful flavors of
North Louisiana during
the Us Up North Food
Tour. Begin each tour by
enjoying a sample of Chef
Harris’ famous greens and
cornbread. Next, board a
shuttle with Chef Harris
and visit a variety of local
restaurants serving up the
best dishes in ShreveportBossier.
Us Up North Food Tour
318-639-0022
foodtourslouisiana.com

PLAY

Shreveport-Bossier’s six
riverboat casinos and its
horse racing track, Harrah’s
Louisiana Downs, are
a gateway to adventures
ranging from Vegas-style
gaming and nightlife to
decadent dining and posh
accommodations. Whether
rolling the dice or lounging
poolside, guests are treated
to award-winning hospitality,
amenities and player perks.
Harrah’s Louisiana Downs
318-742-5555
caesars.com/harrahslouisiana-downs

CELEBRATE

Be king or queen for a
day at the Red River Mardi
Gras Bash during the Krewe
of Centaur Parade XXVIII in
Shreveport on Feb. 23, 2019.
The experience includes VIP
treatment and behind-thescenes access for groups.
Enjoy live music, Cajun food,
king cake, a commemorative
bead and T-shirt, and access
to a climate-controlled party.
Shreveport-Bossier
Convention and
Tourist Bureau
800-551-8682, ext. 104
shreveportmardigras.com

Shreveport-Bossier Convention and Tourist Bureau

GroupTour.com
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Courtesy LouisianaNorthshore.com

Go behind the scenes
of Abita Brewing Company
Since 1986, Abita Brewing Company has been producing high-quality,
handcrafted brews just 30 miles north of
bustling New Orleans.
Groups can explore the Abita
Springs-based brewery with an in-depth
tour. Tours highlight Abita’s brewing
process and its detailed history, and
include a tasting of four 4-ounce pours.
Guided tours last for about 30 minutes,
and closed-toe shoes are required.
After tours, groups can visit the
taproom and relax with a frothy beer
and free games.
Using only the finest and freshest
ingredients (including pristine water
from Abita Springs), Abita brews over
151,000 barrels of beer and 9,100 barrels of root beer in the course of a year
with its state-of-the-art (and recently
expanded) brewing facility.
Year-round, Abita brews its signature
flagship beers: Amber, Purple Haze, Big
Easy IPA, The Boot – Louisiana Exclusive, Turbodog, Andygator, Wrought Iron
IPA, Light, Strawgator, Hop-On and 30°
90°. Aside from craft beer, Abita produces
hard root beer and nonalcoholic sodas.

Its hard root beer differs from most
others, using Louisiana sugarcane rather
than high-fructose corn syrup.
Today, the brewery distributes its
products in 46 states across the country
and Puerto Rico.
Craft soda tours are also offered, and
include a flight of three different sodas
and last about 20 minutes.
Committed to the environment,
Abita focuses on green brewing, and has
been a leader in energy conservation
for more than 15 years. Abita is the first
and only brewery to utilize its EquiTherm system, which is a self-sustaining
system, allowing the brewery to easily
recycle the energy it uses.
Abita also operates an industrial
wastewater treatment plant to create its
own energy, and because the brewery
sources its water from a deep artesian
well in the Southern Hills aquifer system,
it does not have to filter or chemically
treat its water for the brewing process. n
Abita Brewing Company
985-893-3143
abita.com

louisiana

Let Loose at the

Red River Mardi Gras Bash!
Your group will be treated to an exclusive party during the Krewe of Centaur Parade, one of the largest
in the state. The party features a great view of the parade, a live band, dancing, Creole and Cajun food,
and other experiences you will never forget. No one will leave empty handed!
Erica Telsee, Tourism Sales Manager
Shreveport-Bossier Convention and Tourist Bureau
800-551-8682 ext. 104 or etelsee@sbctb.org

VISIT www.ShreveportMardiGras.com
Reader Service Card #224

PLAY AND GET AWAY ON THE

NORTHSHORE

Visit St. Tammany Parish and bring your appetite for
great Louisiana cooking, and for living.
Come paddle the bayou, pedal the Tammany Trace,
tour Honey Island Swamp, do the Dew Drop, toast the town
at Abita Brewery or Pontchartrain Vineyards, and indulge
your sweet tooth at The Candy Bank.

Less than an hour from New Orleans,
the Mississippi Gulf Coast, and Baton Rouge.

8 0 0 - 6 3 4 - 9 4 4 3 • L o u i s i a n a N o r t h s h o r e . c o m /g r o u p s
Reader Service Card #169
GroupTour.com
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Cruise down the Mississippi
with Steamboat NATCHEZ
As the last authentic steamboat on
the Mississippi River, Steamboat NATCHEZ entertains groups of all sizes with
its jazz-infused cruises in New Orleans.
“The NATCHEZ is a lesson in how
steamboats ruled the waters for many

years,” said Adrienne Thomas, director
of marketing & public relations at New
Orleans Steamboat Company. “It is also
a cruise through a major port in our
country that moves people and product
from the southern end of the country to

coMe on down, y’aLl!

Experience the rich history and vibrant culture of
Houma, Louisiana. Enjoy a cypress swamp boat tour
or stroll around a plantation, and immerse yourself
in 300 years of unique tradition. Bring your boogie
shoes because with live entertainment around every
corner, you’ll want to Cajun Two-Step the night away.

HoumatravEl.cOm
Reader Service Card #222
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1-800-688-2732

Kerri McCaffety

the northern Midwest. Most of all, it is a
wonderful ‘time-out’ from the modern
hustle and bustle, if only for two hours.”
Groups can choose from six different
cruise options: Harbor Jazz Sightseeing
Cruise, Harbor Jazz Cruise with Lunch,
Sunday Jazz Sightseeing Cruise, Sunday
Jazz Cruise with Brunch, Evening Jazz
Sightseeing Cruise and Evening Jazz
Cruise with Dinner.
Each trip reveals panoramic, breathtaking views of New Orleans’ skyline
and lively jazz entertainment from either
Grammy-nominated group Dukes of
Dixieland, or Duke Heitger's Steamboat
Stompers Jazz Trio.
“We also have live historical and port
narration,” Thomas said. “The guests
can visit the steam engine room. Before
each cruise, a musician plays the steam
calliope, which is a steam-driven organ
that was used before radio and internet
communications, to let people in the
outlying areas know that the steamboat
was coming to town.”
Meals are freshly prepared onboard
and set up in a casual buffet style, with
cocktail and wine options available.
New Orleans Steamboat Company’s
newest boat, Riverboat City of New
Orleans, is the sister vessel to Steamboat NATCHEZ, and offers combo jazz
cruises with visits to Mardi Gras World,
which truly gives groups the “full” New
Orleans experience.
New Orleans Steamboat Company
offers discounted rates for groups of
10 or more with advance reservations,
which can be booked up to one year in
advance. n
Steamboat NATCHEZ
800-365-2628
steamboatnatchez.com

300 YEARS OF STORIES

For more than 300 years, New Orleans has been inspiring stories. Our
Spanish, French, African and Caribbean influences create a cultural gumbo
of distinctive architecture, cool Jazz and celebrated cuisine that only New
Orleans knows how to dish out. From second line parades to centuries
old streetcars, this timeless city offers something amazing around every
cobblestone corner. Start creating your New Orleans story today!

NEWORLEANS.COM/GROUPS

Contact Thu Tran, Account Executive
800-748-8695 x5053 or TTran@neworleans.com

Reader Service Card #216
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Mississippi
Tupelo

Tupelo is an upbeat, happy city where people believe they
can accomplish anything. Located in the hills of Northeast
Mississippi, Tupelo offers guests a walk through the past with
the boy who would become “The King,” Civil War soldiers who
defended the land, and Native Americans who roamed the hills
over 8,000 years ago. At its heart, Tupelo is full of contagious
optimism making it a “Center of Positivity.”
“Tupelo has all of the amenities of a big city, with the
Southern charm of a small town,” said Jan Pannell, sales
manager with the Tupelo Convention & Visitors Bureau. “From
restaurants that offer some of the best Southern food around to
attractions that showcase the authentic Southern experience,
Tupelo is the perfect destination for groups to explore. Anything
is possible in Tupelo.”
Tupelo Convention & Visitors Bureau
662-841-6521
tupelo.net

SEE

TOUR

EXPLORE

The perfect starting point
for any Tupelo trip is the
brand-new Tupelo Visitors
Center. From interactive
exhibits that highlight
Tupelo’s top attractions and
a collective timeline of the
city’s rich history, to displays
focused on Elvis’ childhood
in Tupelo as told like never
before, the center fully
prepares visitors for exploring
the unique, Southern town.

No trip to the city of
Tupelo is complete without
a visit to the birthplace
of the legendary “King of
Rock and Roll.” Groups can
visit the historic, humble
Elvis Presley Birthplace
and explore the detailed
museum dedicated to his
life, and experience an
Assembly of God church
service where Elvis was
inspired by gospel music.

Over 130 years of
automotive history are
on display at the Tupelo
Automobile Museum, which
features 120,000 square feet
of automobile displays. The
collection is valued at over $11
million and offers groups a
walk down memory lane. The
museum hosts special exhibits
throughout the year, and of
course, includes a car owned
by Elvis Presley himself.

Tupelo Visitors Center
662-841-6521
tupelo.net

Elvis Presley Birthplace
662-841-1245
elvispresleybirthplace.com

Tupelo Automobile
Museum
662-842-4242
tupeloautomuseum.com

Clockwise from top: Tupelo Convention & Visitors Bureau, Queen’s Reward Meadery, Tupelo Convention & Visitors Bureau (3)
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SIP

Queen’s Reward
Meadery is the first of its kind
in the state of Mississippi. A
small-batch meadery, Queen’s
Reward produces a variety of
sweet meads, from traditional
dry to fruit-flavored, while
using honey that is sourced
locally from beekeepers. The
meadery offers tastings and
tours throughout the week and
is available for special events.
Queen’s Reward
Meadery
662-823-6323
queensreward.com

mississippi

D I SCOVE R
TH E
R H Y TH M S

The MAX

Explore the
lives of legends
at The MAX
Mississippi artists and creative legends
come together at The Mississippi Arts +
Entertainment Experience (The MAX) in
Meridian.
“For the first time, Mississippi’s writers, visual and musical artists, actors,
entertainers and artists of all genres are
celebrated under one roof via high-tech,
interactive multimedia exhibits, themed
galleries and hands-on activities for all
ages,” said Paula Chance, director of
marketing and communication. “It’s a
one-of-a-kind museum experience.”
The MAX’s immersive exhibits go
behind the scenes of the birthplaces of
some big names. Groups can explore
their favorite artists’ cultural influences
as well as creative processes.
“Visitors can explore the birthplaces
of their favorite artists, both well-known
and lesser-known, and learn how their
Mississippi roots influenced their artistry,” Chance said. “We hope the visitor
will be inspired to learn more about these
creative legends, and that a visit to The
MAX will spark their own creativity.”
In the Hall of Fame, groups can experience the impact Mississippians have
on the arts and entertainment world in
a 360-degree exhibit. The Hall of Fame
is The MAX’s centerpiece; it stands two

Come to the Birthplace
of America’s Music, and
discover interactive
learning experiences
where the beat plays on.

VISITMISSISSIPPI.ORG/TOURS

GRAMMY MUSEUM MISSISSIPPI
CLEVELAND, MISSISSIPPI

Continued on pg 44
Reader Service Card #180

Reader Service Card #217
GroupTour.com
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stories tall in the rotunda.
Some legends in the Hall of Fame
include: Jimmy Buffett, Willie Morris,
William Faulkner, B.B. King, George
Ohr, Elvis Presley, Muddy Waters,
Oprah Winfrey and Jimmie Rodgers.
The MAX’s Walk of Fame begins at the
Mississippi State University Riley Center
and ends at The MAX’s entrance, with
famous names like Walter Anderson, Morgan Freeman, Marty Stuart, John Grisham
and Sela Ward leading the path.
Both guided and self-guided tours
are available for groups; however, the
museum’s multimedia exhibits and
artifacts lend themselves to a more selfguided experience.
Chance recommends groups book
their tours at least two weeks in advance. n
The Mississippi
Arts + Entertainment Experience
601-581-1550
msarts.org

The MAX

BOOK YOUR GROUP BY USING CODE

“TOUR” TO SAVE 20%

DISCOUNTED GROUP RATES APPLY TO GROUPS OF 10 OR MORE.
GROUP ESCORT AND BUS DRIVER RECEIVE COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSION.
STUDENTS 6-17 $5; ADULTS 18-64 $10; SENIORS 65+ $8

800 W. Sunflower Rd., Cleveland, MS 38732 • 662.441.0100 • GRAMMYMuseumMS.org • boxoffice@grammymuseumms.org

Reader Service Card #227
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Missouri
Joplin

A crossroads of culture lies tucked away in the Ozarks of
southwest Missouri, where Interstate 44, Interstate 49 and
historic Route 66 unite. Joplin is living proof of how a community
has adapted to the evolution of the transportation and mining
industries, along with overcoming unforeseen events.
“Our visitors are always surprised by the impact that our city
has had on the rest of the world at the turn of the century and
even today,” said Erin Slifka, director of sales at Visit Joplin.
“Groups can hire a step-on-guide to provide a narrated city tour.
This adds a local flair of facts and folklore of Joplin’s amazing
history. As our community continues to grow, so does the
storyline. We love sharing it with our guests.”
Visit Joplin
800-657-2534
visitjoplinmo.com

SIP

SAVOR

Take an unexpected
jaunt to the Emerald Isle
at Keltoi Winery, north of
Joplin. This winery offers Irish
hospitality all throughout the
year. Tours and tastings are
available for groups. Bring in
a local musician to provide
background music such as
Ozark Bards, which performs
Ozark music while everyone
in the group can enjoy a
fresh, locally catered meal.

Candy House Gourmet
has been satisfying the
collective sweet tooth of the
Joplin region since 1970.
Original-recipe treats include
toffee, caramel pecan treats
(turtles), brittle, fudge, divinity,
pecan logs and sea-salt
caramels. Groups can watch
candy makers work their
delicious magic in the kitchen.
Better yet, schedule a tour of
the entire factory.

Keltoi Winery
417-642-6190
keltoivineyard.com

Candy House Gourmet
417-623-7171
candyhousegourmet.com

SEE

As a premier home
and garden destination,
Sandstone Gardens
amazes enthusiasts of
all tastes. Situated on 68
acres, this impressive estate
features a 50,000-squarefoot showroom where
guests can wander through
Euro-stone collections and
botanicals. Sandstone’s
Bistro serves lunch daily and
offers a menu of homemade
entrees and desserts.
Sandstone Gardens
417-206-6305
sandstonegardens.com

TOUR

Take a Downtown
Joplin Historic Building
Tour. Downtown Joplin’s
buildings and pavement
burst with stories that date
all the way back to the turn
of the century. Groups have
the option to take a guided
historic building tour of a
former Newman’s Department
store, which is home to
the last signed mural from
Thomas Hart Benton.
Visit Joplin
417-625-4789
visitjoplinmo.com

Visit Joplin

GroupTour.com
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Michael Schlueter Photography

EAT Saint Louis Food Tours shares the spirit of St. Louis
Find a new favorite place to dine in
the Gateway City with EAT Saint Louis
Food Tours.
“EAT Saint Louis Food Tours is
a great way to experience St. Louis
through its food,” said Pete Manzo,
founder of EAT Saint Louis Food Tours.
“You learn history, eat delicious food
and get a little exercise walking while

you are at it.”
The company offers two different
food tours: The Historic Soulard Food
Tour and the flagship Taste of the Hill
Food Tour. Both tours last approximately three hours.
The Taste of the Hill Food Tour
lets groups experience the stories and
struggles of the Italians that left their

DISCOVER LIVING HISTORY.
STOP IN & STAY • VISITINDEPENDENCE.COM

Reader Service Card #128
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families to immigrate to St. Louis. The
tour includes visiting the area that was
established as home to the Italian immigrants, and tour-goers will get to sample
iconic foods like a St. Louis-style pizza
and toasted ravioli.
The Historic Soulard Food Tour
showcases 19th-century architecture
that has been restored. Groups will hear
tales of those that immigrated from Germany and Bohemia to live in Soulard, a
St. Louis neighborhood, while walking
roughly 1 mile. Tastings on this tour
include tilapia tacos and craft beer.
“We have three specific goals on all
of our tours,” Manzo said. “One, to ensure the guests learn about the history of
the neighborhood and its impact on the
fabric of St. Louis. Two, that they have
a completely enjoyable experience from
start to finish. And three, well, it is a
food tour, so we want our guests to leave
pleasantly and moderately full having
tasted the best the neighborhood has to
offer and leave inspired to come back to
the area to explore more deliciousness.”
Groups should schedule a food tour
four to six week in advance, especially
for a tour in the summer. Tours can be
booked online.
Once the tour is scheduled, staff will
advise tour group leaders on where groups
should be dropped off for their tour, as
well as where motorcoaches can park. n
EAT Saint Louis Food Tours
314-399-9328
saintlouisfoodtours.com

Reader Service Card #144
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North Carolina

Wilmington and Island Beaches
Wilmington is a “Top Destination on the Rise,” according to
TripAdvisor’s 2018 Travelers’ Choice awards. Wilmington ushers
in a new era of vitality with its renewed riverfront in a walkable
river district and an award-winning riverwalk.
“A not-to-be-missed Southern destination, Wilmington’s
picturesque waterfront seamlessly blends historic charm and
genuine hospitality with modern hotels, restaurants, rooftop bars
and entertainment venues,” said John Sneed, vice president of
sales & services with the Wilmington and Beaches Convention
& Visitors Bureau. “Each beach has its own coastal vibe
with sightseeing and nature cruises, a state aquarium, Civil
War battlefield, fishing charters and a historic boardwalk. To
experience the best the South has to offer, bring your group to
Wilmington and its beaches.”
Wilmington and Beaches Convention & Visitors Bureau
866-266-9690
wilmingtonandbeaches.com

DINE

SEE

STAY

With award-winning
chowder and fresh seafood,
groups will enjoy Michael’s
Seafood Restaurant,
located between the
oceanfront Carolina Beach
Boardwalk and Carolina
Beach State Park (where rare
Venus flytraps grow wild).
Fort Fisher attractions — a
Civil War historic site and the
North Carolina Aquarium —
are nearby in Kure Beach.

Experience detailed
history with a fun and
spooky twist on a tour
offered by the Ghost Walk
of Old Wilmington. In
addition to the Ghost Walk,
groups may choose the
Hollywood Location Walk,
Haunted Pub Crawl, Unusual
History of Old Wilmington
or Pirates of the Cape Fear
tours — or a combination
tour among the five.

Moored in quiet dignity
along the Cape Fear
River and across from
Wilmington’s award-winning
Riverwalk, the Battleship
NORTH CAROLINA is a
World War II memorial. Tours
of the ship’s nine decks
interpret the daily life and
fierce combat her crew faced
in the Pacific Theatre during
WWII. Advance reservations
are encouraged.

The Blockade Runner
Beach Resort is Wrightsville
Beach’s classic boutique
resort with oceanfront
and sound-side rooms.
Group adventures include
sailing, kayaking, standup paddle boarding and
cruise excursions. East
Oceanfront Dining features
a fresh breakfast buffet and
menu using locally sourced
ingredients.

Michael’s Seafood
Restaurant
910-458-7761
mikescfood.com

Ghost Walk
of Old Wilmington
910-772-1410
hauntedwilmington.com

Battleship
NORTH CAROLINA
910-399-9100
battleshipnc.com

Blockade Runner
Beach Resort
866-884-5781
blockade-runner.com

Wilmington and Beaches CVB
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Savor North Carolina’s cuisine
with Triangle Food Tour
With Triangle Food Tour, groups can
experience the best of the best when it
comes to dining in Raleigh, Durham,
Chapel Hill and Cary. The tour company
offers trips to the downtown hot spots of
all four cities, and each tour is specifically customized to fit the needs and
wants of every group.
“(Tours are) a fun, casual way to
sample the sights, sounds and flavors
from locally owned restaurants in the
downtown areas of Raleigh, Durham,
Chapel Hill and Cary,” said Leigh Eckle,
founder of Triangle Food Tour. “We
create tours to suit the group. We try to
incorporate a cross-section of various
restaurants — fine dining, pub, dessert,
ethnic, new place or oldest place.”
Because of the variety of restaurants
in the four cities, groups can enjoy
their favorite, classic Southern comfort
dishes, while also trying something new,

over hearing a bit of local lore, of course.
“Group favorites are the Southern
staples — shrimp and grits and fried
green tomatoes — and also craft beers,
coconut sake, wine and more,” Eckle said.
“A popular tour for groups is a progressive dinner at three to four restaurants
with fun stories between each place.”
In Raleigh, the Triangle Food Tour’s
original walking tour, groups will learn
how it became North Carolina’s capital
city (which was founded in a bar), and
why Sir Walter Raleigh is the city’s most
famous visitor, all while sampling delicious bites from up to five local establishments.
Groups can experience the gritty,
eclectic, blue-collar culture of Durham
with Triangle Food Tour, and taste-test
its thriving and diverse food scene, including some of the most unique Indian
cuisine at a local British pub.

Triangle Food Tour

Eckle suggests booking group tours
at least one month in advance to ensure
availability. n
Triangle Food Tour
919-623-4873
trianglefoodtour.com

TOP 3

REASONS
to include High Point
in your next journey!

1. Location, location, location! Centrally
located in the Piedmont region of
North Carolina.
2. High Point Regional Visitors Center
offers interactive galleries focused on
area attractions.
3. Above and Beyond Personal Concierge
Service for your group.

highpoint.org | 800.720.5255

onlyinonslow.com
Reader Service Card #132

1634 N. Main St., Suite 102
High Point, NC 27262
Reader Service Card #126
GroupTour.com
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Wai Mauna Asheville SUP Tours
is a best-kept secret
In Hawaiian, “Wai Mauna” translates
to “mountain water,” and growing up in
Hawaii, Kyle Ellison wanted to bring a
piece of the islands and its culture to the
Asheville area.
As an avid surfer, sailor and owner
of Wai Mauna Asheville SUP Tours,
Ellison encourages groups to get out on
the water and explore their inner sense
of adventure, while adding a little spirit
of aloha.
“First-time stand-up paddlers will
find that the activity is much easier than
they think — especially since they learn
it from certified instructors who excel
in helping beginner paddlers stand up
and balance with ease,” Ellison said.
“It’s the chance to do something new
and different, and if a group opts for a
guided tour, they also get to learn about

Asheville’s quirky and colorful past.
We’re also the only outfitter in Asheville
to offer tours all the way until sunset,
and the only place in the Appalachian
Mountains to offer a sunrise Dawn Patrol paddle where you watch the sunrise
from the water.”
Groups can choose between a regular
paddle board or the Party Barge — a
six-person inflatable board that is 17 feet
long and 5 feet wide. Wai Mauna offers
both guided and self-guided trips down
the French Broad River, and each one
includes a beginner lesson so groups can
get a better feel of the board and learn
how to balance and paddle.
“Another perk is that the tours take
place in Asheville’s city limits, which
means it’s just minutes to restaurants,
breweries and shops,” Ellison said.
Distance-wise, there are two options
for groups: the 4-mile paddle through
the River Arts District (about 1½ hours
of paddling), and the 7-mile paddle
through the Biltmore Estate, (about 2½
hours of paddling). The Party Barge is
only available on the 4-mile stretch of
the river.

Wai Mauna Asheville SUP Tours

“(Groups) will not only learn how to
paddleboard, but learn the history and
origins of the sport, and see the river
from an entirely new vantage that you
can only experience standing up,” Ellison said. n
Wai Mauna Asheville SUP Tours
828-808-9038
waimaunaashevillesuptours.com

Maggie Valley • Waynesville
Lake Junaluska • Canton • Clyde
Wai Mauna Asheville SUP Tours

Reader Service Card #147
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DISCOVERING THE COMMUNITIES OF

CUMBERLAND COUNTY
- NC Come explore Fayetteville, NC, and any of the other 9 communities that comprise America’s Hometown.
Just off I-95, you’ll discover the rich role the area played in our country’s history, warmly intermixed with
more modern amenities and entertainment opportunities. Shop a little (or a lot!), tour some of our art
galleries, museums and gardens. Or catch an event. And get steeped in proud patriotism of TIME
Magazine’s “America’s Most Pro-Military Town.”

info@visitfayettevillenc.com
www.VisitFayettevilleNC.com

To learn more about the Fayetteville
Area Convention & Visitors Bureau

(910) 483-5311
Reader Service Card #133
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South Carolina
Florence

Meet Florence — a contemporary, yet sweet Southern belle
of a city with all of the amenities of a sophisticated, bustling
metropolitan area. Florence offers nearly 5,000 high-quality hotel
rooms, unique shopping destinations and a variety of fine-dining
restaurants — all served with a relaxed, easy-going style and
atmosphere.
“Florence has so much to offer to groups on a daily basis —
beautiful outdoor spaces, an exciting downtown, unique roadside
attractions, and a delicious culinary trail and adventurous
paddling trail,” said Holly Beaumier, executive director of the
Florence Convention & Visitors Bureau. “We welcome you to see
what Florence, South Carolina, has to offer.”
Florence Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-325-9005
visitflo.com

SEE

The Pearl Fryar Topiary
Garden draws visitors from
around the globe. Groups
can experience a place that
is eclectic, beautiful and
inspiring — all at once, all in
one place. Pearl’s garden
contains over 300 individual
plants displaying his skilled
trimming. His extraordinary
topiary is complemented
by his “junk art” sculptures
placed throughout the garden.
Pearl Fryar Topiary Garden
803-484-5581
pearlfryar.com

DO

NASCAR’s historic
roots extend pretty deep
into the South, especially
in Darlington, home of
the sport’s first paved
superspeedway, Darlington
Raceway. The track “Too
Tough To Tame” has hosted
NASCAR racing events since
1950 and is one of the mustsee events on the calendar
each year. Don’t miss the
Darlington Raceway Stock
Car Museum.
Darlington Raceway
866-459-7223
darlingtonraceway.com

Clockwise from top: True Light Photography (2), Florence CVB (3)
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TOUR

EXPLORE

Moore Farms Botanical
Garden has been dubbed
“Paradise Found” by
Southern Living. Nestled
among fields of corn and
soybeans, this 65-acre
garden offers visitors the
opportunity to celebrate
natural history, agricultural
heritage and horticultural
possibilities in the rural Pee
Dee region of South Carolina.
Guided tours are available.

Downtown Florence
is a top destination for art
lovers and foodies alike.
Bands play in courtyards and
shows are offered at the FMU
Performing Arts Center nearly
every single night. Groups
can walk along Restaurant
Row for tasty, progressive
meals and even get a
taste of the South Carolina
Pecan Trail and some
microbreweries.

Moore Farms
Botanical Garden
843-210-7582
moorefarmsbg.org

South Carolina Pecan
Trail/Florence CVB
800-325-9005
visitflo.com

south carolina

Nature Adventures blends
adrenaline with preservation
In Charleston and Mount Pleasant, groups can have a good time while
also feeling good about protecting the
environment. Nature Adventures offers
kayak and stand-up paddle board rentals, guided waterway tours, team-building sessions on land and water, marsh
discovery courses, scavenger hunts,
skills lessons and classes, and overnight
kayak camping expeditions.
“Ultimately, Nature Adventures is an
experience-based company that helps
individuals and groups alike try new
things and stretch their comfort zones, all
while learning about, observing and appreciating the natural world — primarily
the coastal ecology and history of South
Carolina,” said Ben-Jamin Toy, co-owner
of Nature Adventures. “Most folks take
away a lasting memory of joy. They were
up close and personal with nature. Kayaking or paddle boarding on Shem Creek
allows people to see many shore birds,
bottlenose dolphins, and, when the water
is warm enough, manatees.”
Nature Adventures donates proceeds back to environmental organizations each year, including the Sierra
Club, allowing groups to help save land
resources and animals through their
nature-based activities.
The most popular blackwater (slowmoving channel through swamps or
wetlands) kayak tour is Penny Creek,

which is a tributary of the Edisto
River, located 25 miles from downtown
Charleston. On that tour, groups can
paddle near and around tupelo and
cypress trees, and take in the swamp
creek’s beauty, making it a perfect mini
getaway just outside the bustling city.
As for stand-up paddle boarding,
Toy recommends two-hour excursions,
giving groups just enough time to get
confident with their boards while also
enjoying the views of stingrays, fish and
other wildlife surrounding them.
Nature Adventures offers a variety of
special rates and can cater to groups of
60-plus people. n

History, Heritage,
Arts & Culture
Welcome You to
Beaufort, SC

Nature Adventures
843-568-3222
kayakcharlestonsc.com

Art by Diane Dunham Griffin

www.SouthCarolinaGullahTours.com

Nature Adventures

Reader Service Card #131

hop on the
sc pecan trail
in florence
VISITFLO.COM

Reader Service Card #215
GroupTour.com
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Tennessee
Chattanooga

Chattanooga is nestled on the beautiful Tennessee River
and surrounded by spectacular scenic beauty. Tour operators
will find a city known for its year-round attractions, walkable
downtown, free electric shuttle, savory Southern food and the
Chattanooga Choo Choo Terminal Station made famous in film
and song.
“Historic Lookout Mountain is just 15 minutes away, where
you’ll find three unique attractions including the steepest
passenger incline in the world, a 145-foot underground waterfall
and an award-winning enchanted garden,” said Shelda Spencer
Rees, director of tourism for the Chattanooga Convention &
Visitors Bureau. “We guarantee your clients will have unique tour
experiences that they will remember for a lifetime.”
Chattanooga CVB
423-756-8687
chattanoogafun.com

PLAY

STAY

ENJOY

Groups absolutely love
visiting Chattanooga —
especially during the holidays.
With scenic beauty and top
attractions such as Rock
City Gardens, Ruby Falls and
the Tennessee Aquarium,
every group can enjoy a day
of fun. Get in the holiday
spirit at the Enchanted
Garden of Lights, Christmas
Underground and Holidays
Under the Peaks.

No matter what types of
cuisine the group may enjoy,
an elegant dinner cruise
aboard the Southern Belle
Riverboat is absolutely
perfect for the holidays.
Groups can enjoy the Prime
Rib & Shrimp Creole Buffet,
sing along to their favorite
Christmas carols and get
in the holiday spirit as they
leisurely cruise down the
Tennessee River.

Step back in time at
the Chattanooga Choo
Choo hotel. The former
train station now houses a
variety of restaurants, a craft
beer tap room, attractions
and the Glenn Miller Formal
Gardens. During the holidays,
let loose and skate through
the gardens at Ice on the
Landing and enjoy the holiday
décor throughout the Grand
Dome lobby.

Since 1917, Chattanooga
Bakery has been making the
famous and iconic MoonPies,
and delighting customers
around the world while
doing so. As a welcome to
Chattanooga, groups can
request free MoonPies to
enjoy during their trip to the
Scenic City. Tour operators
can request the MoonPies
for their groups by calling the
Chattanooga CVB.

Rock City
706-820-2531
seerockcity.com

Southern Belle Riverboat
423-266-4488
chattanoogariverboat.com

Chattanooga Choo Choo
423-266-5000
choochoo.com

MoonPie
423-877-0592
moonpie.com

Chattanooga CVB
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Rafting in the Smokies

Splash into adventure
with Rafting in the Smokies
Natural beauty, heart-pumping adrenaline and rushing rapids all meet on the
Pigeon River with Rafting in the Smokies.
A pioneer outfitter in East Tennessee since 1978, Rafting in the Smokies
offers groups an exhilarating whitewater
rafting trip for any experience level. The
outfitter is based in Hartford, which
is just a short drive from Gatlinburg,
Pigeon Forge and Sevierville.
Because the river is surrounded by
the Great Smoky Mountains National
Park, Appalachian Trail, Cherokee National Forest and Martha Sundquist
State Forest, it offers some of the most
breathtaking views.
Trips are led by professionally
trained river guides and last about 90
minutes. If part of the group would like
a relaxing, leisurely float instead, Rafting
in the Smokies can arrange for coinciding whitewater and float trips.
Trips begin at the outpost, where
groups can grab their gear and split up
into different rafting boats. After putting
on helmets and life vests, groups board a
bus and are taken through the twists and

turns of the Smokies to reach the starting point on the river. During the short,
5-mile ride, guides give instructions on
paddling and safety tips.
The 5.5-mile rafting trip on the upper section of the river has 12 Class III
rapids and three more-challenging Class
IV rapids, all with unique nicknames
like After Shave, Too Late, Vegamatic,
Razor Blade and Lost Guide.
Rafting season is guaranteed from
May to September due to its dam control and scheduled water releases. After
a whitewater rafting trip, groups can
continue their adventures if they choose
— but on land.
In addition to rafting trips, Rafting
in the Smokies offers zip lining, a ropes
challenge course, an adventure island,
and a rock climbing wall at its outpost.
Walk-ins are welcome for rafting;
however, reservations are preferred for
large groups. n
Rafting in the Smokies
800-776-7238
raftinginthesmokies.com
Reader Service Card #123
GroupTour.com
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Virginia

Virginia’s Blue Ridge
The Roanoke Valley in Virginia’s Blue Ridge provides a
metro mountain experience that groups don’t want to miss. As
an outdoor adventure destination, Roanoke Valley is known as
“America’s East Coast Mountain Biking Capital.” The region is
completely surrounded by scenic beauty, year-round adventure
and tasty local cuisine.
“Virginia’s Blue Ridge is the premier mountain playground
of outdoor recreation along the East Coast,” said Ashley
Hinkle, director of meetings & conventions for Visit Virginia’s
Blue Ridge. “The region provides easy access to world-class
mountain biking, over 600 miles of hiking trails, and thriving
history and entertainment. Groups will have an unforgettable
getaway without breaking the bank.”
Visit Virginia’s Blue Ridge
540-342-6025
visitroanokeva.com

TOUR

SEE

DINE

Taubman Museum of
Art, located in the heart
of downtown Roanoke,
features 10 galleries, a
soaring 77-foot glass atrium,
stunning balcony views of
the iconic Roanoke Star, a
cafe and a gift shop. Groups
can browse the museum’s
permanent collection of over
2,000 works, which features
American, contemporary,
regional and folk art.

Head to Bedford, the town
suffering the highest per
capita D-Day losses in the
nation, to tour the National
D-Day Memorial. The 9-acre
memorial re-creates the heroic
D-Day journey from planning,
to battle and to victory. The
national memorial preserves
the lessons and legacy of
D-Day and celebrates the lives
of the soldiers who paid the
ultimate sacrifice.

Groups can relax and
refuel at The Roanoker
Restaurant, known for good
food and good prices. The
Roanoker’s fluffy homemade
buttermilk biscuits are highly
praised and even famous;
they’ve been featured on
NBC’s Today Show. Savor
country ham and other
traditional Southern cuisine at
this local icon for breakfast,
lunch or dinner.

Taubman Museum of Art
540-342-5760
taubmanmuseum.org

National D-Day Memorial
540-586-3329
dday.org

The Roanoker Restaurant
540-344-7746
theroanokerrestaurant.com

STAY

Rest and rejuvenate at
the brand new Fairfield Inn
& Suites Roanoke Salem.
The hotel is nestled in the
foothills of the Appalachian
Mountains and just minutes
from the Blue Ridge Parkway
and downtown Roanoke and
Salem. Groups can enjoy
amenities like an outdoor
patio; a yoga zen room; and
a hot, free breakfast.
Fairfield Inn & Suites
Roanoke Salem
540-302-4005
marriott.com

Clockwise from top: Sam Dean Photography – Visit Virginia’s Blue Ridge, Mike Stevens – Visit Virginia’s Blue Ridge, Visit Virginia’s Blue Ridge, Sam Dean Photography –
Visit Virginia’s Blue Ridge, Taubman Museum of Art – Visit Virginia’s Blue Ridge
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American Treasures. Memorable Moments.
Whether you’re gathering for a student tour, family reunion, or any other group visit to the nation’s
capital, Arlington welcomes you with open arms! Step outside your hotel and discover our unique mix of
history, culture and fun! Arlington’s vibrant neighborhoods are home to national treasures like Arlington
National Cemetery, world-class shopping, diverse dining and more. To plan your adventure in Arlington and
Washington, D.C., visit www.stayarlington.com.

Reader Service Card #214
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RVA Paddlesports

Fill an adrenaline fix with RVA Paddlesports
Take on an adventure down the
James River with RVA Paddlesports
in downtown Richmond. Groups can
choose from a variety of kayaking,
stand-up paddle boarding and whitewater rafting trips on the river, and all skill
levels are welcome.
“The James River in Richmond,
Virginia, is a unique place with Class
III and IV whitewater running right
through downtown,” said Patrick Griffin,
owner and guide of RVA Paddlesports.
“Our guides and instructors absolutely

love to share their favorite place in town
with those visiting.”
Griffin has been whitewater kayaking
and rafting for about 10 years all over
the world. He has worked in Costa Rica,
Alaska, Norway, Australia and Nepal. In
2013, he decided to turn his passion for
adventure into a whitewater kayak school
to offer lessons and instruction for those
interested in paddling the James River.
“After two successful seasons of
kayaking, we branched out and started
offering rafting operations,” Griffin said.

and Park
(757) 596-2222

Newport News, VA
I-64, Exit 258-A
Just 20 minutes from
Williamsburg, VA

RVA Paddlesports
804-898-0697
rvapaddlesports.com

MarinersMuseum.org
Reader Service Card #125
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Both flatwater and whitewater options are available for kayakers, and
stand-up paddle boarding is offered on
flatwater only.
“Besides great memories of the river,
groups can enjoy an active healthy lifestyle activity,” Griffin said.
The lower portion of the James River
offers some exhilarating whitewater
rafting with Class III rapids, which have
names like Fish Ladders, Hollywood and
Pipeline. This trip stops halfway through
on a deserted island where groups can
take a break to relax with some snacks
and fresh fruit.
For a more relaxing float, groups can
raft on the upper section of the river and
take in the quiet and peaceful scenery.
Aside from water adventures, RVA
Paddlesports offers an intro to rock
climbing course, where groups can learn
the basics of outdoor rock climbing.
Griffin recommends booking group
trips at least a week in advance. n

virginia

Diverse thrills await
groups in Virginia Beach
In Virginia Beach, attractions are
found around nearly every corner. For
groups seeking an adventure, Virginia
Beach is the place to be.
“Groups like the diversity of what
Virginia Beach offers,” said Kelli Norman, director of tourism marketing and
sales for Virginia Beach Convention &
Visitors Bureau. “The main takeaway
is that groups are surprised how much
Virginia Beach offers. Many think of
Virginia Beach just as the 3½-mile
boardwalk, but soon learn Virginia’s
most populous city offers a variety of adventures throughout our coastal town.”
At the Cape Henry Lighthouse,
groups can climb 191 steps to the top of
the first federally funded lighthouse in
the country. As one of the oldest surviving lighthouses in America, the original
Cape Henry Lighthouse was completed
in 1792. There are actually two lighthouses at Cape Henry; a newer structure
stands nearby.
As home to one of the world’s largest
collections of World War I and World
War II military aircraft, the Military Aviation Museum gives groups an opportunity to view a flight demonstration. At the
museum, groups can tour the collections,
as well as select a warbird to perform a
flight demonstration. Each aircraft at the
museum has been restored by military
aviation engineers and experts.

With more than 800,000 gallons of
fresh and saltwater displays, the Virginia
Aquarium gives groups an opportunity to
explore the ocean through exhibits and
marine conservation.
To explore marine life further, step
outside. With Rudee Tours, groups
can have an educational experience
combined with adventure on a dolphinwatching cruise. A staff member guides
each tour, and interior windows give
groups a 360-degree viewing range.
A hot spot for locals and tourists,
the Virginia Beach Boardwalk stretches
entertainment across 3 miles. Groups
can stroll, dine and shop while enjoying
live entertainment nightly during the
summer months. n
Virginia Beach Convention
& Visitors Bureau
800-700-7702
visitvirginiabeach.com
Virginia Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau

Discover Suffolk’s small town atmosphere,
quirky shops, galleries, award-winning eateries,
guided tours, weekly events & so much more.

VisitSuffolkVa.com | 757.514.4130
Reader Service Card #206

Bring Your Group Aboard.
N AUTICUS
Featuring the
Battleship Wisconsin
Explore the nautical, naval & natural wonders
of our waters. To book your group, call
(757) 664-1034 and refer to code GTSE/W.
nauticus.org| (757) 664-1000
Reader Service Card #207
GroupTour.com
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West Virginia
Wheeling

Discover a new Wheeling in wild, wonderful West Virginia — a
familiar place with vibrant landmarks, iconic resorts and parks,
destination retail and nightlife, and a unique restaurant scene in
a city that is innovating and transforming.
Located on the Interstate 70 corridor between Columbus,
Ohio, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Wheeling is culturally
alive and diverse, with big-city amenities not found in most
small towns. Experience four-season fun at Oglebay Resort
& Conference Center, get the “Wheeling feeling” at Wheeling
Island Hotel-Casino-Racetrack and see a show at the historic
Capitol Theatre. Find unique shopping and dining at Centre
Market, where groups can eat like a local. Real history, real
innovation, real legacy, real growth — groups will find it in all in a
new Wheeling.
Wheeling Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-828-3097
wheelingcvb.com

SEE

DINE

DO

PLAY

Built back in 1928,
2,200-seat Capitol
Theatre is West Virginia’s
largest theater. Known as
Wheeling’s “Grand Lady,”
the newly renovated Capitol
Theatre entertains guests
with a variety of concerts
and performances, including
a Broadway series. It is
also home to the Wheeling
Symphony Orchestra, now in
its 89th season.

Take a step back in time
at Centre Market. Built in
1853, the Upper Market
House offers locally owned
shops and eateries both
inside and around the historic
structure. The Lower Market
House, added afterward
in 1891, is the home of
Coleman’s Fish Market,
which has been serving its
famous fish sandwich for
over 100 years.

Oglebay Resort &
Conference Center features
2,000 acres of recreational
activities and exceptional
overnight accommodations
amid the property’s natural
beauty. Groups can stroll the
Bissonnette Gardens, golf,
swim, play tennis, take a
Segway tour, try a variety of
eateries, and go horseback
riding and mountain biking.
Group packages are available.

Wheeling Island
Hotel-Casino-Racetrack
offers 24 table games, a
nine-table poker room,
1,100 of the most popular
slot machines and live
greyhound racing. Groups
can stay where they play in
the newly renovated 151room hotel and enjoy dining
at five restaurants, including
The Pointe Sea & Steak and
the award-winning buffet.

Capitol Theatre
304-233-4470
capitoltheatrewheeling.com

Centre Market
304-234-3878
centremarketwheeling.org

Oglebay Resort
& Conference Center
304-243-4064
oglebay.com

Wheeling Island
Hotel-Casino-Racetrack
304-232-5050
wheelingisland.com

Clockwise from top: Arnett Muldrow & Associates, Wheeling Island Hotel-Casino-Racetrack, WV Tourism, Andrew Croft, Thorney Lieberman
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Go on an exhilarating journey
with Adventures on the Gorge
In Lansing, groups can take on just
about any thrill imaginable with Adventures on the Gorge (AOTG). As an
adventure resort, AOTG offers whitewater rafting excursions (by far the most
popular), zip line and aerial adventures,
climbing and rappelling, fishing, biking,
kayaking, stand-up paddle boarding,
horseback riding and hiking.
“AOTG is the result of a merger
between four venerable West Virginia
whitewater rafting outfitters,” said Jay
Young, media manager for AOTG.
“By pooling our resources, we created
something truly unique — in scope of
activities, lodging and dining — but also
in location right on the rim of the New
River Gorge. Eventually, we added The
Lookout Post Conference Center, the
only one of its kind, which pretty much
cemented our ability to accommodate
all sorts of groups.”
Because of its location, AOTG offers
some of the most dramatic scenery; the
views over the rim cannot be beat.
“Groups that come here leave with experiences that can’t be gained anywhere
else in an environment that is simply jawdropping,” Young said. “You may be able
to team-build pretty much anywhere,
but can you break your large group into
teams and send each one zip lining,
rafting, ropes-coursing and paintballing?
Here, the options are endless.”

Adventures on the Gorge

There are a variety of sections on
the New and Gauley rivers available for
whitewater rafting, including trips for
beginners and the more experienced
visitors. Trips range from half-day to
two-day excursions, offering some of the
best rafting across the entire country.
For groups that prefer their adrenaline rushes on land, they can check out
AOTG’s adventure park.
“TimberTrek Adventure Park, which
I can describe best as part ninja-warrior
course, part ropes course, is a close second favorite to rafting,” Young said. “But
we also have two more zip line tours that
are popular. And for the best physicaleffort-to-amazement ratio, there’s the
Bridge Walk, which is a walking tour
of the super-structure of the New River
Gorge Bridge. It’s pretty surreal.” n

Adventures on the Gorge
855-379-8738
adventuresonthegorge.com/
groups-meetings

Potomac Eagle Scenic

RAILROAD
potomaceagle.info

304-424-0736
Reader Service Card #183

Reader Service Card #193
GroupTour.com
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Alaska
Fairbanks

A certain poignant solitude is found nowhere else on Earth.
At 65 degrees north latitude, the sky creates a canvas all its
own. Alaska’s Interior provides a dazzling backdrop for yearround adventure, and Fairbanks becomes a playground when
groups explore everything from the Chena River to the abundant
wildlife.
“Known as the ‘Golden Heart of Alaska,’ Fairbanks offers
a wide variety of year-round, one-of-a-kind opportunities for
group tours,” said Scott McCrea, Explore Fairbanks’ director of
tourism. “From the midnight sun to the northern lights, no trip to
Alaska would be complete without a visit to Fairbanks.”
Begin exploring the heart of the last frontier with the following
four awe-inspiring tours and attractions.
Explore Fairbanks
877-551-1728, ext. 3771
explorefairbanks.com

DISCOVER

The Morris Thompson
Cultural and Visitors
Center should be the first
stop for any group visiting
Fairbanks. The center
features interpretive exhibits
that showcase year-round life
in Fairbanks, and Alaska’s
Interior and Arctic. Take part
in Alaska Native cultural
programs and an artisans’
workshop, and visit the
Alaska Geographic store.
Morris Thompson Cultural
and Visitors Center
907-459-3700
morristhompsoncenter.org

ADMIRE

Fairbanks is one of
the best places on Earth
to see the northern lights
during the aurora borealis
season, from Aug. 21 to
April 21. The city’s location
directly under the “Auroral
Oval,” a ring-shaped region
hovering over the Far North,
allows for excellent viewing
opportunities. Fairbanksbased 1st Alaska Tours
provides aurora viewing
tours for large groups.
1st Alaska Tours
907-590-5900
1stalaskatours.com

EXPLORE

Fairbanks is an ideal
base camp to explore the
vast Interior and Arctic,
with the Arctic Circle a
short four- to five-hour drive
away. Northern Alaska
Tour Company provides
unparalleled travel and
touring experiences for small
groups in Alaska’s Arctic with
a number of different options,
including aurora viewing
tours, available year-round.

Summer visitors can
enjoy a three-hour river
cruise aboard a historic
stern-wheeler with Riverboat
Discovery. The cruise
includes a sled dog
demonstration at the home
of the late four-time Iditarod
winner Susan Butcher and
a guided walking tour of the
Chena Indian Village to learn
about the local Athabascan
Indian culture.

Northern Alaska
Tour Company
907-474-8600
northernalaska.com

Riverboat Discovery
907-479-6673
riverboatdiscovery.com

Clockwise from top: Explore Fairbanks (2), Northern Alaska Tour Company, Explore Fairbanks, Angie Cerny
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alaska

Anchorage Museum encourages
new perspective on the north
The largest museum in Alaska and
one of the top 10 most visited attractions
in the state, Anchorage Museum weaves
social, political, cultural, scientific, historic and artistic threads to tell the story
of the true north.
The museum showcases the state
through the Smithsonian Arctic Studies
Center, which features more than 600
objects in “Living Our Cultures, Sharing Our Heritage: The First Peoples of
Alaska.” The “Alaska” exhibition, which
opened last year, tells the state’s story
through multiple voices and perspectives. The “Art of the North” galleries
also opened last year and give groups
a stunning view through paintings and
sculptures by Alaskan artists.
In addition to the three permanent
exhibitions, there are eight galleries for

temporary exhibitions with an abundance of programming.
“We hope visitors to the Anchorage Museum leave our museum with a
greater appreciation for Alaska’s history,
art and cultures,” said Karen Kroon,
Anchorage Museum director of business
development. “We hope they experience a sense of wonder and awe for the
stories of the Arctic and our place in the
world. Ultimately, we hope our visitors
leave with a smile and a greater knowledge of Alaska.”
Groups have a variety of options to
personalize their experience. Visitors
can explore the museum at their leisure
or take advantage of a docent-led tour.
From May to September, the museum
offers free docent-led tours three times
per day. Private docent tours of specific

galleries can be arranged in advance and
typically last 45–60 minutes.
Visitors also can enjoy planetarium
shows daily. Shows range from Above
Alaska, a scientific and beautiful look
at the aurora borealis, to River of Bears,
about Alaska’s McNeil River grizzly bears.
The full-service Muse Restaurant
presents contemporary cuisine in a
sleek, modern and artfully designed
space with a focus on sustainable food
offerings influenced by the season. A
special group lunch menu is available.
The Muse atrium café is an additional
option for coffee or snacks. n
Anchorage Museum
907-929-9230
groupsales@anchoragemuseum.org
anchoragemuseum.org

Be inspired by the light of the Aurora Borealis. Renew your energy
under the Midnight Sun. Experience the warmth of Fairbanks—
Alaska’s Golden Heart—and the gateway to Denali, Interior and
Arctic Alaska.
Call 1-877-551-1728 x3771 or visit explorefairbanks.com for free
group tour information, itinerary assistance, visitor guides and maps.

Reader Service Card #228
GroupTour.com
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California
Fresno County

Fresno County is conveniently located in Central California,
all within a day’s drive of San Francisco and Los Angeles.
“Surrounded by three national parks and rich with agriculture,
Fresno County is the visitor’s metropolitan epicenter for fun
group activities,” said Layla Forstedt, CEO of the Fresno/Clovis
Convention & Visitors Bureau. “Fresno County is a short drive
away from the majestic waterfalls of Yosemite National Park,
and the gigantic Sequoia Trees of Sequoia & Kings Canyon
National Park. From sampling wine and ale trails to exploring
extraordinary gardens, groups can see the beauty, flavor and
color of Fresno County.”
The Fresno/Clovis Convention & Visitors Bureau offers
suggested tour itineraries and competitive pricing on more than
90 hotels. Start planning with the following four stops.
Fresno/Clovis Convention & Visitors Bureau
559-981-5500
playfresno.org

SIP

Get a taste for Fresno
County while sampling
local wines and spirits on
the Fresno County Wine
Journey, featuring 14
wineries, two breweries and
a distillery. Most are locally
owned and family operated;
it’s likely the group will be
served by the winemaker.
Many of the wineries feature
spectacular views.
Fresno County
Wine Journey
fcwine@gmail.com
fresnocountywine
journey.com

TOUR

Take an hourlong
tour through hand-built
networks of underground
rooms, courtyards and
passageways at Forestiere
Underground Gardens.
This historic underground
home created by Baldassare
Forestiere includes unique
fruit trees and shrubs grown
underground. Groups see
Roman-style architecture,
including arches and vaults.
Forestiere
Underground Gardens
559-271-0734
undergroundgardens.com

EXPLORE

Take a break from the
hustle and bustle and explore
the outdoors at Sequoia &
Kings Canyon National
Parks. From the deepest
canyon in California to the
tallest tree in the world, both
national parks are a must-see
on a visit to Fresno County.
The dramatic landscapes
testify to nature’s size, beauty
and diversity.
Sequoia & Kings Canyon
National Parks
559-565-3341
nps.gov/seki

WATCH

From the high energy
of the fans to the delicious
food, groups love catching
a baseball game or soccer
match at Chukchansi Park.
This versatile stadium is
home to the Fresno Grizzlies
baseball team (Triple-A affiliate
of the Houston Astros) and the
Fresno FC soccer team. The
park has been recognized as
one of the best stadiums in all
of Triple-A baseball.
Chukchansi Park
559-320-4487
milb.com/fresno

Clockwise from top: Fresno/Clovis Convention & Visitors Bureau (4), Fresno County Wine Journey
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Travis Air Force Base Heritage Center
educates on air mobility
Located near Fairfield, the Travis
Air Force Base Heritage Center houses
interactive and static exhibits that educate
and assist visitors in their understanding
of Travis Air Force Base history and the
significance of air mobility, humanitarian
airlift efforts and nuclear deterrence. The
center contains about 50 indoor exhibits,
including six aircraft, one restored 1942
firetruck and a Platen Printing Press.
“Among our docents are numerous
veterans that have flown and served on the
aircraft on display,” said Annie Hogenboom, curator assistant. “These docents
give excellent tours on the various exhibits,
often adding their own stories either on
that specific aircraft or one just like it. The
addition of their narratives makes the history come alive and helps our visitors gain
an understanding of the human elements
inherent in military events.”
The indoor exhibits provide multiple
display
modes, including7/04
artifacts,
adsToursTiny.qxp_Courier
1/3/17vid3:24 PM

eos, graphics displays, written materials
and tactile exhibits with two cockpit
trainers: a T-37 trainer and a Mercury
space module.
Group favorites include the “Tuskegee
Airmen” exhibit, documenting the history of the racial integration of the Armed
Forces, and the “Operation Homecoming” exhibit, with a representation of a
prisoner-of-war cell, as well as records
of a POW release and homecoming to
Travis Air Force Base in 1973.
“Visitors with a mechanical interest will enjoy the Engine Room with
over a dozen various aircraft engines on
display as well as a ‘Hound Dog missile,’”
Hogenboom said.
On the grounds, there are 17 aircraft
on display surrounding the center,
including the B-29 Miss America 62 and
the C-141 Golden Bear.
Groups of all sizes are welcome but
should
call ahead to schedule a tour.
Pa

From left: U.S. Air Force/Louis Briscese, U.S. Air
Force, U.S. Air Force/Master Sgt. Joey Swafford

Groups of nine or less will need to check
into the Visitors Center. Groups of 10 or
more will need to be escorted onto base
and send an alphabetical list of names,
birthdays and social security numbers.
A Group Access Form is available for
download on the center’s website for
secure transmission of information. On
the day of the tour, all group members
must present a photo ID upon arrival to
the Visitors Center.
Escorted motorcoach drivers will be
required to show all licenses, registration and insurance documents, as well
as the complete list of visitors during
check-in at the Visitors Center. Drivers
must be included in the Group Access
Form or complete the security check
when arriving the day of the event. n
Travis Air Force Base Heritage Center
707-424-5883
travisheritagecenter.org

TOUR-FRIENDLY IN THE HEART OF PALM SPRINGS!

• Footsteps to shops, restaurants, and the casino
• Continental breakfast and motor coach parking

Discover The Huntington

Call today to learn about our exclusive offer for
Group Tour Magazine readers.

Group Tours Available
Pasadena Adjacent | huntington.org
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Taste the varieties
at Il Fiorello Olive Oil Company
Known for its Italian, Spanish,
French and Greek varietals, Il Fiorello
Olive Oil Company in Fairfield shares its
passion for growing and milling awardwinning olive oils, as well as its history
and processes, with visiting groups.
“Guests at Il Fiorello love learning
about the complexity found in olive oil,”
said Mary Taylor, marketing and public
relations manager. “We often hear how
astonished they are, not only in the
taste variations between different olive
varietals, but also how olive oils can vary
so widely in quality.
“Our guests are captivated by the
way olive oil paired with food in new
and interesting ways often provides new
insights into healthier ways to eat and
prepare meals. Above all, our guests
enjoy the care and individual attention

they receive from all of our staff.”
During Farm and Mill Tours, groups
are introduced to the process of comparative tasting and learn which quality
benchmarks to look for when purchasing extra virgin olive oils. During the
tasting portion of the tour, guests participate in discussions with staff regarding how to best use different types of
oils and how to maintain their quality at
home. Visitors experience what it’s like
to be in an olive grove and see the 13
different varieties Il Fiorello grows.
“We take them into our mill and
explain the process of olive milling,”
Taylor said. “We invite them to explore
our culinary gardens, and we encourage
groups to meet and interact with our
‘girls’ — the more than 20 chickens that
provide eggs for our kitchen daily.”

In addition to farm tours and olive
oil tastings, Il Fiorello also hosts public
and private catered events and classes.
The culinary kitchen provides monthly
hands-on cooking classes designed to
teach cutting-edge culinary trends and
techniques, as well as healthy cooking
and eating practices.
“We hope when our guests leave,
they have a new appreciation for, and
understanding of, olive oil,” Taylor said.
“We find great satisfaction in communicating information about our oil products — and pleasure in seeing our guests
excited about new, diverse, healthy ways
to enjoy them.” n
Il Fiorello Olive Oil Company
707-864-1529
ilfiorello.com

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY & MUSEUM

One of California’s most beautiful and unique destinations!
For information on POMPEII and our other special exhibits visit ReaganLibrary.com

Travel Back in Time to 79 A.D.
• Experience life in the bustling, ancient Roman
city of Pompeii
• Marvel at nearly 200 precious artifacts, lost
for nearly 2,000 years
• Relive the massive power of Mt. Vesuvius in
4D Eruption Theatre

40 Presidential Drive • Simi Valley, CA 93065 • 805.577.2704
Reader Service Card #114
GroupTour.com
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San Diego Zoo welcomes baby elephant
In September, the San Diego Zoo
received a big surprise — one that
returning groups can watch grow even
larger. Umngani (pronounced OOMgah-nee), a 28-year-old elephant, gave
birth to a healthy, 281-pound female calf
— the biggest calf ever to be born at the

Reader Service Card #159

Safari Park.
“Knowing Umngani’s birth window
was between Sept. 12 and Oct. 18, we
had been placing her in a small area of
the yard at night, separate from the rest
of the herd,” said Curtis Lehman, animal
care supervisor at the Safari Park. “We
were surprised and thrilled to see her
caring for her healthy newborn. Umngani is a great mom, and she and the
baby are doing very well.”
The Safari Park is now home to 14
elephants — four adults and 10 youngsters. The adults were rescued in 2003
from the Kingdom of Swaziland, where
they had faced being culled. A lack of
space and long periods of drought had
created an unsuitable habitat.
At the San Diego Zoo and the San
Diego Zoo Safari Park, elephant studies
are underway on nutrition, daily walking distance, growth and development,

and bioacoustic communication. Since
2004, San Diego Zoo Global has contributed $30,000 yearly to Swaziland’s Big
Game Parks to fund programs like antipoaching patrols, improve infrastructure
and purchase additional acreage for the
Big Game Parks.
While staff encourages groups to
admire the diverse plant and animal collection, the zoo’s core focus is for visitors
to feel a sense of personal responsibility
in ending extinction and making a difference in wildlife.
The zoo offers several options for
adult groups, like “Animals In Action” to
meet animal ambassadors, and “Inside
Look Tours” for a two-hour, entertaining and educational adventure. n
San Diego Zoo
619-231-1515
sandiegozoo.org

FEED YOUR SOUL
AMERICA’S FARM-TO-FORK CAPITAL
Book your group tour at VisitSacramento.com/GroupTravel

Reader Service Card #159

Your Bay Area Fun Starts Here!

Ferry to SF

Six Flags
Discovery Kingdom

Groups love our location • Over 1300
1800 rooms available
Ask about great packages • Contact Carrie@VisitVallejo.com
VisitVallejo.com • 800-4-VALLEJO
Reader Service Card #115
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World-class Golf

Mare Island

Napa Valley
Wine Train
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Jelly Belly demonstrates candy making
When a group enters Jelly Belly
Factory in Fairfield, it’s hard to miss the
scent of sugary fruit flavors. While the
tour lane may be enclosed by glass, the
delicious smells wafting from the production line are sure to whet a group’s
appetite for something sweet.
“When I meet people from an adult
tour group after they have taken their
free Jelly Belly Factory Tour, they often
comment on how informative the tour
is,” said John Jamison, vice president of
retail operations for Jelly Belly. “Many
guests have no idea it usually takes
between seven and 21 days to make a
Jelly Belly bean.”
On the tour, visitors have an aerial
view of the production floor from an
enclosed gangway that stretches nearly
a quarter mile. The factory is filled with
all of the wonderful colors of Jelly Belly’s
many flavors of beans. Guests also see

the machinery used to craft the candies
and staff members in action.
Throughout the tour, groups learn
fun and fascinating facts about the sweet
treats and how they are made. Updated
HD/4K-quality videos provide an upclose look at the candy manufacturing.
Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of the tour is the Jelly Belly
Bean Art collection, with pieces located
throughout the facility. Large-scale
portraits of famous people and iconic
characters are made entirely of beans.
A tour to a candy factory would not
be complete, of course, without trying
some candy. Guests can try samples in
the factory’s store. n

Jelly Belly Candy Company

Sweet!
FACTORY TOURS
DAILY 9:15AM-4PM
• Fun, interactive and
sensory exhibits
• Retail Store and Café

Jelly Belly Factory Tours
800-953-5592
jellybelly.com

Jelly Belly Visitor Center
One Jelly Belly Lane • Fairfield, CA
JellyBelly.com • 800-953-5592
© 2018 Jelly Belly Candy Company
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Vikingsholm exemplifies
Scandinavian architecture
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sonoma wine country

A rare masterpiece of Scandinavian
architecture, the 38-room Vikingsholm
castle stands in a fjord-like setting on
the shore of Lake Tahoe in El Dorado
County. The castle was originally built as
the summer residence of Lora Josephine
Knight, who was impressed by her architect nephew Lennart Palme’s Nordicinspired home in New York.
Knight traveled to Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland to research ideas
for her Lake Tahoe home, and together
with Palme, Knight visited old wood
churches and ancient stone castles before
Vikingsholm’s construction in 1928–29.
To get to the castle today, visitors
must take a steep 1-mile hike down 400
feet in elevation, or a less-steep 1½-mile
trail that leaves from the Eagle Point
Campground campfire center.
Now a national and California
landmark, tours are offered several

Find the perfect food, wine and
unique group tour experience in
San Francisco’s wine country.
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times per day from late May through
September. Private group tours can
be arranged by calling the Sierra State
Parks Foundation office.
Visitors can marvel at the meticulous
stonework, hand-forged metalwork and
intricately carved wooden beams ending
in dragon heads. Groups also find rare
Scandinavian antiques Knight discovered on her travels and exquisite reproductions commissioned by artisans.
Tour boats are available from South
Shore and North Shore; these boats
allow passengers to view Vikingsholm
from the water, but they do not dock in
Emerald Bay.
The summer home was enjoyed by
Knight and her guests for 15 gratifying
summers, until Knight’s death at the age
of 82 in 1945.
The estate was then sold to Lawrence
Holland, a rancher from Nevada. He
subsequently sold it to Harvey West, a
lumberman from California. In the early
1950s, West negotiated with the State
of California and said he would donate
one-half of the appraised value of the
land and Vikingsholm outright if the
state would pay him the other half of
the land value. These terms were agreed
upon, and in 1953, the castle and property were acquired by the state. n
Vikingsholm
Sierra State Parks Foundation
530-583-9911
vikingsholm.com

1.800.576.6662
SonomaCounty.com
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Newport Beach Christmas Boat
Parade revs up for 110th year
Situated between Los Angeles and
San Diego, and nestled among golden
stretches of Pacific coastline, Newport
Beach epitomizes an idyllic California
seaside destination. One of the longestrunning holiday traditions in the
country, Newport Beach Christmas Boat
Parade pays homage to the city’s iconic
boating culture.
A decorated fleet of yachts, boats,
kayaks and canoes motor along a 14mile course. This year, the event will
take place Dec. 19–23, the 110th year for
the tradition.
“The Newport Beach Christmas
Boat Parade is a holiday institution,”
said Steve Rosansky, president and
CEO of the Newport Beach Chamber
of Commerce. “From a lineup of special
guests, to the two fireworks displays,

and of course, the more than 1 million
twinkling lights across our beautiful
harbor, the Newport Beach Christmas
Boat Parade is five unforgettable nights
of festive fun.”
Hosted by the Commodores Club of
the Newport Beach Chamber of Commerce, the event annually draws millions of people. The parade opens with
a firework display from the Newport
Pier and closes out with a firework show
from the Balboa Pier.
And a marvel all its own, the annual
“Ring of Lights” serves as a backdrop for
the parade. Bayside homes and businesses surrounding the harbor display
their Christmas spirit and compete for
prizes for the best decorations. Groups
can enjoy the festivities from a variety
of public viewing locations, including

numerous waterfront restaurants and
the new 10½-acre Marina Park. n
Newport Beach Christmas
Boat Parade
949-729-4400
christmasboatparade.com

Tom Walker

Experience

Upstate California

Jennifer Fontana, Group Coordinator
(530) 225-4010 | Jennifer@VisitRedding.com
VisitRedding.com/GroupsAndMeetings
Reader Service Card #112
GroupTour.com
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Colorado
Aspen

Aspen’s outdoor experiences speak for themselves, from
spring hikes and summer rafting to fall Jeep tours and winter
snowshoeing.
“Aspen is a destination that will defy ordinary for groups,
with nearly limitless outdoor adventure, world-class dining,
shopping and culture concentrated within a quaint mining town
against a stunning mountain backdrop,” said Liz Cluley, sales
manager for Aspen Chamber Resort Association. “With 300
days of sunshine a year, there’s a season to fit every group’s
focus. Connect with staff on an Aspen adventure on the roads,
trails and rivers of this pristine natural playground. Or, enjoy the
cultural hub with events at the Aspen Institute, the contemporary
Aspen Art Museum, Aspen Music Festival and School, and
Aspen Santa Fe Ballet.”
Aspen Chamber Resort Association
970-925-1940
aspenchamber.org

EAT

With more than 100
restaurants in town, the
choices range from farm-totable trends to international
options. Grab a table outside
on Meat & Cheese’s patio
and enjoy local meats,
artisanal cheeses and
house-made deli meats. The
team in the Farm Shop helps
visitors select ingredients to
cook at home.
Meat & Cheese Restaurant
and Farm Shop
970-710-7120
avalancheaspen.com

TOUR

BIKE

HIKE

While Aspen is wellknown as a mountain
playground, many people are
unaware of the town’s storied
history. Originally inhabited
by the Ute Indians, Aspen
became a silver town during
the 1800s mining boom.
Aspen Historical Society’s
tours lead groups back in
time and provide insight
into how modern-day Aspen
came to be.

Bike down to the Benedict
Music Tent with WE-cycle.
The WE-cycle is a fast and
easy way to rent a bike
24/7. If the group is looking
to head out of town, Aspen
offers many trails and paths
leading to Snowmass Village
or even farther down valley.
All bike share rides 30
minutes and under are free.
Bike rentals are designed for
longer rides.

Aspen Center for
Environmental Studies, or
ACES, connects groups to
the natural world. Located
downtown on Hallam Lake,
the center’s naturalist guides
are available to hire for guided
hikes by the hour. The private
adventures can be customized
to group interests, like birding
or wildflowers. Snacks or
lunch can be arranged for an
additional cost.

Aspen Historical Society
970-925-3721
aspenhistory.org

WE-cycle
970-205-9222
we-cycle.org

Aspen Center
for Environmental Studies
970-925-5756
aspennature.org

Clockwise from top: Aspen Chamber Resort Association (2), Philip Norwood, C2 Photography, Meat & Cheese Restaurant and Farm Shop
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TOP 10 REASONS TO TOUR

COLORADO

SPRINGS

Colorado Springs is a year-round tour destination boasting mild temperatures,
more than 300 days of blue skies and spectacular scenery. Create intriguing tours at
unforgettable destinations like Garden of the Gods Park and the U.S. Air Force Academy.

1
2
3
4
5

It’s Colorado Springs With unparalleled natural beauty,
clients will be thrilled with the stunning scenery.
Western Heritage Discover the deep roots of the Pikes
Peak or Bust Gold Rush exploring old and active mines.
All Aboard Trek through Cripple Creek and along the
Arkansas River in the Royal Gorge on a historic train.
Cultural Experiences Soak in the region’s multi-faceted
culture at museums, historic sites and festivals.
The Great Outdoors Adventure is always close by
with thousands of miles of trails and open spaces.

PLAN YOUR TOUR

VisitCOS.com/tours

6
7
8
9
10

Arts Scene Enjoy hundreds of public sculptures,
galleries, art walks, classes and performances.
All Seasons From colorful fall days to spring blooms,
the region shines with a year-round mild climate.
Olympic City USA See where Team USA dreams are
born at the Colorado Springs Olympic Training Center.
55+ With more than 55 unique attractions, it’s easy to
plan multi-day itineraries in the Pikes Peak region.
Easy Access Located in the center of the country, it’s easy
to drive or fly straight into COS, 15 minutes from downtown.

Floy Kennedy, Director of Travel Industry Sales
Reader Service Card #190

Floy@VisitCOS.com | Direct: 719-685-7635

colorado

Larry Pierce/Steamboat Resort

Steamboat Resort plans group getaways
Located within the Park Range
of the Colorado Rocky Mountains,
Steamboat Resort comprises six peaks:
Mount Werner, Sunshine Peak, Storm
Peak, Thunderhead Peak, Christie Peak
and Pioneer Ridge. Nearly 3,000 acres
of terrain offer a diversity of trails for
all ability levels.
“There are a wide range of activities
available for groups ranging from skiing,
tubing, special tours and hot springs,”
said Maren McCutchan, digital com-

munications manager for Steamboat Ski
& Resort Corporation. “Besides skiing
on the mountain, snowmobiling, crosscountry skiing and snowshoeing are
very popular group activities.”
Areas of Pioneer Ridge, Sunshine
and Storm Peak are Steamboat’s particular claim to fame, with Champagne
Powder snow in the trees for the most
avid powder hounds.
“The term ‘Champagne Powder’ was
coined in Steamboat, and this is the

only place you’ll find it,” McCutchan
said. “My personal favorite activity is a
combination of adventure, whether on
the mountain or around town, paired
with a relaxing soak in our world-famous Strawberry Park Hot Springs.”
But, the experience is about more
than mountain adrenaline. From flights
to activities, Steamboat’s group reservation specialists can structure an ideal
getaway for groups of any size. Known as
a western town, Steamboat Springs’ lodging options can match any budget. And
Steamboat has top chefs with on-mountain and base-area group dining options.
“Steamboat is rooted in a genuine
friendliness and an authentic western
heritage not often found in today’s
world,” McCutchan said. “We hope
groups experience this special place
and that it draws them back for years
to come.” n
Steamboat Resort
877-267-2628, option 5
groupsales@steamboat.com
steamboat.com/explore/groups

Reader Service Card #137
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colorado

From left: Wes Magyar, Evan Semón

Kirkland Museum promotes
Colorado art history
Located in Denver, Kirkland Museum of Fine & Decorative Art features
three collections containing more than
1,500 artists and designers, with over
4,300 works currently on view. The museum promotes Colorado’s distinguished
art history with an emphasis on the
1840s and onward.
Earlier this year, Kirkland Museum
moved to a larger building, featuring
Vance Kirkland’s 1910–1911 studio
and art school building, which moved
to Bannock Street. The new facility in
the heart of Denver’s Golden Triangle
Creative District, only steps away from
Denver Art Museum and Clyfford
Still Museum, features the addition of
new and expanded visitor amenities. It
provides a world-class display space to
exhibit the collection in the salon style
for which Kirkland Museum is known.

“Our new location offers far greater
visibility for the museum’s three collections — international decorative art,
Colorado and regional art, and the work of
Vance Kirkland — which will complement
the collections of the museums nearby
and make it even more convenient for art
lovers to experience all the internationally important artwork Denver offers in
the Golden Triangle,” said Hugh Grant,
founding director and curator.
Group visits are self-guided only. All
three collections are displayed chronologically in salon style, allowing visitors
to time travel as they walk through the
new building. Fine art is shown in the
same galleries as decorative art, and
paintings and objects are sometimes
composed as vignettes. For example, art
deco furniture is grouped with a period
radio, lamp or phone, as if one has

walked into a vintage home.
The museum is highly recognized
as one of the most important displays
of international decorative art in North
America with examples of every major
design period, from arts and crafts
through postmodern.
Group reservations must be made at
least 10 business days in advance. Due
to the fragile nature of the collection
and intimate size of the galleries, groups
are limited to no more than 25 adults at
a time. If a group consists of more than
25, call the museum; staff may be able to
suggest alternative arrangements. n
Kirkland Museum
of Fine & Decorative Art
303-832-8576
groups@kirklandmuseum.org
kirklandmuseum.org

Reader Service Card #105
GroupTour.com
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Colorado wine coun
GRAND JUNCTION MIXES FINE WINE WITH OUTDOOR RECREATION
BY COURTNEY DRAKE-MCDONOUGH

T

hink “wine country” and visions
of the French countryside or
California’s Napa region come
to mind. Yet Colorado’s Grand Valley
American Viticultural Area (AVA) was
named one of Wine Enthusiast’s Top 10
Wine Getaways in 2018 — one of only
two United States destinations.
The area, which encompasses Grand
Junction and Palisade, shares the list
with international destinations including

Corsica, France; Val d’Orcia, Italy; and
Cape Town, South Africa. Despite its
longevity and success, visitors are still
discovering the Grand Valley is an ideal
place for a burgeoning wine scene. And
with wineries, fruit orchards, lavender
farms (not to mention a wide variety
of shopping, dining and recreational
activities) in the area, Grand Junction
has a thriving wine and agritourism
scene conducive to groups.

Colorado National Monument

BEGIN THE JOURNEY
The world-class wines have been grown for
decades among dramatic rock formations and
plateaus and deep valleys, with the Colorado River
running through it.
“Great winemaking takes great land, the terroir,”
said Barbara J. Bowman, division manager of Visit
Grand Junction. “This valley has that, plus perfect
weather conditions for both red and white wine.”
Getting to Grand Junction is a scenic pleasure
no matter how a group chooses to travel. There
are direct flights from many international and
national destinations. Visitors can fly into the Denver
International Airport and take a short, regional flight
over dramatic, red-hued terrain as the plane begins
its descent into the Grand Junction Regional Airport.
Or, groups can stay the night and explore Denver,
76
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then drive to Grand Junction, taking a scenic and
leisurely four- to five-hour ride through the mountains.
Train-lovers can hop on an Amtrak train to see
areas those in cars never get to see. A variety of
motorcoach and van options are available upon
arrival in Grand Junction to take groups wherever
they need to go.

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
The wine scene in Grand Junction runs year-round,
with tasting rooms open almost daily. From late spring
through fall, visitors can see the various cycles of the
winemaking process, from the grapevines to barrel-aging and bottling.
Any time is a great time, though, for tastings at
each winery, which are usually free. They’re a great

" ...WE’RE HA

AN EXPERIE

ountry

way to get to know the winery owners,
many of whom are husband-wife teams.
In September, some groups opt to
attend the Colorado Mountain Winefest
in Palisade, the pinnacle of the area’s
wine season.
A group doesn’t have to drive or
cycle very far to come across an orchard

RE HAPPY TO CUSTOMIZE
PERIENCE FOR ANY GROUP."

with a roadside fruit stand. While cherries,
apples and other fruits are plentiful,
the area is best-known for its peaches,
celebrated during the Palisade Peach
Festival in August, featuring Feasts in the
Field wine dinners.
Lavender fields are popping up all
over Grand Junction, too. The Lavender
Festival in July is an ideal time for groups
to partake in health, beauty and food
items all derived from the plant.

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
Grand Junction’s downtown area
is lively and ideal for strolling with its
numerous locally owned shops and
restaurants. A multi-block farmers market,
one of the largest in the state, provides a
way to enjoy the foods of the area as well
as mingle with the locals who are warm
and welcoming.
No visit to Grand Junction would be
complete without a trip to the Colorado
National Monument, easily accessible
by vehicle. Many groups opt for a
hot, catered mountaintop breakfast
overlooking the canyons.
“You can get out and walk around
or stay in the coach for the loop drive,”
Bowman said. “We call it a Windshield
Park because you can see so much from a
vehicle.”
Grand Junction affectionately calls
itself the “Outdoor Capital of Colorado”
because of its wide variety of activities,
from visiting wineries to cycling and
skiing. To encourage exploration, Visit
Grand Junction created a downloadable
Passport to Play program that offers
discounts to help groups enjoy it all.
“The landscape of Grand Junction
is so unique and varied,” Bowman said.
“You can visit the canyon in the morning,
go downtown during the day and end
the day with a glass of Colorado wine.
There’s a great breadth and depth of
experience to be had here.
“We have both the hospitality and the
accessibility. We have focused on making
ourselves extremely group-friendly and
we’re happy to customize an experience
for any group. We love groups and have
been helping them plan trips to Grand
Junction for 27 years.” n
Visit Grand Junction
970-244-1480
visitgrandjunction.com
GroupTour.com
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Kansas
Manhattan

A gateway city to the Flint Hills, Manhattan is where groups find
“Manhappiness.” Whether traveling west from Kansas City or north
from Wichita, visitors will discover Manhattan’s college town charm,
delicious dining and sophisticated shopping along Poyntz Avenue.
Groups also will find the last 4 percent of North America’s
natural tallgrass prairie around Manhattan. With some of the
most fertile soil and abundant grasslands, area restaurants have
perfected farm-to-table dining and grain-to-glass brewing.
Legend says folk hero Johnny Kaw was a burly Kansas
wheat farmer who bottled gallons of sunshine and spread
sunflower seedlings around the state; and now, Kansas is the
“Sunflower State.” A 25-foot-tall statue of Kaw towers above
Manhattan’s City Park, promising groups a photo opportunity
and their own tales to share back home.
Manhattan Convention & Visitors Bureau
785-776-8829
manhattancvb.org

SIP

An easy 2-mile drive
off Scenic Road in west
Manhattan, Liquid Art
Winery & Estate is an ideal
vineyard escape that offers
12 wines. The winery was
the realization of a Kansas
couple’s far-flung dreams.
Have a seat in the tasting
room and sip flights of wine
and cider while enjoying a
Kansas sunset.
Liquid Art Winery & Estate
785-370-8025
liquidartwinery.com

Manhattan Convention & Visitors Bureau
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EXPLORE

Take a walk on the wild
side at Sunset Zoo, home
to more than 200 amazing
animals, from anteater to zebu.
Add dimension to a zoo visit
on a guided tour with a trained
guide. Discounted rates are
available for groups of 20 or
more; two weeks advance
notice is required. Customized
experiences include meeting
a zookeeper or exploring the
zoo’s vet clinic.
Sunset Zoo
785-587-2737
sunsetzoo.com

LEARN

EAT

The Flint Hills Discovery
Center offers a variety of
adult education programs.
The Walk and Talk programs
provide lessons in nature
with local experts, and the
Tallgrass Tour Bus explores
the Flint Hills and beyond with
daytrips to exciting locations
in central Kansas. Dive into
history, culture and natural
beauty on a custom tour.

Located on the west side
of Manhattan, Little Apple
Brewing Company is in the
West Loop Shopping Center
and has become “the place”
to enjoy steak and fine,
handcrafted ales. The meat
and beer may be the main
attraction, but Little Apple
also features a special menu
that plays with seasonal
ingredients.

Flint Hills Discovery Center
785-587-2726
flinthillsdiscovery.org

Little Apple
Brewing Company
785-539-5500
littleapplebrewery.com

kansas

Experience the power of flight with iFLY
Thrill-seekers can easily see the
appeal of skydiving, but what about
the fear of malfunction? iFLY, an
experiential entertainment company
that created modern indoor skydiving,
gives every adrenaline junkie the thrill
of floating on air in a safe and reliable
environment.
Located just outside of Kansas City
in Overland Park and at 36 other locations around the world, iFLY is where
groups are given “wings” and learn the
fundamentals of bodyflight — one of the
fastest growing sports in the world.
More than 9 million people have
experienced the power of flight with no
plane, no parachute and no jumping.
Indoor skydiving is the simulation of
freefall in a vertical wind tunnel. Nearly
any group member can become a skilled

flyer with a proper introduction and
personalized coaching.
Once a group has checked in at iFLY,
a member of the Flight Crew assists
with wristbands and leads visitors to the
Flight Deck, where guests can observe
other flyers before meeting an instructor. The instructor will show proper
body positioning and hand signals to
guide the flights. All first-time flyers are
required to take the training class.
Then, it’s time to gear up. Each flyer
receives a helmet, flight suit and goggles
to wear during the experience. An instructor will lead the group to the Flight
Chamber to assist while entering, flying
and exiting.
Once the basics are understood, the
wind tunnel becomes a playground. And
groups can enjoy an instructor air show

iFLY

once everyone is finished flying.
Every iFLY facility can accommodate
groups from 7–60 people with ease. The
average iFLY experience, from checkin to check-out, lasts roughly 1½ to 2
hours. Groups greater than 60 people
are accommodated via customizable
half- or full-day facility rental options.
Food and beverage packages also are
available.
On the day of arrival, participants
should wear casual street clothes, to be
worn under the flight suit, and lace-up
sneakers or running shoes. Jewelry and
other loose items should be removed;
lockers are available if needed. n
iFLY
913-305-4359
iflyworld.com/tourism
GroupTour.com
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Nebraska
Lincoln

Commonly known as the best-kept secret in the Midwest,
Lincoln is a destination that is sure to exceed a group’s
expectations. A new cityscape welcomes groups as they enter
— one that communicates an influx of talent, a thriving economy,
an expansion of new businesses and endless opportunities.
“Visitors from around the world fall in love with Lincoln’s
small-town charm with big-city amenities,” said Kelsey Meyer,
sales development manager at Lincoln Convention and Visitors
Bureau. “Lincoln offers the true Nebraskan experience that
groups are sure to enjoy and find unique.”
Lincoln Convention and Visitors Bureau invites groups to
discover the secret for themselves. To get started, stop at the
Visitors Center for maps and guides.
Lincoln Convention and Visitors Bureau
402-436-2310
lincoln.org

SEE

See quilts from around the
world and across generations
at the International Quilt
Study Center & Museum,
located at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. The
museum offers tours,
education and workshops to
learn about quilting traditions
with rotating collections on
display. The elegance and
beauty collide just minutes
from downtown Lincoln.
International Quilt
Study Center & Museum
402-472-6549
quiltstudy.org
Lincoln Convention and Visitors Bureau
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ADMIRE

Racing and automotive
history come to life at
Speedway Motors Museum
of American Speed. Step
back in time as the machines
of yesterday take center
stage just west of downtown.
The large collection of exotic
racing engines, vintage
speed equipment, Model Ts
and pedal cars is sure to
excite the group.
Speedway Motors Museum
of American Speed
402-323-3166
museumofamerican
speed.com

VIEW

Preserving the history of
tractors in the state since
the passing of the Nebraska
Tractor Test Law in 1919,
the Larsen Tractor Test &
Power Museum is housed
in the original Nebraska Test
Laboratory built in 1920. Stop
by University of NebraskaLincoln to see a collection
featuring more than 40
antique tractors at the world’s
only tractor testing museum.
Larsen Tractor Test
& Power Museum
402-472-8389
tractormuseum.unl.edu

TASTE

Featuring licorice,
chocolates and other
gourmet foods from around
the world, a stop in the
Haymarket is a must for
groups with a sweet tooth.
Boasting nearly 160 types
of licorice from 14 countries,
Licorice International
offers the largest selection
of licorice in the area. Food
Network magazine rated the
shop a top-50 candy store in
the United States.
Licorice International
800-542-6742
licoriceinternational.com

nebraska

Savor city fare with Omaha Culinary Tours
Since its inaugural tour five years
ago, one company has worked with
more than 50 local businesses to share
Omaha’s burgeoning food scene with
thousands of guests. Omaha Culinary
Tours invites groups to experience the
best of the city, one bite at a time.
“Food tourism is trending right now,”
said Suzanne Allen of Omaha Culinary
Tours. “People are looking for unique
experiences and want a little more
education in combination with their
dining experience. We can make that
happen with one-of-a-kind events that
include our food tours and classes. We
can accommodate a wide range of sizes
for private events, and we offer several
public events each week.”
Tours take guests on an engaging
and fun 2½- to 3-hour food adventure
to sample tastings at four to six locally
owned establishments. Groups get to
hear the history of the restaurant, as well
as some fun facts about the neighborhood and Omaha.
“We offer a variety of tours to choose
from,” Allen said. “Our most popular
tours right now are the Classic Omaha

Steakhouse Tour and the Blackstone
Walking Food Tour. My personal favorite is the Bite of Omaha as it changes
all the time with a different variety of
locally owned restaurants included.”
Stops on the Bite of Omaha tour may
include upscale culinary artistry, pub
fare, ethnic eateries or mom-and-pop
restaurants. In total, Omaha Culinary
Tours offers three walking tours and five
bus tours to choose from.
“We want guests to feel like they've
been treated to a one-of-a-kind experience they wouldn't get by just walking
into the restaurant on their own,” Allen
said. “We hope they leave our tours with
the desire to go back and revisit one
of the restaurants we’ve featured, and
that they see Omaha has an amazing
culinary scene.”
Currently only available for private
events, the company’s “Great Chef ”
series was designed for groups interested
in the creative process of the culinary
experience. Omaha Culinary Academy
provides an experience for visitors to
grow their talents under the instruction
of some of the city’s greatest chefs — and

Kat Hannemann Photography

the group can enjoy its custom-made,
multi-course meal at the end of class. n
Omaha Culinary Tours
402-651-0047
foodie@omahaculinarytours.com
omahaculinarytours.com

Kat Hannemann Photography

GroupTour.com
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Nevada
Reno

Where the largest alpine lake meets the “biggest little city in
the world,” groups are offered endless entertainment.
“With a dozen resort hotels in the area — including The
Row, Grand Sierra Resort, Atlantis, Peppermill and Whitney
Peak featuring luxury spas, active lifestyle activities, petfriendly amenities and world-class casinos — groups can stay
comfortably while checking out everything Reno has to offer,”
said Mike Larragueta, vice president of sales for the RenoSparks Convention & Visitors Authority. “Groups looking for arts
and culture will enjoy the Nevada Museum of Art and the mural
art painted around the city; foodies can find brand new, locally
owned restaurants and unique breweries; and adventurists will
take thrill in the world’s tallest rock-climbing wall and hiking up
the mountains around North Lake Tahoe.”
Reno-Sparks Convention & Visitors Authority
775-827-7600
visitrenotahoe.com

CLIMB

VIEW

Adventure awaits at
the Whitney Peak Hotel,
where visitors can climb the
Guinness Book of World
Records’ tallest artificial rockclimbing wall. Scale the side
of the hotel for unparalleled
views of downtown, the
surrounding Sierra Nevada
mountains and the iconic
Reno Arch. Thrill seekers are
sure to enjoy the 164 feet of
adrenaline-fueled climbing.

Groups can explore
Reno’s vibrant wall murals
on a walking tour led by
Art Spot Reno. The area
has more than 80 murals
painted by local, national
and international artists.
More are created every year
during the Reno Mural Expo,
when artists from around the
world visit the city to leave
their touch on the beautifully
growing canvas.

Whitney Peak Hotel
775-398-5400
whitneypeakhotel.com

Art Spot Reno
artspotreno.com

Reno-Sparks Convention & Visitors Authority
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HIKE

SEE

On various hiking trails,
active visitors enjoy exploring
Rancho San Rafael
Regional Park’s scenic
views of downtown Reno and
the surrounding mountains.
Visitors can bike through the
natural surroundings, picnic
by the pond and explore the
wetland habitat for interesting
wildlife. The park also is home
to the Wilbur D. May Center.

The National Automobile
Museum (The Harrah
Collection) brings visitors on
a historical journey through
its wide collection of vintage,
classic, special-interest,
rare and celebrity vehicles,
and one of the world’s
finest horseless carriage
collections. With rotating
exhibits, there is always
something new to see.

Rancho San Rafael
Regional Park
775-785-4512
washoecounty.us

National Automobile
Museum
775-333-9300
nationalautomobile
museum.org

nevada

Safe Haven Wildlife Sanctuary
provides lifelong care
Lily, a 16-year-old Bengal tiger, was
rescued from a privately owned facility
in 2014 after her owners stopped providing water and food. She has taken to her
new life at Safe Haven Wildlife Sanctuary in Pershing County, where she has
become a star with more than 2 million
YouTube viewers.
In addition to Lily, the sanctuary currently houses other Bengal and Siberian
tigers, including two white tigers; black
bears; cougars; African lions; bobcats;
wild cats like African servals, caracals
and lynx; native wildlife including coyotes and foxes; birds including macaws
and African greys; and desert tortoises.
“Visitors get to see these magnificent

animals, who now have renewed lives
and forever homes, and learn about their
natural history and personal rescue story,”
said Lynda Sugasa, founder of Safe Haven
Wildlife Sanctuary. “We previously were
open for tours by appointment only, but
recently we have increased our number of
tour slots to four times a day. Our tours are
very unique in that visitors are not walking
around by themselves but have a full-time
staff person providing the tour.”
Tours last about 90 minutes and include a big-cat feeding and enrichment
demonstrations. Rope barriers allow safe
yet up-close viewing. Privately guided
photography tours also are available to
groups by appointment.

“As a true sanctuary, I do have to
emphasize we do not allow any contact between visitors and the animals,”
Sugasa said. “The habitats are very large
with a minimum of 10,000 square feet.
There’s multi-level climbing and shade
platforms, dens and large in-ground
swimming areas for the tigers.”
The sanctuary provides lifelong care
and rehabilitation for animals that are
unable to be placed back in the wild.
Staff also rescue indigenous animals that
are eligible for rerelease to their natural
habitat. Safe Haven is a no-kill sanctuary
and does not participate in breeding or
the selling of animals. n
Safe Haven Wildlife Sanctuary
775-538-7093
safehavenwildlife.com

Safe Haven Wildlife Sanctuary

Reader Service Card #194

Reader Service Card #170
GroupTour.com
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New Mexico
Roswell

If a group has heard of Roswell, New Mexico, it’s likely they
know of the incident that occurred in July of 1947. A rancher
discovered unidentifiable debris in his sheep pasture just
outside the city. Although U.S. Air Force officials asserted the
debris was a crashed weather balloon, many citizens believed it
was the remains of an extraterrestrial flying saucer. To this day,
the mystery continues.
Roswell is well-known not only for aliens, but for its
hospitality in welcoming visitors. The city is situated at the
confluence of three scenic rivers — the Spring, Hondo and
Pecos — and groups will find a plethora of cultural activities.
Begin a Roswell journey at the Visitor Center and continue on
with the following four attractions.
Roswell Visitor Center
575-623-3442
seeroswell.com

DISCOVER

LEARN

The International UFO
Museum & Research
Center is dedicated
to the collection and
preservation of materials
and information related to
the 1947 Roswell incident
and other unexplained UFO
phenomena. Group visits are
self-guided, but employee
talks can be requested. The
museum is a leading source
in UFO events worldwide.

Inspiring creativity and
a cultural understanding of
American Southwest art and
history, the Roswell Museum
and Art Center was founded
in 1935. Since its emergence,
the center has grown into a
50,000-square-foot facility
that includes 12 galleries,
an art education center and
a planetarium. Tours can be
docent-led, custom-guided or
self-guided.

International UFO Museum
& Research Center
575-625-9495
roswellufomuseum.com

Roswell Museum
and Art Center
575-624-6744
roswell-nm.gov

SEE

The Ride to Destiny
statue is across Virginia St.
from the east side of the
century-old Cháves County
Courthouse. The piece by
Robert Summers depicts
Patrick “Pat” Floyd Jarvis
Garrett (1850–1908) in
a duster as he loads his
revolver. Garrett was an
American Old West lawman
renowned for killing Billy the
Kid.

EXPLORE

More than 100 species of
dragonflies and damselflies
have been documented
at Bitter Lake National
Wildlife Refuge, about 10
miles northeast of Roswell.
Four short trails and two
longer hiking trails are
available to groups adjacent
to the Refuge Headquarters.
Each fall, the refuge hosts
an annual Dragonfly Festival,
which offers various tours.
Bitter Lake National
Wildlife Refuge
575-625-4011
fws.gov/refuge/bitter_lake

Clockwise from top: Creative Commons, Judy Gallagher, Creative Commons, Dominik Kreutz, International UFO Museum & Research Center
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New Mexico

New Mexico Museum of Space
History commemorates exploration
By collecting, preserving and interpreting significant artifacts, the state of
New Mexico has played a significant role
in the development of the U.S. Space Program. The New Mexico Museum of Space
History in Alamogordo educates groups
on the history, science and technology
of space. Exhibits range from Robert
Goddard’s early rocket experiments near
Roswell to a mock-up of the International
Space Station.
“The museum celebrates the men
and women across the world who’ve
dedicated themselves to exploring
space,” said Cathy Harper, marketing
director at the museum. “We also focus
on ‘space in New Mexico’ using exhibits
and artifacts to tell groups about our
state’s rich history in space research,
exploration and development.”
In addition to exhibitions, the museum
also encompasses the International Space

Hall of Fame; The John P. Strapp Air &
Space Park; Daisy Track; The Clyde W.
Tombaugh Education Center; Astronaut
Memorial Garden; The Hubbard Space
Science Research Building; The Museum
Support Center; and The New Horizons
Dome Theater and Planetarium.
“We love tour groups and offer
discounts for groups of 15 or more —
whether it’s just for a museum visit or
the giant screen theater and planetarium,” Harper said.
The New Horizons Dome Theater
and Planetarium features the world’s
first Spitz Scidome 4K laser full-dome
projection system.
“We hope that groups, and visitors
in general, go away with a feeling of awe
at the incredible dedication of space
explorers worldwide,” Harper said. “We
want our guests to learn new things and
have some fun in the process.” n

New Mexico Museum
of Space History
575-437-2840, ext. 41132
nmspacemuseum.org

#1 Scenic Railroad

SURPRISINGLY
SIMPLE TO BOOK!

CUMBRESTOLTEC.COM/GROUPS
1-877-890-2737
New Mexico Museum of Space History

Reader Service Card #104

Reader Service Card #102
GroupTour.com
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New Mexico

10th Annual

PUEBLO
GINGERBREAD
HOUSE CONTEST

New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

Experience Our Tradition
& Vote On Your Favorite
Pueblo Gingerbread House

DEC. 3 - JAN. 6
AMERICAN INDIAN WEEK

SAVE THE DATE! April 22-28

IndianPueblo.org

2401 12th St NW, ABQ 87104

505-843-7270

Reader Service Card #106
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Museum of International Folk Art
showcases diverse cultures
Although there is no single definition, folk art is generally described as a
handmade, expressive artistic medium
that reflects shared cultural aesthetics
and social issues. The Museum of International Folk Art in Santa Fe houses
the world’s largest collection of such art,
with more than 135,000 objects from
over 100 countries.
One long-term exhibition in the
Girard Wing is called “Multiple Visions:
A Common Bond,” which has been
the destination for well over a million
first-time and repeat visitors to the
museum. This exhibition alone has more
than 10,000 objects that demonstrate
Alexander Girard’s understanding of
the multiplicity of cultures and artistic
genres. He was one of the most influential interior and textile designers of the
20th century.
At least one month prior to the date
of a visit, groups of 10 or more may
reserve docent-led tours. “Multiple
Visions” also can come alive with a multimedia tour, which highlights certain
displays. Visitors can pick up an iPod

Touch at the front desk to learn about
objects in greater depth.
Beginning May 5 and running
through Oct. 27, 2019, “Alexander Girard: A Designer’s Universe” will provide
a major retrospective on Girard’s work,
organized by the Vitra Design Museum
in Germany. The exhibition will open a
door to his creative universe and show
his close relationships with contemporaries like Charles and Ray Eames,
Eero Saarinen, Andy Warhol and Rudi
Gernreich. Never-before-seen designs
in textiles, furniture, sculptures and numerous sketches, drawings and collages
will be displayed.
In the Hispanic Heritage Wing,
“Música Buena: Hispano Folk Music of
New Mexico” will be on view from Sept.
22, 2019 to Dec. 31, 2020. The exhibition
will focus on the rich history of traditional Hispano music from the arrival of
the Spanish through the present. n
Museum of International Folk Art
505-476-1217
moifa.org
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North Dakota
Fargo

Fargo’s quirky attractions, and thriving food and craft
beverage scene, make its location even more memorable. Set
between Minnesota’s lake country and the North Dakota prairie,
Fargo mixes the buzz of city life with the charm of a small town.
“The first thing you notice about Fargo is how open it
feels — and not just because it’s built on the prairie,” said
Andi Thoreson, marketing director for the Fargo-Moorhead
Convention and Visitors Bureau. “The people are notoriously
warm and friendly, downtown is bustling, and you’ll never run
out of new restaurants and live music venues to sample. From
examining a ninth-century Viking ship at the Scandinavian
cultural center to boating down the river that divides North
Dakota and Minnesota, groups can experience the draw of a
destination that defines itself as a little ‘north of normal.’”
Fargo-Moorhead Convention and Visitors Bureau
701-282-3653
fargomoorhead.org

SIP

If Fargo-Moorhead had a
middle name, it would be craft
beverages. There are 16 (and
counting) breweries, wineries,
distilleries and the first urban
cidery in North Dakota, Wild
Terra Cider and Brewing.
Meanwhile, seven-plus coffee
shops dominate downtown.
Groups can start the day wellcaffeinated and finish it with a
local brew in hand.
Wild Terra Cider
and Brewing
701-639-6273
wildterraciderand
brewing.com

STROLL

Brimming with local
boutiques and street murals,
groups are bound to find a
great souvenir and group
photo opportunity in Fargo’s
historic downtown district.
The iconic Fargo Theatre
is the ideal starting point.
Built in 1926 as a cinema
and vaudeville theater,
Fargo Theatre now features
independent and foreign films,
concerts and live events.
Fargo Theatre
701-239-8385
fargotheatre.org

SEE

Local and regional artists
exhibit their best work at
Plains Art Museum, the
largest art museum in North
Dakota. Rotating programs
and lectures mean there’s
always something new to
experience. Groups enjoy
viewing the incredible
Native American, folk and
contemporary art pieces. The
museum also houses the
Katherine Kilbourne Burgum
Center for Creativity.
Plains Art Museum
701-551-6100
plainsart.org

LEARN

The Hjemkomst Center
in Moorhead brings the
region’s Scandinavian roots
to life. A ninth-century Viking
ship and a replica Norwegian
Stave church sends groups
back in time. The ancestors
of landlocked residents were
very much seafaring people.
For lunch, head to the Sons of
Norway kitchen for a distinctly
Norwegian dish (or three).
Hjemkomst Center
218-299-5515
hcscconline.org

Fargo-Moorhead Convention and Visitors Bureau
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Ronald Reagan Minuteman
Missile Site recalls Cold War
During the Cold War years, a North
Dakota site near Cooperstown served a
major role in the United States’ strategy
of nuclear deterrence. The Ronald Reagan Minuteman Missile State Historic
Site consists of both the Oscar-Zero
Launch Control Facility and the November-33 Launch Facility or silo.
These sites are the last remnants
of the 321st Missile Wing, a cluster
of intercontinental ballistic missile
launch sites that were spread over a
6,500-square-mile area around the
Grand Forks Air Force Base.
“A tour at Oscar-Zero provides visitors a view of the Cold War few realized
until recently,” said Robert Branting, site
supervisor. “Above ground security forces swept perimeters, while 50 feet below,
two launch officers staffed consoles on

a 24-hour watch awaiting the word they
hoped would never come — to launch
their 10 nuclear missiles.”
November-33 was a self-contained
underground concrete-lined steel missile silo with blast doors. There also was
an associated launch equipment room
and an adjacent underground launch
facility equipment room.
“At November-33, a self-guided tour
explores a missile site as if it were still
operating,” Branting said. “The 100-ton
concrete door above the silo is still in
place.”
Due to elevator size, 15–20 people
can go on a single tour, while other
concurrent tours can provide for a
50–60-person motorcoach. The journey
begins with a 22-minute orientation
video followed by an hourlong tour,
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with a half hour on the top side and a
half hour below.
“We hope visitors can walk away with a
new consideration of the Cold War along
with North Dakota’s deeply embedded role
in American nuclear deterrence,” Branting said. “There are men and women still
serving below ground just west around the
city of Minot, North Dakota. Through the
darker moments of the Cold War, the men
and women of the U.S. Air Force stood
ready for the unthinkable.”
Food and lodging are available in
Cooperstown, North Dakota, 4 miles
south of the site. n
Ronald Reagan
Minuteman Missile Site
701-797-3691
history.nd.gov/historicsites
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Oklahoma
Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City offers a distinctive history, world-class
museums, attractions and events, plus plenty of culture, food
and entertainment — all with friendly people and Oklahoma
charm. For group tours, there are a variety of attractions to
captivate every audience. From cowboy culture to shopping
and dining districts, groups of all sizes can find accommodating
attractions throughout the city.
“Rich in history, culture and adventure, Oklahoma City
offers unique and once-in-a-lifetime experiences you can’t find
anywhere else in the world,” said Sandy Price, vice president
of tourism for Oklahoma City Convention and Visitors Bureau.
“If your group is looking for a new experience, Oklahoma City
invites groups to explore the unexpected.”
Oklahoma City Convention and Visitors Bureau
405-297-8912
visitokc.com

REFLECT

The Oklahoma City
National Memorial &
Museum pays tribute to
those who were killed, those
who survived and those who
were changed forever by
the bombing of the Alfred P.
Murrah Federal Building in
downtown Oklahoma City
on April 19, 1995. Be sure
to pay a visit to the Outdoor
Symbolic Memorial at night.
Oklahoma City National
Memorial & Museum
405-235-3313
oklahomacitynational
memorial.org

PLAY

Remington Park Racing
and Casino is open daily
with simulcast racing and
more than 750 exciting
games. Watch live horse
racing from March through
May, and August through
September. The casino is
now open 24/7 and offers
several restaurants and pubs
on-site. Several packages
are available to motorcoach
groups, from beer classes to
cooking demonstrations.
Remington Park
800-456-4244
remingtonpark.com

LEARN

The National Cowboy &
Western Heritage Museum
offers groups one of the most
comprehensive collections of
Western art in the world. The
museum depicts the rugged
spirit and rich influences of
cowboy culture with rotating
exhibits throughout the year.
Groups walk away with a
better understanding of the
diverse cultures that shaped
the West.
National Cowboy &
Western Heritage Museum
405-478-2250, ext. 241
nationalcowboymuseum.org

SHOP

Oklahoma City’s hottest
entertainment and dining
district, Bricktown is where
groups enjoy a mile-long stroll
along the canal or sightsee
with a cruise on a Bricktown
Water Taxi. This thriving
district is home to more than
45 restaurants, bars and retail
shops, along with public art,
museums, galleries and even
an urban beach.
Bricktown
405-235-3500
welcometobricktown.com

Oklahoma City Convention and Visitors Bureau

GroupTour.com
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Riversport Adventures gears up the Boathouse District
Get bucket-list ready when the group
heads to Oklahoma City. Whitewater
rafting, zip lining, an 80-foot free fall —
groups find it all at Riversport Adventures in downtown Oklahoma City’s
Boathouse District.
Located within walking distance of
Bricktown hotels and restaurants, the
Boathouse District is a hot spot for outdoor recreation. And a $45 million manmade whitewater rafting and kayaking
hub is at the center of it all.
“You don’t need any previous rafting
experience to try Riversport Rapids,”
said Mike Knopp, executive director.
“Our experienced raft guides take you
safely down the rapids, which range
from class II through IV. It’s an experience you won’t want to miss.”
After rafting, head to the six-story
SandRidge Sky Trail ropes course, step

off the 80-foot Rumble Drop free-fall,
then zip 700 feet across the Oklahoma
River and back. The kayak dock on the
Oklahoma River is only steps away with
recreational kayaks and stand-up paddleboards. If the group still has energy left,
test its skills on the climbing wall or hop
on mountain bikes at the pump track.
Day passes allow groups to sample
all of the available adventures. Riversport offers a variety of team-building
experiences designed to improve collaboration, build trust and energize a
group’s creativity.
For lunch, Big Water Grill in the
Whitewater Center can accommodate
large groups. Grab a salad with grilled
chicken, a wrap or a burger and enjoy
the outdoor patio. Craft beer, wine and
mixed drinks are available at the bar.
During lunch, visitors may find Olym-

pic hopefuls training on the water. The
Boathouse District is a U.S. Olympic and
Paralympic training site for rowing and canoeing/kayaking. The group also may find
live music, floating films, urban camping,
festivals and races throughout the year.
All five of the Boathouse District’s
iconic boathouses, designed by awardwinning architect Rand Elliott, are
available for private events and group
gatherings.
Oklahoma City Boathouse Foundation oversees the Boathouse District.
Money raised at Riversport supports
youth outreach programs and Olympic
hopefuls’ training, and provides scholarships for Riversport’s student athletes. n
Riversport Adventures
405-552-4040
riversportokc.org

Oklahoma City Boathouse Foundation
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New Oklahoma Contemporary
Arts Center fuels artistic future
Oklahoma Contemporary Arts Center is more than 75 percent through a
$26 million capital campaign to support
a new arts campus in downtown Oklahoma City. Construction on the campus
began earlier this year and is expected to
open in the fall of 2019.
Oklahoma Contemporary Arts Center, founded as City Arts Center in 1989,
is a nonprofit committed to providing
accessible, inclusive arts experiences
through complimentary exhibitions,
events and performances. The center
also offers high-quality art classes and
camps for adult groups.
“Oklahoma Contemporary connects
the art of now and what’s next to the
state of Oklahoma and beyond,” said Jeremiah Matthew Davis, artistic director.
“We all need the tools to ignite indi-

vidual creativity. The art and innovation
of tomorrow will be forged through the
creative connections between different
art forms and ideas. We craft partnerships with artists and organizations to
foster exchange and collaboration in a
space all the arts can call home.”
For 28 years, Oklahoma Contemporary has provided arts education,
performances and exhibitions at State
Fair Park. The current building is filled
to capacity with camps, classes, exhibits
and programming. The move will allow the organization to keep pace with
demand, serve an estimated 100,000
visitors by 2022, and more than triple
programs and class offerings.
When the center opens in 2019,
three major visual arts exhibitions will
anchor annual programming — inspir-

Oklahoma Contemporary Arts Center

ing workshops and classes to connect
diverse audiences with innovative ideas
and creative experiences.
And the art will continue outdoors.
A sculpture garden will feature rotating
works, and Campbell Art Park will host
large-scale sculptural installations yearround. n
Oklahoma Contemporary Arts Center
405-951-0000
oklahomacontemporary.org

take your next tour somewhere

new

What tour doesn’t need to stop somewhere new to
ensure an experience that’s fascinating, fresh and fun?
In Oklahoma City there’s something new to discover on
every corner. From our gleaming new downtown to the
Old West at the National Cowboy & Western Heritage
Museum. From a new appreciation of our spirit at the
Oklahoma City National Memorial & Museum to being
welcomed like a new friend everywhere you go. Add us to
your next itinerary and you’ll soon discover that around
here, things are more than just new. They’re OKC new.
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Oregon
Salem

Oregon’s capital city, Salem is steeped in history — from the
Capitol building to Willamette University, the first university in the
West. It’s also where groups can explore scenic mountains and
taste the state’s culinary diversity.
“Inarguably, Salem combines the best of a big city and
small-town Oregon,” said Debbie McCune, director of sales
for Travel Salem. “In and around Salem are all of the really
Oregon things that groups are coming here for: rich history,
a vibrant arts scene, beautiful landscapes, and of course,
outstanding culinary experiences paired with handcrafted wine,
beer and spirits. The area also is easy to navigate, unhurried
and welcoming. To really get to know Oregon, you have to
start in Salem.”
Travel Salem
503-581-4325
travelsalem.com

EXPLORE

Open year-round, the
Oregon Garden is a
stunning, 80-acre botanical
garden showcasing the
diverse beauty of the
Willamette Valley and Pacific
Northwest. The garden
has 20 specialty gardens,
including a native oak grove
featuring a 100-foot-high
signature oak that is more
than 400 years old. Groups
can take a narrated tram tour
or explore on their own.
Oregon Garden
503-874-8100
oregongarden.org
Travel Salem
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SIP

VIEW

The Northwest Wine
Studies Center provides
education and degree
programs. Chemeketa
Cellars is the innovative,
student-run winery of the
Wine Studies program,
where groups can taste the
wines crafted on-site, tour
the vineyard and learn about
the wine-making and grapegrowing process.

The Hallie Ford Museum
of Art is in downtown Salem.
The museum is home to
more than 6,000 culturally
and historically diverse
artworks. Its permanent
galleries feature art from
ancient civilizations, as
well as traditional and
contemporary art by
Native American and other
prominent Northwest artists.

The Northwest Wine
Studies Center/
Chemeketa Cellars
503-584-7256
chemeketacellars.com

The Hallie Ford
Museum of Art
503-370-6855
willamette.edu/arts/hfma

TRY

The Marion Farm Loop
is a self-guided tour route
showcasing 25 stops in the
Salem area. Guests can
pick their own juicy berries,
indulge in handmade baked
goods, sample local honey,
purchase flowers and fresh
produce, and meet farm
animals. Groups also can
engage with the growers
and learn about farm life in
one of the country’s richest
growing regions.
Marion Farm Loop
farmloop@gmail.com
marionfarmloop.com

oregon

Portland Art Museum

Portland Art Museum
expansion design evolves
Portland Art Museum’s collection
of more than 45,000 objects reflects
the history of art from ancient times to
today; it’s all located in the heart of the
city’s cultural district on the beautiful
Park Blocks. Internationally renowned
for exciting art experiences, the museum
offers groups a tour through a world of
magnificent galleries. And better yet —
the museum is planning to expand.
“As we look forward to the next
125 years, we look to strengthen our
connection between the museum and
the public it serves,” said Janet Geary,
chairman of the Portland Art Museum
Board of Trustees. “Our campaign will
connect building to building, the museum to the community, people to art
and to each other.”

Construction is expected
to be completed in late 2020
or early 2021. The latest design
concept recognizes that an open
passageway and a new entry structure
between the museum’s two buildings
will further integrate the campus into
the fabric of the neighborhood and city.
The new design fulfills the museum’s
vision of providing a welcoming and
beautiful space to experience art, and
increases accessibility throughout the
museum. New elevators, restrooms, and
above-grade connections between the
Main and Mark Buildings will be added.
The additions will further the physical
and intellectual connections between
the museum’s collections and programs.
“The design will continue to be

Vinci Hamp Architects

refined and articulated, but we are
inspired by the latest iteration, which
we believe better invites the public to
engage in art and creates a campus that
is assimilated more fully within our
downtown neighborhood,” said Brian
Ferriso, museum director.
Adult groups of 12 or more qualify
for group rates, and reservations must
be made at least two weeks in advance. n
Portland Art Museum
503-226-2811
groups@pam.org
portlandartmuseum.org
GroupTour.com
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South Dakota
Aberdeen

Named after Aberdeen, Scotland, the hometown of
Milwaukee Railroad President Alexander Mitchell, the city of
Aberdeen, South Dakota, quickly became a hub of the Dakotas
after it was incorporated in 1881.
L. Frank Baum, author of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, lived
in Aberdeen from 1888 to 1891. Baum’s influence is still visible
today, encouraging groups to begin a journey and write their
own story in Aberdeen.
“Aberdeen offers the charm of a small town with the
amenities of a larger city,” said Casey Weismantel, executive
director of the Aberdeen Area Convention & Visitors Bureau.
“Aberdeen’s strong community spirit, group-friendly recreation
and vibrant economy continue to attract visitors and business to
our city.”
Aberdeen Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-645-3851
visitaberdeensd.com

DISCOVER

EXPLORE

Take a self-guided tour
with a step back in time
at the Dacotah Prairie
Museum. Located on
Aberdeen’s historic Main
Street, the museum’s exhibits
and information tell the story
of Aberdeen’s beginnings.
The Hatterscheidt Wildlife
Gallery features 55 animals
mounted at their actual
height and size. There is a
gift shop on-site.

With locally owned stores
and restaurants, Downtown
Aberdeen is the place to be.
The chic shops and relaxing
eateries will curb any group’s
craving. Catch a live concert
or stroll through the historic
district. At the summer
farmer’s market in Central
Park, find fresh produce,
body care products and
handmade crafts. An events
calendar is available online.

Dacotah Prairie Museum
605-626-7117
brown.sd.us/dacotahprairie-museum/home

Aberdeen Downtown
Association
605-226-3441
aberdeendowntown.org

Aberdeen Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
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IMAGINE

Visit the Land of Oz,
located within Storybook
Land. Groups have enjoyed
a world of wonder and
imagination for more than
40 years. Follow the yellow
brick road, ride the Storybook
Land Express and view
the park from the Wizard’s
Balloon ride. Dorothy’s House
features a gift shop and a
simulated tornado experience
with special lighting and
sound effects.
Storybook Land
605-626-7015
aberdeen.sd.us

WATCH

Every Thursday night
during the summer, the
Aberdeen Aqua Addicts
Water Ski Team creates
a fun-filled and actionpacked show, complete
with barefooting, jumping,
pyramids and ballet lines, all
centered around a theme and
choreographed with music
and entertainment. Have the
group head to Dahme Lake,
just south of Aberdeen.
Aberdeen Aqua Addicts
Water Ski Team
605-622-0440
aquaaddicts.org

south dakota

Casey Tibbs South Dakota Rodeo Center
tells stories of champions
Inducted into the ProRodeo Hall of
Fame in 1979, Casey Tibbs (1929–1990)
was an American cowboy, rodeo performer and actor. His legacy now lives
on at the Casey Tibbs South Dakota
Rodeo Center, located on the Missouri
River in Fort Pierre.
“The center is a classy two-story
museum with artifacts of nine-time
world champion Casey Tibbs, 18 other
world champions, and displays from
Little Britches to contract acts and
entertainers,” said Cindy Bahe, director. “I can give a short briefing at the
beginning of your self-guided tour, or I
can give an extensive historical background and personally tour your group
through the museum.”
The center is devoted to rodeo, its
history and its stars. There are videos
of 19 world champions, a virtual reality

bronc ride, two large murals, western
and prairie dress up costumes for photo
ops, a 100-year-old saddle display and
a gift shop.
“Groups are surprised to see how
well the museum was constructed and
composed with artifacts and historical information,” Bahe said. “We have
been compared to the Smithsonian on
a smaller scale. People expect to take a
15-minute tour and spend an hour or
two here, even if they know nothing
about rodeo. And they also are amazed
at the beautiful view from the top of the
Missouri River bluffs.”
The Johnny Smith Memorial Sculpture Garden, overlooking the river, was
created in 2013 to memorialize South
Dakota’s rodeo icons. A large bronze
statue of five-time world champion
bronc rider Billy Etbeauer was the

Casey Tibbs South
Dakota Rodeo Center

first to watch over the river. This year,
a second large bronze statue of Casey
Tibbs was added. When a third statue
of four-time world champion Clint
Johnson is added in 2019, all three of
the top South Dakota bronc riders will
be memorialized.
“I hope groups learn facts about the
rich history of rodeo and the western
way of life, and that they enjoy the
entertaining stories we have,” Bahe said.
“Any size tour is welcome and we give
discounted group rates. Snacks, lunch,
social hour or dinner can be catered for
your group. The parking lot is very large
and allows easy turnaround for buses.” n
Casey Tibbs South Dakota
Rodeo Center
605-494-1094
caseytibbs.com
GroupTour.com
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Texas
El Paso

The sun shines 302 days each year in El Paso, earning
its nickname, “Sun City.” Located in the biodiverse northern
Chihuahuan Desert, the largest desert in North America, the city
is home to hundreds of species of plants and animals.
For jaw-dropping views, groups opt for a gondola ride;
Wyler Aerial Tramway pulls groups in cable cars to a lookout
peak in just four minutes. From Ranger Peak, visitors can see
two countries and three states, as well as 7,000 square miles
of territory.
Groups also can discover El Paso’s cultural corridor with
sites focused on the notorious outlaw John Wesley Hardin, the
native Tigua culture and the Magoffin Homestead. Destination
El Paso recommends the following four attractions focused on
history, entertainment and relaxation.
Destination El Paso
915-534-0600
visitelpaso.com

TOUR

Located in the Lower
Valley, the 9-mile El Paso
Mission Trail dates back
400 years. Three adobe
churches — Ysleta Mission,
Socorro Mission and San
Elizario Presidio Chapel —
are living testaments to the
faith of Spanish and Indian
ancestors. Self-guided and
guided tours can be booked
through Mission Trail
Experience.
Mission Trail Experience
915-851-6012
visitelpasomissiontrail.com

Destination El Paso
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SEE

Built in 1930 and restored
to its original splendor in
2006, the Plaza Theatre
is home to El Paso’s
Broadway series and other
entertainment performances
throughout the year. As one
of the remaining atmospheric
theaters in the United States,
The Plaza conveys the illusion
that viewers are seated in an
outdoor Spanish courtyard.
Plaza Theatre
915-534-0609
elpasolive.com/venues/
plaza_theatre

LEARN

El Paso Museum of
History hosts more than
16,000 square feet of
exhibition space featuring five
galleries representing 400
years of United States/Mexico
border history. The 3D Digital
Wall, located at the entrance,
houses a vast collection
of images and videos that
explore El Paso’s past and
present on giant 3D, touchsensitive screens.
El Paso Museum of History
915-212-0320
history.elpasotexas.gov

SIP

Situated in the valley
of the Rio Grande, the
scenic Highway 28 leads
visitors to the locally-owned
and -operated Zin Valle
Vineyards, El Paso’s only
vineyard and winery. Venture
into the barrel room and taste
several varietals from their
estate vineyards, as well as
wines from California and
Europe.
Zin Valle Vineyards
915-877-4544
zinvalle.com

texas

Moody Gardens wows
groups with diverse attractions
Located in Galveston, Moody Gardens’ history dates to the mid-1980s,
when it first opened as a horse barn and
riding area for hippotherapy. Today,
the expansive attraction has grown to
encompass three main pyramids that
use nature to educate and excite visitors
about conversation and wildlife.
“Moody Gardens is an educational
and recreational destination that has a
little bit of something for everyone,” said
Alexis Shelly, public relations coordinator for Moody Gardens. “From our
Aquarium and Rainforest, to our MG
3D Theater and 4D Special FX Theater,
not to mention our golf course and hotel
complete with a spa, it’s the perfect destination to cater to a group with diverse
interests because everyone will find
something that appeals to them.”
When groups enter the 1.5-million-gallon Aquarium Pyramid, they
encounter life from five distinct ocean
environments: South Atlantic, North
Pacific, South Pacific, Gulf of Mexico
and Caribbean. Each ocean exhibit
highlights different marine sanctuaries
and different aspects of human relationships with the seas.
“Our Aquarium Pyramid is always a
top destination,” Shelly said. “The building features exhibits that explore five
ocean habitats from the Gulf of Mexico
to the South Pacific. Everyone who visits

seems to come away with a favorite animal they have seen there, whether that
is one of the six types of penguins, seals,
sea lions, sharks, stingrays or several different types of fish.”
The Rainforest Pyramid contains
tropical plants, butterflies and animals,
including free-roaming monkeys and
two-toed sloths. Groups enjoy a rare,
interactive experience with endangered
plants, such as the Corpse Flower, and
animals ranging from giant Amazon
River otters to Saki monkeys.
The Discovery Pyramid focuses on
science-oriented exhibits and activities.
The museum recently featured “Jam Remastered: The Science of Music,” which
explored the connection between music,
science and mathematics.
Moody Gardens has illustrated

through its various attractions numerous
innovative and creative programs that
result in about 2 million annual visitors.
“I hope that anyone who visits Moody
Gardens walks away with a little bit
of knowledge about the world around
them,” Shelly said, “from how they can
help to protect the environment of a creature in the wild to how science and math
shape the world around us.” n
Moody Gardens
800-582-4673
moodygardens.com

Escape the present...
experience the past!

FORT WORTH STOCKYARDS
logcabinvillage.org
817-392-5881
Reader Service Card #135

Reader Service Card #221

Moody Gardens

KEEPING IT REAL
817.625.9715 | www.fortworthstockyards.com
130 E. Exchange Ave. | Fort Worth, Texas
Reader Service Card #135

Reader Service Card #211
GroupTour.com
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Flyboard with Extreme Water Sports
Taking the watersports world by
storm, flyboards are accessories that
attach to a jet discharge of a personal
watercraft to propel a pilot through the
air and water. Extreme Water Sports
in Galveston helps groups flyboard
with 1,000 gallons of water per minute
at nearly 400 pounds of lift for pure
adrenaline and eye-catching fun.
“Flyboarding is like human flight
without wings; it is freedom of mind,
body and soul,” said Rodney Nelson,
CEO of Extreme Water Sports. “It is the
fastest growing water sport at this time.”
The hose can propel the pilot more
than 35 feet above the water’s surface.
Although some people refer to it as
a water jetpack, the pilot is actually
secured with wakeboard-style bindings and is propelled from below. While
the pilot on the flyboard is in control
of navigation, the operator (a certified

instructor) is in control of the throttle
from the watercraft.
“This is a great group activity because
watching more than one flyboard in the
air is something to see,” Nelson said.
“As a group, you not only get to cheer
each other on, but even the people who
do not want to experience the flyboard
enjoy watching everyone else.”
To ensure safety and gain basic skills,
an Introductory Flight Course is a requirement for all flyboarding beginners.
“Groups get to leave the experience
with pictures, videos and an experience unlike anything else,” Nelson said.
“They will be talking about it so much,
they will have to plan another trip to fly
again. We have had several groups come
back a couple of times each summer and
even every year.”
Paddleboards and kayaks are available to groups that want a more relaxing
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time on the water. n
Extreme Water Sports
409-539-3455
extremewatersportsgalveston.com

Extreme Water Sports

•
•
•

•
•
•
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Utah

Salt Lake City
Nestled by the towering Wasatch Mountains, Utah’s capital
city thrives as the region’s economic and cultural hub.
“Salt Lake’s renovated urban scene offers endless yearround opportunities for visitors and locals alike, from exploring
our city’s exploding dining and nightlife scene to enjoying any
number of professional dance, theater, music or professional
sporting events,” said Scott Beck, president and CEO of Visit
Salt Lake. “For the active traveler, Salt Lake is the ultimate base
camp with 10 world-class ski resorts less than an hour away, as
well as endless hiking and biking trails minutes from downtown.”
Whether a group is into food and drink, the arts, outdoor
recreation or history, Salt Lake is the ideal destination and Visit
Salt Lake can help with all the arrangements.
Visit Salt Lake
801-534-4900
visitsaltlake.com

LEARN

TREK

SEE

Take a group’s love for
great food to the next level
with an in-depth tasting
and cooking class. Home
to Salt Lake City’s finest
selection of meats, cheeses
and chocolates, Caputo’s
Gourmet Food Market &
Deli offers an array of group
cooking and tasting classes,
like Craft Chocolate’s Beanto-Bar, Intro to Cheese and
Pasta & Risotto.

Trailheads abound in the
mountains surrounding Salt
Lake, with trails suited to
every level of fitness, from
world-class athletes to casual
walkers. Just a minute or
two from downtown, Memory
Grove leads to City Creek
Canyon, which then leads
to one of Salt Lake’s most
popular and awe-inspiring
trails in terms of views, the
Bonneville Shoreline Trail.

The Natural History
Museum of Utah explores
world history, primarily using
Utah artifacts from prehistoric
times and the region’s Native
American culture to the
present day. View hundreds
of interactive exhibits. A
highlight is the museum’s
dinosaur collection, as Utah
happens to be one of the
world’s richest areas for
dinosaur-fossil discovery.

Caputo’s Gourmet
Food Market & Deli
801-531-8669
caputos.com

Bonneville Shoreline Trail
bonnevilleshorelinetrail.org

Natural History
Museum of Utah
801-585-9538
nhmu.utah.edu

Clockwise from top: Visit Salt Lake, Austen Diamond Photography (2), Jon Burkholz, Austen Diamond Photography
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EXPLORE
Salt Lake City’s historic
Temple Square is the
worldwide headquarters of
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints and one of
the most popular attractions
in Utah. Covering 35 acres,
it’s filled with a variety
of things to see and do,
including the world-famous
Tabernacle Choir at Temple
Square, formerly know as the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir,
and two visitor centers.
Temple Square
800-363-6027
templesquare.com

utah

Park City Mountain to debut
reimagined High Meadow Park
Park City Mountain, the largest ski
resort in the United States and only 35
minutes from Salt Lake City, boasts topof-the-line quality for every type of skier
or snowboarder. There’s more than 7,300
acres, 348 trails, 41 lifts, 13 bowls, eight
terrain parks, one super pipe and one
mini pipe to complement the mountain’s
ski and snowboard school.
The slopes bring groups directly
down to Park City’s historic Main Street,
and the Town Lift brings visitors back
up. And there are base activities for nonskiers, allowing every group member to
have the experience of a lifetime.
Slated to debut this winter season,
the new High Meadow Park at Park City
Mountain will offer groups a dedicated
learning area designed exclusively for
beginners. The existing High Meadow
lift will be replaced with a high-speed
lift, ensuring guests spend more time on

the slopes and less on the lift.
Additional snowmaking throughout
the area will offer ideal snow surface
conditions for learning, and three
new adventure trails will be added for
guests to explore as they progress. High
Meadow Park is located at the top of
the Red Pine Gondola and accessed
easily from the Grand Summit Hotel
and lodging properties located in the
Canyons Village.
“A seamless, all-inclusive one-stopshop experience from the time of booking through departure is a hallmark of
booking with Vail Resorts Meetings &
Events,” said Tonja Hanson, director of
sales at Park City Mountain. “There’s the
incredible skiing and riding itself, unforgettable mountain dining experiences,
historic Main Street’s eclectic dining,
shopping and nightlife, and of course,
the best hospitality in the business.”

Scott Markewitz/Vail Resorts

Park City Mountain’s alpine coaster
and Flying Eagle zip line operate
throughout the winter months. All
types of ski and snowboard lessons are
available to groups, from beginners
who want to improve fundamental
skills to powder hounds looking for a
guide to bring them to the mountain’s
hidden gems.
“We can arrange for individuals to
be put in like-skilled groups to get the
most out of their lesson or we can book
private guides for up to six people to be
together for any type of skiing or snowboarding lesson, or guided experience,”
Hanson said. “The best part of all is
skipping the lift lines to maximize time
on the hill.” n
Park City Mountain
888-591-5138
parkcitymountain.com
GroupTour.com
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Washington
Bellingham

About 90 miles north of Seattle and 55 miles south of
Vancouver, Bellingham is Whatcom County’s largest city.
Mount Baker, Bellingham Bay, North Cascades National Park
and all the trails in between is an ideal playground for outdoor
enthusiasts. Snowshoe or glide down white slopes, hike to
breathtaking views and sail the Salish Sea.
But don’t let the outdoor beauty fool the group; Bellingham
also shines with arts and heritage activities. Visit galleries
representing prolific artists and linger into the cultural arts
district for distinctive coffeeshops and restaurants.
In Whatcom County, groups will discover historic
neighborhoods, resorts, waterfront areas and farmlands all
within a few dozen miles of each other. Stop at Bellingham
Whatcom County Tourism’s main Visitor Center on Potter Street
to get started.
Bellingham Whatcom County Tourism
360-671-3990
bellingham.org

HIKE

There are 3½ miles of
trails in Whatcom Falls
Park; many routes wind
through forests, while others
overlook the creek gorge and
still pools. Connect to Bloedel
Donovan Park, the Railroad
Trail or walk a 1-mile loop
from the Silver Beach Road
parking area near the stone
bridge at the main falls.
Whatcom Falls Park
360-778-7000
wta.org

SIP

Woods Coffee has
locations throughout the
Pacific Northwest, but the
Woods Roastery is only
located in Bellingham.
Groups get a firsthand look
at the 35-kilo Loring Smart
Roast roaster. All drinks
are made at the full-service
coffee shop connected to the
roastery, allowing groups to
order anything from nitro cold
brews to fresh pastries.
Woods Roastery
360-325-7837
woodscoffee.com

LEARN

A history and science
museum, Spark Museum
of Electrical Invention
offers docent-guided tours
to groups of eight or more.
Tours can include viewing
demonstrations of early
electrical devices, visits to
the static electricity lab and
exploration of Edison cylinder
phonographs. Don’t miss
the chance to play vintage
electronic musical instruments
and see a Tesla coil in action.

Rooted in art, nature and
northwest history, private
tours of The Whatcom
Museum buildings and
exhibitions are led by docents
and may be personalized
to meet the interests of a
group. Hop aboard San Juan
Cruises’ Victoria Star for
Whatcom Museum History
Sunset Cruises during the
months of July, August,
and the first two weeks of
September.

Spark Museum of Electrical
Invention
360-738-3886
sparkmuseum.org

The Whatcom Museum
360-778-8930
whatcommuseum.org

Clockwise from top: Creative Commons, C. Hanchey, Spark Museum of Electrical Invention, Jeremy Piehler, Creative Commons
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New Burke to break
traditional museum barriers
Washington’s oldest museum is
becoming the state’s newest museum.
Opening in the fall of 2019, the New
Burke will turn the Seattle museum
“inside-out,” inviting groups to become
part of a working research facility.
Nearly 60 percent of the museum will be
accessible or visible to visitors, compared to only 30 percent today.
The Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture was founded in 1885
and designated the state museum in
1899. Its administration resides with the
University of Washington College of Arts
& Sciences and sits on ancestral land of
the native peoples of Washington state.
The New Burke will transform the
northwest corner of the University
of Washington’s campus, welcoming
visitors from the new U District light

Stay here, Play here, Shop here

rail station, which is expected to serve
18,000–20,000 people per day. As a new
attraction, the New Burke will support efforts to revitalize the University
District.
Designed by Tom Kundig of Olson
Kundig, the New Burke combines dramatic views of objects with Northwest
features like sustainable wood siding,
a native plant garden and a shed-style
roof inspired by traditional Coast Salish dwellings.
In a departure from the typical
natural history museum model, where
exhibits are on one side of the wall and
research is on the other, exhibit galleries will be side-by-side with visible
collections, labs and hands-on learning
spaces. Twelve visible, state-of-the-art
labs and an artists’ workshop will be

Burke Museum

available to visitors.
The museum hosts both self-guided
and docent-led tours to accommodate
most group interests. However, the
current facility will close Dec. 30, 2018,
as staff prepares for the opening of the
New Burke. n
New Burke
newburke.org
Burke Museum
206-616-3962
burkemuseum.org

EVERYTHING YOU IMAGINED
ABOUT THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Half the price of staying in Seattle.

Just 16 Miles North of Seattle and
Minutes from Beaches, Mountains, Wine
Tasting, Casinos and More
• Legendary Shopping at Alderwood Mall
• Lodging 40% less than Seattle
• A beautiful municipal
Golf Course
• Free Parking

LynnwoodTourism.com

Or Call (800) 662-2044

Reader Service Card #143

SeattleNorthCountry.com
Reader Service Card #113
GroupTour.com
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Museum of Glass sparks creativity
Each year, more than 100,000 visitors
explore Tacoma’s Museum of Glass,
dedicated to glass and glassmaking. The
museum’s mission is simple yet effective:
to ignite creativity, fuel discovery and
enrich lives.
“Now in our 16th year, we have
established a reputation for hosting
impactful and engaging artist residen-

Culinary& History
TOURS

FREE group itineraries available
for Long Beach, Washington.

Call 360-642-1227 or visit

LongBeachPackageTravel.com

cies, organizing nationally traveling
exhibitions in our galleries, and creating
unique programs for our visitors,” said
Jana Marcelia, marketing and communications director for Museum of Glass.
“It’s rare to find a venue where you can
watch live glassmaking, experience
glass art from emerging artists as well as
masters, and have the chance to try your
hand at it. Museum of Glass prides itself
on delivering all of these experiences.”
Visitors gain a better understanding
of the artists’ inspiration and background, and have the opportunity to ask
questions of the artists who are working
in the Hot Shop. Guests can even craft a
project that will enhance their understanding of a technique displayed in the
artwork.
“Our docent-led tours will engage
your group with a personal experience

EXPERIENCE
15,000 YEARS
OF HISTORY

www.columbiagorge.org
990 SW Rock Creek Dr. Stevenson, WA
Printing Sponsored By: City of Stevenson &
Skamania County Lodge Taxes

Reader Service Card #177
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From left: Chuck Lysen, Museum of Glass

of the artwork currently on display at
the museum,” Marcelia said. “We hope
our tours provide a memorable experience that ignite a creative spark in visitors that they can apply to their lives.”
Guests also learn the history of the
museum, which started with the concept
of establishing a large glass studio where
visitors could watch artists create works
from molten glass.
“The Hot Shop Amphitheater,
located inside our 90-foot-tall steel
cone, fulfills that vision,” Marcelia said.
“Groups also learn about the restoration
of the museum’s waterway location and
the revitalization of the city.”
Tours include all-day admission and
access to the galleries, theater, education
studio, and of course, live glassblowing
in the Hot Shop. For an extra fee, groups
can include a glass fusing workshop
with their tour.
“We hope our visitors develop a new
or renewed appreciation for glass art as a
result of our group tours,” Marcelia said.
“We believe they will learn surprising
facts about the art and the artists, find
intrigue in the artwork and learn about
the history, innovations and techniques
involved in making contemporary glass
art.” n
Museum of Glass
253-284-4713
museumofglass.org

itinerary planner

Wyoming
Jackson Hole

A group may ask, “Are we in Jackson or Jackson Hole?” And
the answer may be both!
Jackson refers to the town, which serves as the county seat
for Teton County. Jackson Hole, however, refers to the entire
valley encompassed by mountains; a “hole” was a trapper’s
term for a low-lying valley surrounded by mountains.
Both the town and valley are named after Davey Jackson, a
mountain man who frequently trapped in the area. He was an
early partner in the Rocky Mountain Fur Company and a pioneer
in western exploration.
At the edge of Grand Teton National Park and just over an
hour from Yellowstone National Park, today’s Jackson Hole is
a place of natural wonder, authentic western hospitality and
recreation.
Visit Jackson Hole
888-838-6699
visitjacksonhole.com

SKI

The Group Department
at Jackson Hole Mountain
Resort is equipped to help
planners execute an ideal
mountain tour. Groups of 20
or more receive discounted
pricing for lift tickets. New to
skiing? Private guides can
lead a mountain experience,
customized to meet a group’s
goals and expectations.
Jackson Hole
Mountain Resort
307-732-3136
jacksonhole.com

STAY

SEE

EXPLORE

Teton Village offers
accommodations for every
group budget, with lodging
options right at the base of
the mountains. The Jackson
Hole Aerial Tram takes guests
to the top of Rendezvous
Peak in mere minutes for a
stunning view of the entire
valley. And don’t miss Mangy
Moose Saloon for breakfast,
lunch or dinner.

A group can’t visit
Jackson Hole without a
photo with an antler arch.
Four elk antler arches guard
the corners of George
Washington Memorial Park,
affectionately called Town
Square. And in the middle
of the park, visitors will find
a stone memorial of John
Colter, a member of the Lewis
and Clark expedition.

Thousands of elk make
their winter home at the
National Elk Refuge.
Visitors can choose from a
variety of experiences such as
a guided sleigh ride offered in
the winter, or a walk or bicycle
ride on the multi-use pathway
from May through October.
Take part in an interpretation
program to talk with a
naturalist.

Teton Village Jackson
Hole Resort Lodging
800-443-8613
jhrl.com

George Washington
Memorial Park
307-733-3316
jacksonholechamber.com

National Elk Refuge
307-733-9212
fws.gov

Clockwise from top: Jackson Hole Mountain Resor, USFWS/Tony Hough, National Elk Refuge volunteer, H. Michael Miley, Jackson Hole Mountain Resort,
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort
GroupTour.com
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Trail End displays Wyoming history
Built in Flemish-Revival style, Trail
End in Sheridan is a 13,748-square-foot
mansion that offers groups an intriguing glimpse into life from 1913 to 1933,
primarily through the eyes of the John
B. Kendrick family. The Kendricks were
part of the most seminal events of the
era — World War I, the Jazz Age and the
Great Depression — and John B. Kendrick was a former Wyoming governor
and United States senator.
“Walking into our 1913 mansion is
like stepping back in time,” said Sharie
Mooney Prout, curator. “More than 90
percent of what is exhibited is original,
from large items like furniture to small
items such as hairbrushes. We offer
self-guided tours, so visitors may take
as much time as they like to experience
each room.”
The world was undergoing radical
changes in society and technology dur-

ing this time period. The Kendricks took
advantage of many new technologies,
like elevators, vacuum cleaners, automobiles and airplanes.
“Visitors are surprised to learn just
how modern this house is,” Mooney
Prout said. “It was built with electricity,
12 bathrooms, an intercom system and
a central vacuuming system — just to
name a few features. We hope visitors
will not only come away with a sense
of what life was like for the Kendrick
family and their staff, but that they will
discover something in the home that
was surprising and new to them.”
Utilizing primarily original artifacts
from the house and family, exhibits provide information on daily life, entertainment, interior design, changing technology and early-20th-century ranching on
the Northern Plains.
Mooney Prout said a modern eleva-

sheridanwyoming.org
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Trail End State Historic Site

tor takes visitors to all four floors and
once the group is done inside, visitors
are free to take grounds brochures for
outdoor exploration.
For self-guided tours, trained staff
are available to give introductory talks
and answer questions before, during and
after the tour. Guided tours are available
on a limited basis and must be scheduled in advance. n
Trail End State Historic Site
307-674-4589
trailend.co

wyoming

The Wyoming Frontier Prison
chronicles elaborate past
Located in Rawlins, the Wyoming
Frontier Prison offers tours to about
15,000 visitors annually. Throughout
the prison’s operation from 1901 to
1981, roughly 13,500 people were
incarcerated.
The history of Wyoming’s first state
penitentiary is extensive; when the prison opened, it consisted of 104 cells with
no electricity, no running water and
inadequate heating until later additions
and renovations. The facility became
equipped with several means of discipline, including a dungeon and several
variations of solitary confinement.
Many believe the building is the most
haunted site in Wyoming; some deaths
were the result of state-sanctioned execu-

tions, while other inmates died from harsh
living conditions and brutal violence.
After serving the state for 80 years,
the prison closed its doors and sat
abandoned until 1987, when a low-budget movie titled Prison was filmed on
location. In 1988, a joint powers board
assumed ownership of the penitentiary,
named it The Wyoming Frontier Prison
and established it as a museum.
The Old Pen Gift Shop also is on-site,
along with the City of Rawlins walking
path that brings groups to the old prison
cemetery. n
The Wyoming Frontier Prison
307-324-4422
wyomingfrontierprison.org

Reader Service Card #219
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Dresden, German
WHERE THE ELEGANT ROMANCE OF OLD IS AN INTRICATE PUZZLE OF NEW
BY CORTNEY ERNDT

T

he capital of Saxony was neither significant to
German World War II production, nor a major
industrial center. But from Feb. 13 to Feb. 15, 1945,
British and American forces controversially dropped
nearly 4,000 tons of high-explosive and incendiary
bombs on the beloved city of baroque beauty.
Dresden became a smoldering ruin. Many
considered the decision to bomb the city a war
crime; an estimated 25,000–135,000 civilians
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devastatingly perished and more than 75,000
buildings were destroyed, but Dresden was
determined to restore its former glory.
The city my group visited is a near-exact replica
of the city destroyed in WWII, reconstructed
like a jigsaw puzzle mostly in the 1990s from
piles of stone rubble, forward-thinking trusts
and international donations. Ironically, the most
distressful time in Dresden’s history unveiled some
of the world’s most shining examples of altruism.

many

COVETED PASSAGEWAYS

MAJESTIC YORE

When I first arrived in Dresden, I was at a loss
for where to look first. In the distance, towering spires
and grand statues perched atop magnificent baroque
architecture. But in my midst, omnipresent buildings
constructed of prefabricated slabs stood as remnants
of eastern Germany’s former communist government
— an entire history in itself.
The city’s major railway station, Dresden
Hauptbahnhof, placed me on the bustling Prager
Straße shopping boulevard. Even if a group isn’t
in the mood to shop, relaxing water features like
“Völkerfreundschaft” and “Pusteblumebrunnen”
make Prager Straße worthwhile.
The following day, my group adventured
into central Dresden, where reunification gave
residents, landlords and artists the chance to
make a statement. Kunsthofpassage, an artistic
labyrinth of small courtyards, galleries, shops
and cafes covered in mosaics and stamped with
funky artwork, is in Neustadt (new town). North
of the Elbe river, intricately designed street art marks
a call against gentrification and the wealthy, who
could easily raise rent in such a hip part of town.
Nonetheless, the art is an attraction in its own right.

Although Neustadt’s creative side is remarkably
intriguing, most groups visit Dresden to see Altstzadt
(old town) — and when my group arrived, I knew
why. Such panache and elaborate detail, from
distinctive sloping roofs to ornate cherubs, is
incomparable to anything in the United States.
Allied bombing destroyed 75 percent of the
city center, and the building’s blackened stones
are visible symbols of a fiery war’s lasting effects.
Sandstone also naturally darkens as it ages, proof of
Dresden’s maturity.
We took photos of Semperoper, the city’s
opera house of the Sächsische Staatsoper Dresden
and the concert hall of Staatskapelle Dresden.
Originally built in 1841, it was destroyed in 1869
by a devastating fire and rebuilt in 1878 in neo-Renaissance style. In 1945, the WWII firestorm
once again left the opera house in shambles.
Exactly 40 years later in 1985, Semperoper’s
reconstruction was completed. Like the near-entirety
of Dresden, the dazzling interiors were painstakingly
and patiently rebuilt according to original plans.
Internationally renowned for its brilliant acoustics,
groups from around the world flock here to enjoy
unmatched performances.
Within a few minutes, we walked to Zwinger,
CONTINUES ON PG 111

The Frauenkirche Dresden
GroupTour.com
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" A TESTAMENT TO
THE BEAUTY OF THE
WORLD COMING
TOGETHER..."

The Frauenkirche Dresden
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Dome of The Frauenkirche Dresden

a palace and baroque gem from the
reign of Augustus the Strong that is now
a museum complex. Although Zwinger
was constructed in stages from 1710
to 1728, it was formally inaugurated
in 1719 for Prince Frederick Augustus’
marriage to the daughter of the
Habsburg emperor, the Archduchess
GTM/Cortney Erndt
Associate Editor Cortney Erndt, Zwinger
Maria Josepha. As we strolled through,
I could feel the essence of nobility and
only imagine what it must have been
like to be wed in such an overwhelmingly large and majestic palace.

DIVINE GRACE

GTM/Cortney Erndt

Prager Straße

Zwinger

GTM/Cortney Erndt

Prager Straße

In addition to the city’s sophisticated museums, groups that visit Dresden should
not leave without experiencing The Frauenkirche Dresden — renowned as one of
the grandest buildings in all of Europe. The Church of Our Lady is an impressive
symbol of international reconciliation following WWII; using original stone and
debris, its elegant reconstruction wasn’t completed until 2005. Just for the church’s
reconstruction alone, more than $205 million (€180 million) was collected from
German citizens and friends around the world.
Once inside, it’s nearly impossible to miss the incredibly large altar, depicting
Jesus’ agony in the Garden of Gethsemane, praying to a gold-accented angel
coming down from heaven. Although some of the figurines had fragments broken off,
by miracle or faith, this piece partly survived the bombing that destroyed the church
— leaving all visitors with a jewel
of original brilliance.
My group was lucky enough
to experience Frauenkirche’s
organ played live. A new
instrument made by the reputable
builder Daniel Kern from
Strasbourg, the organ is located
prominently above the altar,
allowing every visitor to see it
straight away. To hear it, groups
are welcome to attend a Sunday
service, a midday or evening
devotion, or one of roughly 40
concerts per year.
Semperoper
The church’s most stupendous
feature is its high dome, called the
Steinerne Glocke (stone bell). The
original dome, 315 feet high, was an extreme engineering feat for the 18th century.
The physically fit can take on Frauenkirche’s strenuous ascent. From the oldest parts
of Dresden to the city’s newest buildings, groups can see it all from the top — and it’s
well worth the hike.
When I looked at Frauenkirche closely, as well as at other historic buildings
throughout Dresden, I could see the original, fire-damaged stones of darker hues
mixed among new, bright-beige stones. It’s a charming sentiment of Dresden’s affection
for preserving its prized character, as well as a testament to the beauty of the world
coming together to create, or recreate, something relished and extraordinary. n
Official Tourist Information Centre of the City of Dresden
+49 351 501 503
dresden.de
GroupTour.com
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PORT CITY:

Fort Lauderdale
Ivonne MacMillan

Nothing says luxury like Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
With 23 miles of promenade-lined beachfronts, lavish hotels, word-class restaurants and impressive
nightlife, Fort Lauderdale is an exciting destination
to explore before and after a cruise.
Ivonne MacMillan, public relations manager for
the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors
Bureau, gave associate editor Kelsey Smith the
inside scoop on Fort Lauderdale’s pre- and postcruise experiences.

Bonnet House Museum & Gardens,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Q: What makes Fort Lauderdale an appealing Port City?
A: Fort Lauderdale is a welcoming and cosmopolitan city. Whether planned in advance, or

with no planning at all, Fort Lauderdale offers countless getaways to easily extend your stay.
Port Everglades is just five minutes from the airport, beach, nightlife, and downtown’s
arts and entertainment district. Groups will find spectacular sights and experiences to enjoy
throughout their stay, including a variety of restaurants, speakeasies, lounges, breweries, art
galleries, mural districts, water sports and shopping.

Q: What attractions do you recommend cruisers visit?
A: Las Olas Boulevard, our vibrant “style mile,” is a lovely tree-lined street with galleries,

boutiques, cafes and restaurants. Here, you’ll also find the NSU Art Museum Fort Lauderdale, which features beautiful exhibits. Outside of downtown, you can explore the Everglades
with Sawgrass Recreation Park or Everglades Holiday Park. They offer thrilling airboat rides.
Groups will see alligators in their natural habitat and other native wildlife. Sawgrass Mills, the
largest outlet mall in the United States, is a must for visitors who like to shop.
Other great attractions include the historic Bonnet House Museum & Gardens, Butterfly
World, the Museum of Discovery and Science, Broward Center for the Performing Arts, Flamingo Gardens, and Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino.

Q: What advice do you have for first-time visitors?
		A: Check out our visitor guide at vacationplanner.sunny.org. The guide is filled with

itinerary ideas and offers. It’s your go-to guide for before, during and after a trip. You also
can visit sunny.org/cruise-and-play for deals on hotels, attractions and special discounts —
available just by showing your cruise card or documents. Even if you have just a few hours
before your cruise, you can always find vibrant activities in Greater Fort Lauderdale to enjoy
at your leisure. n

Sawgrass Recreation Park, Weston, Fla.

SAIL TO HAVANA AND
COZUMEL ON ROYAL
CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL

Majesty of the Seas; May 8–13, 2019
Day One: Depart Fort Lauderdale at 4 p.m.
Day Two: Havana, Cuba
Day Three: Fun day at sea
Day Four: Cozumel, Mexico
Day Five: Fun day at sea
Day Six: Return to Fort Lauderdale
Royal Caribbean International
866-562-7625
royalcaribbean.com

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau
954-765-4466
sunny.org
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Cruise port, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

spotlight

Linda Odom’s Tales of the
South brings Southern
hospitality across state lines

«

Linda Odom is the founder and owner of
Tales of the South, a full event and regional
destination management group providing
services for meetings and events, weddings,
and group and student travel.
Based out of Tybee Island, Georgia, Tales
of the South provides tours from Miami to New
York for groups big and small. Odom talked
with Associate Editor Kelsey Smith and shared
everything Tales of the South has to offer.

Q: How would you
describe your tours?
A: Our experiences have led us to create a
“must-do” list in each city, but each tour is
created from a blank canvas, based upon the
client’s ideas and budget. From school groups
to senior citizens — groups of 900 or a party
of four — we strive to exceed their highest
expectations.
Our brand is based on true Southern hospitality and we provide that in every city — even
New York City.

Q: What industry trends
are you noticing?
A: Since the advent of the internet, all business models have changed and tourism is
no exception. Clients now have the ability to
find pre-designed tour packages at afford-

able prices. We are finding discerning planners are looking for unique opportunities that
are “off the beaten path” or more customized
to their particular demographic. That’s where
we shine.
We have access to insider perks such as
backstage Broadway tours led by a lead in
the show, access to private after-hours dinners at restaurants, theaters, museums, film
sets and other venues that are closed to the
public. Every destination has our own “living
life local” host to show our groups the “in”
places to go, secret shopping areas, access
to private clubs and more offerings that are
unattainable to your everyday receptive.

Q: What are you most proud
of about your organization?
A: What I’m most proud of is the amazingly
creative, dedicated and talented team that
make up Tales of the South. We are a family
— and we are all equally focused on creating
the very best experience possible for every
single person we meet. Each of them have
multiple talents, specialties and skills that
cover every area of the business. We just all
love each other and we love the work we do.
What more could you ask for? n
Tales of the South
912-660-3555
talesofthesouth.com

What’s the

next
big
thing
for

Tales of
the South?

“

Our new motto is, ‘If it’s
not fun … we don’t do it!’ With
that in mind, we have reached
out to our ‘insiders’ and are
working on some exciting outings for adult groups. Savannah is also known for having
the largest (or second-largest)
St. Patrick’s Day parade in the
nation. Our annual Tales of the
South private St. Patrick’s Day
party is so popular that we’re
planning on expanding to a
second location next year to accommodate more groups and
locals alike.

”

Tales of the South

GroupTour.com
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“Believe in the Light.”
—JOHN 12:36, NASB

Come enjoy light displays, horse-drawn carriage rides, delicious

holiday treats, inspiring exhibits, and much more as you celebrate the
birth of Jesus Christ at the Billy Graham Library in Charlotte, N.C. Be sure
to ask about our Christmas dinners—served every Thursday–Saturday.
NOV. 29–DEC. 22, 2018
MON. TO THUR., 9:30 A.M.–9:00 P.M. • FRI. TO SAT., 9:30 A.M.–10:00 P.M.
FREE ADMISSION & FREE PARKING

A MINISTRY OF BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION
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